In 1930s Depression America, These Woodworker's Manuals Excited
Amateur Woodworkers Who Could Afford to Buy These Power Tools?
The Walker-Turner Co. and Delta Manufacturing each had competing lines of
scaled down power tools designed for the home workshop. To encourage these
amateurs to purchase specific brands, the two corporations issued competing
woodworker's manuals, each manual featuring their tools.
For the newbie woodworker, how exciting it would be to
•

Make Jigs to Extend the Usefulness of Your New Power Tools

•

Cut your own moldings with your new bench top table saw.

•

Using the New Casein Glue, Do Veneering and/or Inlaying!

•

Make mortise-and-tenon joints

•

Create dovetail Joints for your Chests of Drawers

•

Convert Your Bench-Top Drill Press Into a Shaper

And, by subscribing to the in-house how-to-do-it magazines, The Home
Craftsman or The Deltagram, or by joining the local woodworking club,
sponsored by the National Home Woodwork Shop Guild, you could learn even
more tricks to try in the woodshop!
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PREFACE
In preparing this, the third Driver Manual, we have
endeavored to submit projects that would appeal to the
man who is just becoming interested in tools and their use,
as well as to the advanced craftsman. Above all we have
tried to confine our views to facts—to solving the problems that beset every user of tools, in simple, practical
ways which are the result of intimate contact with woodworking tools and their uses.

c6o
the '3-Come. eraftsman_,
who applies his time, thought, and
effort to the constructive things of life
and, in so doing, brings happiness to
others, this book is cordially
dedicated.

Each project described here has been carefully worked
out by an experienced furniture designer whose creations
in finished furniture are on display in salesrooms the
country over. First the rough drawings were sketched,
then each separate part was made, and the piece assembled
and finished. Every step and problem has been submitted
to craftsmen not nearly so expert to be sure the operations would not entail too much skill for the average
amateur. Every mechanical operation was performed with
stock "Driver" Power Tools and accessories.
Many craftsmen who are capable of doing excellent
work have been disappointed with the result of their
efforts in building a project mainly because the design or
proportions were incorrect. After all it is just as easy to
build correctly and certainly there is more satisfaction
when the article made is a thing of appealing beauty and
symmetry.
We have attempted to place before you all the available
information on the subjects covered. If you find this
book helpful in your work we will be fully repaid by
knowing that we have rendered a definite service. If we
have not we would welcome your calling any shortcomings
to our attention.

Copyright 1932 by

Please feel that the services of our furniture designers
are at your command to answer any problems you may
encounter in woodworking just as our engineers are
always ready to help you with mechanical problems.

WALKER-TURNER CO., Inc.
Printed in U. S. A.

Educational Dept.,
Walker-Turner Co., Inc.
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F, VERY home, no matter how modest or how pretentious, has a
place for these very attractive book ends. Genuine rare woods
always lend charm to decorative articles such as these. Gifts and
novelty shops everywhere demand high prices for these book-ends,
yet the home craftsman can, with little effort or equipment, transfer these inlaid veneers to blocks of wood and readily shape them.
We do not suggest that you cut these various woods out to form
the design, although some
"old timers" do. The designs shown are available
throughout the United
States. If you have difficulty in obtaining any
particular designs your
tool store can get them
from the publishers of this
book. The kinds of wood
in these designs and their
sources are given below.

-

ft,

SUNBURST
Rosewood — East Indies
Bubinga — Couga (Africa)
Mahogany — Africa
Boxwood — Guianas (S. A.)
Birds' Eye Maple — United States
Stained Green — France
BURL
Thuya — Morocco
Birds' Eye Maple — United States
MONK IN CELL
Prima Vera — Central America
Satin — West Indies
Pearwood — Switzerland
Holly — Mississippi
Harewood — England
Mahogany — Africa
Walnut — United States
Boxwood — West Indies
Oak — United States
Yellow and Black — United States
GOTHIC
Mahogany — Africa
Lacewood — Australia
7
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MOUNTAIN
Tamo — Japan
Redwood Burl — California
Zelra — Africa
Figured Ash — England
RABBIT
Thuya — Morocco
Satin — West Indies
Holly — Mississippi
Boxwood — Guianas (S. A.)
Bird's Eye Maple — United States
Stained Woods — U. S. and France
PRUDE
Pearwood — Switzerland
Harewood — England
Holly -- Mississippi
Walnut — United States
Boxwood — Guianas (S. A.)
Stained Woods — U. S. and France
THE HAPPY MONK
Arodire -- Africa
Purple — France
Pearwood — Switzerland
Lacewood — Australia
Holly — Mississippi
Harewood — England
Harewood — England
Walnut — United States
Pearwood — Switzerland

Two types of these
designs are available, one
with a fabric backing,
the other backed with
paper. They require different treatment.
Those with the fabric
back are glued to a block
of wood, of any desired
thickness, then sawed out to shapes shown here or others that may
be preferred. Liquid glue is applied both to the block and to the
fabric side of design. Casein glue should not be used as it may stain
through the delicately colored woods. After glueing, put design in
place on block and clamp it tightly until dry. Saw out the block to
shape and sand face lightly with finest grade sand paper. A coat or
two of thin shellac, each sanded off, followed by an application of
wax gives an excellent finish. With the paper-backed designs it is
necessary to glue them face down on the block. Then, after glueing,
the paper is sanded off. Inlay borders and decorative designs are
also available which lend distinction to furniture and numerous
other articles. They may be used as inlays or overlays. For inlaying
instructions, see the article on the Drill Press.

in the days when our country was in the making, candles
B ACK
were the source of light. The forms and shapes which the
candle "withes" or tables took, as an accessory to the candle and
candlestick, were many.
Taking this idea, and combining it with the drop leaf idea, gives
us the nucleus of a very beautiful creation. Usable as a bedside
night table, under a window for plants, in the living room as a
side table, or in the hallway as a little reception table, it makes a
mighty pleasing little addition to the home and is of such a simple
style as to fit in with almost any scheme of decoration.
[9
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A DROP LEAF SIDE TABLE

Making the Turned Parts
First make your turning template, and note that the length
dimensions of all turnings are alike except the wing turnings which
are slightly different at each end. Make the template to suit the larger
turning A. After using, change the marked sizes to suit turning B,
then later change sizes again to suit turning C.
CSkr
Cedier
Allow for plenty of dowel turned on the ends ;
they can always be cut off later.
Next make the form for the shaping of the
legs. Use as a base for this a piece of wood exactly
the same shape as the front or knee side of the leg.
Dt,rn// Z.
The back, heel and shoulder of the legs are bandsawed and drum sanded to shape later. This allows a firm screwing
down of the leg stock to the form. Sand the front or working edge
smooth and exactly to shape. Remember that any irregularities in
this edge are going to show up on the finished leg. Now turn a hard
wood collar PA" in diameter with a 1/2" hole, of the same thickness
as your form, bevel the edges about h/8". Using the small radius of
cutter number SS-18 the collar is put above the cutter and the cut
made on the bottom edge of the stock. The form bearing against
the collar develops the shape. Don't forget to paraffin both form
and collar. After cutting one edge of each leg, turn the form over,
and repeat the cut on the other edge. This will leave a ridge
in the middle which is carefully drum sanded to shape.
The final hand sanding will
eliminate all traces of it. Now
from a cardboard template,
mark off the balance of the
leg shape on your stock, bandsaw it out and drum sand to
shape to a smooth flowing curve. Check the angle at the knee with
the toe angle to make sure it is exactly 90°.

pieces 27" long x 10"
wide are jointed on the
edges. With cutter SS28 run the cove on each
side of the 4" piece.
With cutter SS-29 run
the round on one edge of
each of the 10" wide
pieces. Fit the hinges
and make sure that the
leaves hinge and fit properly before going any
further. It is necessary
to rout out to a depth of
3/32" for the hinge wings
and a groove 5/16" deep
for the hinge center.
When you are satisfied
with the fitting and working of this, lay out and
bandsaw the top to the
elliptical form. All subsequent operations on the top are made with
the leaves and center hinged together and treated as you would
a one-piece top. On the plan, note points marked. Distance ED is
laid off from point G to where it crosses line EE at FF. With pins
driven in at FF and a string tied in the form of a triangle FFG
start with a pencil at G and swing around inside the string, keeping
the string taut. A perfect ellipse will result.
Now very carefully bandsaw and then sand
cacv.
to this line. Finish the edge as if it were to be
SP'28
s
left square, with no bumps or hollows, since we
are going to use this edge as a form for shaping. With a collar 13/16" in diameter and cutCalep
.17-19
ter SS-28 on under it on the shaper spindle
adjust the height to give a Vg" shoulder and run this all around the
edge of the top, keeping against the collar firmly. (A strip of wood
bradded across the upper side of the top will assist in the handling
and keep the leaves from dropping down.) Turn the top over, and
with cutter SS-18 round the other edge of the top. The junction of
the two cutters and the rubbing of the wood against the collar will
leave a slight flat on the moulded edge which is sanded off easily,
resulting in a pleasingly moulded top.

12

Knee Block and Bridge Piece
The knee block, in which the pedestal is fastened and the wings
swivel, is bandsawed and sanded to shape with the 1" lathe sanding
spindle, bored for the dowels of the legs, which are glued into place.
Set this assembly on a level surface to let the glue set.
Now get out your bridge piece, using maple or birch, boring
holes for the turning dowels and screw holes. Countersink the screw
holes.
In making the top, a 4" wide x 27" piece for the centre and two

13

Assembling
Lay out the angle at which the swivel and wing turnings meet

14
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full size and with the turning laid on this, mark off the location of
the fitting, the holes for the dowels and the bracket piece H. Mark
lines on the turning C showing line of center of dowel. With C held
in clamp on drill press table bore the holes, then sand C on a 1 3/8"
sanding spindle, holding at a proper angle while so doing. Study
this operation carefully and be sure you
understand it before actually doing it.
Study the sketch. Assemble turnings BC
and H to form triangles, to dimensions
given.
C
With turnings slipped, but not glued
in the bridge and the knee block, drive and glue the pedestal turning A into place. Test the alignment of the bridge with the long
center of the knee block and let the glue set. Then screw the bridge
to the top. See that turnings C fit into the depressions at the
bridge ends and the leaves drop properly. Give the entire table a
final sanding with fine paper and the table is ready for finishing.
Since the hinges are concealed the table is finished in assembled
form, with the leaves dropped, while working on the top, which is
always worked on last in each application.
In a brown mahogany the table presents a handsome appearance,
although a deep cherry red will also present a very striking note as
to color. In walnut, a rich brown may be used. (See finishing instructions.)
BILL OF MATERIAL
Pieces T. W. L.
1 3/4 x 4 x 26"
2 34 x 10 x 26"
4 1 x 3 1/2 x10"
1 2 4 3 x 7"
1 2 1/4 x 2 14 x 24"

Pieces T. W. L.
2 1 1/2 x 1 1/2
2 1 1/2 x )/2 x 22"
1 1 x 3 x 21" Birch

The hardware accessories may be ordered direct from the publisher of this
handbook. Items shown come prepaid.
No. MC-2300 Hinges (6 needed)
$ .20 each

HE lumber selected for this particular foot stool or fireside bench
Twas
birch, since it has a close grain, great strength and takes a
finish to match almost any wood. Walnut, mahogany or even the
softer woods such as gum or poplar may be used, but the life of the
bench will be considerably shortened.
The first thing to do, of course, is to lay out the patterns for the
legs and top rails. Cut them from fairly heavy paper, and maneuver
them together at one end of your piece of lumber so as to get them
out with the least possible waste. The four rails should be ripped
[ 15 ]
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off one side of the board, which leaves us four inches of board on
which to work. Now carefully bandsaw the legs and top rails out,
leaving the line showing. Then carefully sand them, using the
sanding machine for most of the leg, except the small curve just
above the point where the rails join, which can be done better on
the sanding drum, mounted on the shaper. The top rail is sanded
to shape, with the exception of the sides, on the drum. It might be
well to point out that at the top ends of the legs and the ends of the
top rails, where the two join, leave a little stock extra, for fitting,
to be taken off after assembly.

19

To upholster the bench, stretch the webbing across, tacking it
into the rabbet on the rails, weaving the webbing over and under
the crossing strips. Then along the edges of the rails tack a strip
of weather strip (of the roll type). Cover this with the muslin,
tacking on one side and one end only. Stuff hair under this cover,
arranging it to produce no lumps. When you get to the loose sides,
start tacking at one corner and proceed along the side, stuffing in
hair as you go. When the cover is completely in place, final arranging of the hair to eliminate lumps or pockets may be done by jabbing
an ice pick through the muslin and pushing the hair where you
wish it.
In putting on the final covering, cut out a paper pattern which
will fit on the top, cutting in at the corners on a forty-five degree
angle to almost the point where the inside corners of the legs come.
Then these corners are cut out, the edges folded under, the cover
stretched into shape and tacked fast to the under side of the rails.
A final finishing touch is to tack a piece of muslin under the bottom,
as a dust cover and to prevent the hair which works loose from
falling. Brass headed tacks may be run along the bottom edge of
the rails if desired, but are not really necessary.
An alternate finish which produces a dainty little stool for
milady's boudoir is to lacquer the wood in a pastel shade and
upholster it with a gay matching cretonne.

Making the Side and End Rails
Now take your side and end rails, and run a rabbet on one side
of each, 3/4" wide by 1/4" deep. They need only be rough, since they
will be entirely covered with the upholstery. Now cut them accurately to length, test the ends for squareness. Now lay off the
centers for the dowels, on the ends and drive a small brad in at
each point, cutting the brads off to allow about 1/16" to project.
On the legs, lay out the location of the rails. ). Then by carefully
holding a rail in its proper place, and then pressing the two together, an accurate location will be transferred to the leg for the
dowel holes. Pull out the brads, and make the centres more definable with a sharp centre punch. Number each rail end and its
location on each leg.
The dowel holes are next in order. Use the drill press or the
boring table on the lathe. On the latter, clamp a piece of wood
across the table as a backing, testing for squareness. The holes
must be a driving fit for the dowels to insure rigidity in the bench.

BILL OF MATERIAL
Pieces T. W. L.
1 1 x 6 x '72" Birch

Assembling

3 yards webbing
1/2 yard unbleached muslin

The top rails, end rails and legs are assembled and glued
together first. After the glue has set, they are finished up at the
joints between the top rails and legs and then the side rails are set
in place. It will be necessary to run the drill into the holes of the
legs before this operation, since the dowels of the side rails run into
those of the end rails.
This has a key effect on the end rail dowels, which adds to
the strength.

Finishing and Upholstering
The bench is now ready for finishing which may be in any deiired stain or color. A filler of the same color as the stain should
3e used. Three coats of shellac should be applied and sanded and
,hen the surface well waxed.

Eli

Pieces
1 package cotton batting
1/2 pound curled hair
1/2 yard upholstery covering

AN ITALIAN CABINET
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The Cabinet
may be used as a
W HICH
dainty little desk to grace
milady's boudoir. Or it may be
employed as a radio cabinet,
telephone cabinet or even as a
hall console piece, to fill that
empty gap in an otherwise
easy-to-furnish hall. Of a design that borders on the line
between Spanish and Italian,
it may be used to piece out a
scheme of decoration in either
style.
Carving Effects are
Easily Done
The cabinet itself is made
of solid walnut, with mitred
and slip tongue joint. This is
easily accomplished on the bench saw, through the medium of the
tilting table. The dado is run with the table tilted, and the panels
above the cutters, the fence, used
Dodo 4 4, 4- yr ocrch /lea
as a guide, stopping the cut 1 inch
from the front ends. The door is
of glued-up stock of 2 pieces with
the router lines cut on the drill
tr4e; itentaue
4 8
press with cutter R-1.

Coacp
[ 20 ]

The rosettes are face-turned on
the lathe, and applied with a brad
DEpili and glue. The moulding used to
embellish the front is first run on
the shaper or drill press to give the
shape shown in Detail A. Then
with a router cutter R-3, which has
been ground to a round end, and
the moulding between guide strips
clamped on the bed of the drill
..200r d
PY/14
C vffcr spress, spot or drill down into the
e7,IAZ -4/
bead part way, which will produce
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an oval depression, about 1/4" long. Move the moulding 5/8", run
router down to the same depth as before, and while the cutter is
down, move the moulding to the left until a depression 3/4" long is
formed. If at all possible, make enough moulding in one strip,
allowing several inches extra for waste in mitring and matching
corners for the four pieces necessary.
The back of the cabinet is rabbeted to take the plywood, with a
1/4" x 1/2" rabbet.
Interior
No specific dimensions are given fair the interior, other than a
suggested arrangement of shelves for desk or telephone cabinet.
Individual taste will govern the arrangeFrornicoe o/ag42(
ment. Note, however, the construction
Pooras indicated which will make a self supporting unit, which is finished separately
from the cabinet, and put in place
P.& or
.e/7
///;ige.
completely assembled, by screwing fast
8•
to the top of the cabinet.

Brackets and Stretchers
The upper brackets and the base stretchers may be gotten out
now. Since the machine work on both requires the same set ups,
work them together. The pieces are bandsawed to shape, sanded
and finished and the flutes on the front ends run in with cutter SS-7
on the drill press, using one or more SS-14 collars as a depth gauge.
Bore for the 3/4" dowels which were left on the ends of the turnings.
The end stretchers are gotten out next. Bandsaw a form to the
shape between the IA" router lines shown on the sides. With this
tacked on either side and used as a guide against the pin on the
board described among the jigs, the line may be run accurately to
shape, on each side of the piece. With brads locating the dowel
centers, transfer these centers to the middle square section of the
legs and bore for the dowels.
Assemble the legs and end stretchers. While the glue is hardening,
get out the front and back aprons.
The front one has a bead moulded on
each edge with cutter SS-18. Locate
the dowel centers and put in brads.

24

kz)Turning the Legs
Make the template for the turning as
indicated. Get out the post lengths and
carefully joint them to 1 3/4" square.
.7)erw.1 C.
Very, very carefully center the ends for
the lathe centers and turn. The rounding of the square portion of
the turning is best done with a 1/2" round nose or gouge chisel, taking a very light cut. On the square stock, locate and mark, on all four
sides the position of the squares. The lines will be seen while the
stock is revolving.
Cabinet Base and Parts
The base of the cabinet is a solid piece, with a moulded edge
shaped with cutter SS-19. The cabinet is doweled to the base with
three 3/8" dowels each end.
The door is hinged through the medium of what is known as a
knife or pin hinge, offset type, No. 1595 which will make the best
appearance. Make sure that the moulding on the door clears the
edge of the cabinet bottom and rests
in a horizontal position when open.
A desk lid support No. 620 is mounted
on each side to take the strain off
the lid. A bullet or spring type catch
No. 684 or lock is used to keep the lid
closed. A knob, No. H-971, is suggested for the lid.
De74// 25'.

Cab/

Ironwork Stretcher
If the ironwork stretcher is to be
used, it is easily made, with two small
SS-18
\Agsc Of cab//ml
monkey wrenches and a vise, the jaw
of the wrenches being closed almost to
the thickness of the iron used which
PeTA/Z 11
may be 1/2"x 1/8", 1/2"x3/16", 5/8"x 1/8",
or 3/16" as availability will decide. With one end between the jaws of
a wrench which is mounted in the vise, with the handle horizontal
and the jaws upright, use the other wrench as a lever to bend the
iron. Very little effort is needed to bend the iron. As the bend is
' made, move the iron forward in the vise-held wrench, take a new
bite with the hand-held wrench and bend again. It will be necessary
to make a full size detail of the shape of the iron, against which you
check the bends as you make them. It is remarkably easy to get
the hang of it.
After the shapes are completed, lay them aside, until later and
make the base for the cabinet, moulding edge as shown.
Assembling
The leg assemblies and the aprons may now be bored for dowels
and assembled in complete form.

26
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After the glue has hardened, the entire base assembly is fastened
to the cabinet assembly with four No. 10x1 1h," flat head wood
screws, run through triangular shaped blocks which have been
glued into the corners of the base assembly, (See detail N.) which
are set 1/8 " below the top of the aprons.
A block "P", about 6 x 1 1/2" x 1 1/2" is fastened with screws and
glued on the under side of the cabinet base, centring it both ways.
Turn the cabinet upside down and lay the iron brackets in place,
resting on this block "P", and leaning against the side stretcher.
After adjusting until they are evenly placed, mark the location of
and bore holes for No. 10 R. H. Blue wood screws. Bore the holes
and mount the brackets in place and the cabinet
is ready for finishing.
For s those who might prefer a wooden
stretcher, a suggested turning is shown. Using
.rs h, 40, the various groups of beads and shapes of the
7/26' legs (dimensions of which are given), and regrouping these, a nice stretcher will result.
Dimensions were purposely omitted, to include
a problem for the craftsman.

AN ITALIAN CHAIR
QOMETHING a little differ"-, ent for the home craftsman! Something not usually
offered as a project to be
attempted by the average
amateur, and yet there is
really nothing hard about it.
The paramount thing is to
work accurately, working each
piece out as if it were a finished project. Then the assembly should be a fairly easy
matter. Solid walnut is used.

1;7, Z".
-/'/ 0/7.

; ; dlifor S.r-7

For finishing instructions see those given
for the mirror of this group.

L.
22"
16"
21"
24"
141/2"
15"

DETWZ

back leg shapes are carefully laid out and band-sawed to shape.
Then with a small hand plane and a metal type adjustable spoke
shave, work the curves smooth, so as to leave no bumps or hollows.
The front legs are simply squares. With cutter SS-7 and the auxiliary spindle in the drill press, with a depth washer SS-14, cut the
flutes in both back and front legs, stopping the flutes at points
shown.

Pieces T. W. L.
2 1 x 2 x 8 1/2"
2 % x 2 x 19 1/2"
4 1% x 1% x 26"
1

r

Shaping the Legs

BILL OF MATERIAL
Pieces T. W.
1
x 12 x
2 % x 12 x
1
x 15 x
1
x 14 x
2 1% x 2 x
2 2 x 2 1/4 x

t.Erwammkvg,,,,an

Suppose we start with the
legs. The template for the

Don't use both the ironwork and the turned
stretcher.
1iP/17/73.

-

piece 1/4 " plywood panel 21 x 15"
in birch or poplar

Making the Top Rail

The list of hardware accessories may be ordered direct from the publisher of
this handbook. Items shown come prepaid.
No. H-971 Antique Knob
No. 1595 Hinge (per pair) .. $ .20
$ .15
.18
No. 683 Bullet Catch (with stop) .10
No. 620 Lid Support

Form r- roar&

.back

1e/o c.a./ of ch..7.;-!

a

Now take the top rail of the
back. Trace off the entire back
on a piece of 1/4 " thick plywood
panel and on the jig or band saw,
saw out carefully between the 1/8"
wide spaces where the router line
will be. Keep these pieces and
again trace the pattern of the
back to another piece of board.
L27
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Glue the sawed-out parts to this board in the position shown on the
traced pattern. The result will be that shown in the illustration,
which will be your form. A good idea of the appearance may be
gotten by referring to the photograph of form used in carving top
of Italian Mirror. Invert this form over your board
with the pin, which is centered under the 1/8" router
ca/o.
bit No. R. 1. Now fasten a piece of 3/4" lumber on
this form board so it will include the entire pattern,
run your drill press spindle down so the bit cuts
1/8" deep, lock it there and move the board around
so the pin will follow the groove. This will cause
DETAYZ 3 the bit to duplicate the lines of the form on your
stock. Band saw to the balance of the outside shape,
run a quarter round, cutter SS-19, along the top front edge, drum
sand it carefully on the edges. Now there is absolutely nothing
hard about it. Care must be taken in making the pattern, since
every bump or irregularity in the groove formed by the sawed out
pattern will be transferred to the finished piece. That means that
all edges on the pattern will have to be filed smooth. Put a little
paraffin on the edges of each piece before glueing it to the form,
making the pin glide easier.

Now get a piece of paper large enough to draw out a full size
plan of the seat and of the legs where the stretchers meet them.
It is from this plan that you will get your lengths and angles for
the seat rails and stretchers.

Bottom Rail and Other Parts

You now have three units to assemble, instead of a bunch of
parts. With liquid glue, or casein glue, assemble these units in a
complete frame at one time. With door clamps hold it together.
Check, with a rule, the diagonal distance between the left back
leg and right front leg and vice versa. When it measures the same
both ways, the frame is squared. Let it dry in this position, with
all 4 legs resting on a level surface.
The seat is solid stock, rabbeted out to fit down into the frame.
Triangular seat blocks are glued into the four corners of the frame,
and bored for wood screws, serve two purposes. They stiffen the
frame and hold the seat down.

'

Side Rails and Stretchers
The front and side seat rails have a bead (cutter SS-18) run along
each edge on the shaper or drill press. The side rails have a slight
angle at each end. Determine this angle and tilt the saw table
enough to cut them off at that angle. Try the cut on waste lumber
and check it against your drawing. Locate the dowel centers on all
three rails and transfer centers to the legs at proper locations.
Bore dowel holes and assemble the front legs and rail, checking
on the fit.
Get out the side stretchers, band or jig sawing the under shapes.
Get the angles and lengths of the stretchers from your plan layout.
Locate dowel centers (only 1 dowel used at each joint) and transfer
the centers to legs.
Assemble the three stretchers together as a unit, glue them
and set aside to dry. Assemble front legs and front rail only, as a
unit and set aside to dry.

Assembling the Three Units

The bottom back rail is gotten out on the band saw only, there
being no router lines. Run a cove cut across the bottom as indicated,
with cutter SS-7, on the drill press.
Make the three spindle turnings.
Now get out the back seat rail, which is a straight piece. Locate
and put brads where the dowels will come in each end of the top
rail, bottom back rail and back seat rail. With the back legs lying
on their sides, transfer the location of the dowel centers to them.
Drill %" holes %," deep for dowels in these
pieces. Where the turned back spindles enter
." I •
Bor.
a )(4
the top and bottom back rails, bore 1/2" x
SS-A3
%" holes.

Assemble These Parts
Now assemble, without any glue, all these
parts, to see that everything goes together
nicely. If so, put glue in all dowel holes, a
little on the ends of the back and seat rails
and clamp this together as a unit. Lay the
-whole thing on a flat surface while so doing,
to get a level assemblage.
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Finishing, and Cushion
Finishing instructions are identical with those for the mirror.
The seat cushion is a pillow, the shape of the seat, of plain red
or bluish green velvet, with a rope cord of tan or gold sewed at the
side seams. Two ends are left at each corner, with tassels, and with
these, the cushion is tied to the legs.
The entire chair, therefore, has been machine made. If you used
care in your measurements, and a little care in your machine work
there is no reason why your chair should not be the equal of
any that any skilled woodworker might turn out.

AN ITALIAN CONSOLE MIRROR

AN ITALIAN CONSOLE MIRROR
ING out the scheme of
ING
CARRY
for our console
group, here is a beautiful little
piece that alone is a dainty addition to any home and a decoration
on any wall. And it can be made,
almost its entirety, on the drill
press. In fact, if we turn the ends
of the side pieces on the drill press
(and it can be done) the entire
frame is made on the drill press.
Lay out a drawing of the mirror,
full size. Your care in doing this
and the subsequent transfer of
patterns from drawing to form, is
going to determine the appearance
of the frame. Transfer the entire
pattern of the top piece to 1/4"
plywood and saw the parts out.
Transfer the entire pattern again, to a piece of flat board, and carefully locate and glue the parts of the 1/4" plywood pattern to this
board (as you did on the chair back). Invert this over the pin on
our routing table, and see that the pin will slide through all the slots,
before starting to work.
Carving the Top Piece
If so, we are ready to do some carving on the drill press. On
the upper surface of this form nail your piece of stock to cover the
pattern. With carving router R-10 in the collet chuck, run it down
to a depth of 1/8". Rout
out the entire pattern
to this depth. Then go
down another 1/8" and
go over the entire pattern. Go just deep
enough that the outside
diameter of the cutter
does not go down into
the wood, to leave a
square shoulder. You
will see the carving ap-
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pearing almost as if by magic under your eyes. Band saw the outside shape to the form of the carving, run the rabbet on the inside
bottom edge, cove on outside bottom edge, locate centres for 1/4"
dowels in ends. On either end put in a cove cut as in detail C. Now

.3"

4

77i, FoRm.
/-9ortucw/
Inc/ or Z:hac-,1 hoary;
74'
rykie loorii/Ons
pane/ board, ziandsal 3cd
and ghicd /o .5ackns
board.
shadoci

F2.
--4

owc•r•

ends
Pc./.7./ reael

"(1'

2 hoer ends.

.27e,sy. -7c-,1 6 d.-arw-f 6y ics/c.C.,4-Bar/0/1.
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Calep R -7
Grind round
0/7 and

AN ITALIAN CONSOLE MIRROR

get out the side pieces and turn ends at
lengths shown. Rabbet back edges for
mirror. With cutter SS-16 run two cuts
on front, to leave bead in centre. On this
bead, duplicate the spot routing which
was used on the moulding on the cabinet
drop lid, keeping the same centres.

The bottom piece is a length, with
two beads like the chair rails. Now,
with the guide form (as suggested in
the accessory section) and a Router R-7,
Caiktvf -to
which has been ground to a round end,
rout
out the coves, on spacing indicated,
I
I
Coilo• R -7 using the adjustable stop blocks to run
/rounded.
all coves to the same length. Rabbet
back of this piece for glass.

De7-4/Z

I

/

Locate and transfer centres for
dowels. Bore and assemble. The mirror
..PE74/Z C
is 12" x 18" exact size, while the rabbet
used, gives 12 1/4" x 18 1/4" opening. Rip out eight triangular cross
section pieces of wood about two inches long, and using these as
wedges, nail them down into the corner of the rabbet. These hold
the glass firm, and there being nothing touching the back of the
mirror, no scratches will result.

fore this dries, rub it off briskly with cloths.
Do not dig it entirely out of the crevices and

corners. The feeling of age is imparted by this
dusty looking finish. To carry this finish further,
into what is known as polychrome, if the beads
of the leg turnings, portions of other turnings,
the moulding on the drop front, - rosettes, rosette
design in chair back top rail are touched up
with pompeian red before the rotten-stone mixture is applied, and not entirely wiped off, a very
high grade appearance may be had.
After the rotten-stone application has been wiped off and allowed
to dry, a light polishing coat of thin shellac or clear lacquer may be
shot on as a preservative of appearance. It is not absolutely necessary and may be dispensed with at your
own discretion. Then wax and polish.
R- 7
"'Op/no' p9I/l7d
If you have proceeded carefully and
I on ewer
followed
instructions you should have,
I"
even though you may class yourself as
/ an amateur, a beautiful console set, fit
to grace any home, no matter how pretentious.

H

BILL OF MATERIAL
Pieces
Finishing
4

To finish the cabinet, chair and
mirror in antique walnut, which
carries out the feeling of design,
first wash coat the entire surfaces
with a weak solution of stain. No
filler is used, and just enough stain,
water or oil, is used to get a uniform color. When this is dry, sand
lightly to smooth, and give a coat
of thin white shellac or clear lacquer.
Sand again, with 4/0 paper. Prepare a
mixture of rotten-stone, turpentine and
a little japan drier, to the consistency of
thin cream. Smear this over all surfaces,
making sure to get it into all corners, and
into the open pores of the wood. Just be-

T.

SS- /8

Cv,IrgiAef prd4
colier SS v

cv.4 y. R-7
416r/in/ round
of cvni.

7^e7AvZ Q

Pieces T. W. L.
W.
2 1 14 x
x 30"

L.
1
x 8 x 11 1/2 "

Pieces T. W. L.
1
x 2 x 111/2"

THE HUMIDOR OR JEWEL BOX

THE HUMIDOR OR JEWEL BOX

ERE again is a little different use for the marquetry banding
and oval inlay motifs. While the tulipwood and ebony was used
in the one pictured, any other banding may be substituted. A
matched panel of four pieces of veneer may be used in place of the
bees-wing stripe mahogany pictured, with the banding set in the
veneer, with appropriate effect. It is another project on which a
great many marquetry effects may be worked out.

H

Making the Base
The base was designed with one eye as to design and nicety, and
the other as to the grinding of a shaper cutter. Detail of cutter is
shown about half size. Cut a cardboard or sheet metal template to
the shape indicated, making it as accurate as possible. When you
start grinding the cutter, SS-22, use a fine grit wheel and, observing
the angle of the bevel on the back of the cutter wing, hold it against
the wheel at the same angle. You will find that a pencil outline
drawn, with the aid of the template, on the face of the cutter wing
will show up even after dipping in water. As you grind away the
metal, check frequently against your template. After the first wing
is ground to shape, grind the other two as nearly the same as you
can. Whet the cutting edges with an oilstorie to get rid of the wire
edge left by the wheel.
Take a piece of stock 48" long x 1 1/2" wide x 1" thick, trace the
shapes of the four sides of the base, allowing sufficient stock for
[36]
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mitring. Bandsaw the shapes of the aprons, on this piece, but
leaving the stock in one long piece until after the shaper operations.
With this piece of work and your special cutter on the shaper
adjust the shaper guide to take a cut about 1/4" deep as shown in
detail in the sketches. Run this cut the full length of the stock. Set
the shaper guide back to take another 1/4 " depth of cut and run the
stock through again. Adjust the guide to the final depth of cut,
and run the stock through slowly. You have now a long piece of
stock with the apron shapes bandsawed out and a cove shaped cut
in one side. Since the cutter is only one inch wide, and the cut in
this piece is 1 3/8" wide, we raise the cutter 3/8" higher and run the
stock through the shaper again. And we have still another cut to
take, which may be done with the same cutter. Raise it another
3/8 " and set the guide back so it will cut away all but 1/4" of the
ledge projecting out above the cove cut. These last operations are
shown as operations 3 and 4 on the sketch sheet.
The 4 parts of the base are now mitred, which may be done on
the bench saw in two ways ; by using the mitre gauge or by tilting
the table. Make sure you get the ends the same length as each
other, likewise the sides. The simplest way is to cut them with a
stop block clamped to the mitre gauge. Check the angle of the cut
with some scrap wood first before cutting into your stock.
With the saw table level, the fence at a 45° angle, and a single
dado saw on the spindle adjusted to take a cut 5/16" deep, run a
dado 1/8" from the inside edge of the mitre for a slip tongue.
Glue a small block of wood into the cove at each end of each
piece. Make 4 slip tongues 2" long x 1/2" wide x 1/8" thick with the
grain running crosswise. With four small hand clamps or the frame
clamping jigs to pull the corners together, put glue on the mitred
surfaces and into the dadoes, put the slip tongues in place and clamp
the frame together. Check for squareness with a small try square,
and set on a level surface until the glue has hardened.
The sides are made by taking one piece of stock 1/2" thick x 40"
long x 3" wide. Run a dado 5/16" wide, 1/32" deep and 1/4" from
each edge (if other banding than the one pictured is used, make
the width of the dado to suit). Into this set the banding, glued,
cutting the end of each piece, as put in, to match the end of the
previous piece. Then clamp the entire strip, face• down on another
board until the glue sets. Cut to length and mitre, then dado the
mitred edge in practically the same way as the base was done.
Clamp the corners in the same manner as you did the base, check
to see that it is square and set on a level surface to harden.
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Take a piece of stock 9/16" thick, 12" long and 9" wide and on
each side of this lay a piece of crosslay veneer, glue on both sides
with the grain running parallel to the 9" side, with the faces next
to the 9/16" core glued. Now lay 2 pieces of veneer, with the grain
running parallel to the 12" side, on the crosslay veneers. Put this
between two flat boards covered with newspaper, and clamp as
tight as you can with hand clamps. An old letter-press, if available,
is ideal for this operation.
After the glue has hardened on this top, run a rabbet 1/8" deep
x 3/4" wide all around the under side. On the upper side, outline
the shape of the inlay, exactly centered, and cut out the veneer, to
the depth of one thickness of veneer. Put glue on the inlay to glue
it into place, and clamp it down with a board and a hand clamp. The
inlay banding is mitred at the corners and set into a rabbet cut along
the edges, as shown in detail. Put on two opposite sides at a time,
clamping under strips until the glue sets.
The lid may also be constructed in box form using a piece of solid
stock 1/4" thick, to which the side pieces are glued, being mitred at
the corners. In this case, the top edge is rounded only. This presents
a fine opportunity for another strip of banding on the sides, which
should be narrower than that on the box proper. In a lid of this
construction, the right way to construct it is to make the sides four
inches high, assemble as already instructed, on this glue the 1/4" lid.
The lid is cut off later, resulting in an accurate fit on the box.
While the project has been called a humidor, it really needs a
metal lining to complete it for that purpose. Cut a piece of copper
sheet, bending to form a tray and solder the corners. The lid is also
lined with copper and a clip soldered in the centre for holding a
piece of sponge. For those who do not care to do the metal work,
note that the dimensions are such that a standard box of cigars
may be put in the box.
This project should be given a brushed or eggshell finish. A coat
of selected stain, after shellacking all marquetry, then filler, two
coats shellac sanded between coats and two coats of varnish, rubbed
down with pumice stone, and polished, presents a good appearance
and when brushed down with dry pumice stone on a dry brush
gives us our eggshell surface.
BILL OF MATERIAL
Pieces T.
1 1x

1
1
1

W.
L.
x 48"

/2 x 31/2 x 48"
l4 x 9 x 12"
x 8 x 11"

1

3

Pieces
4 1D-22 Inlay

1
1

ID-24 Inlay
Tube Inlay Banding, selected

A TRIPOD STAND AND TABLE TOP

unusual in its assembly, in that the top may be lifted
A LITTLE
and carried away as a tray, is this little adaptation of an old
Hepplewhite tripod stand. Hepplewhite was the famous American
cabinet maker of the 18th century, who has left us many a priceless
memento of his handiwork. The fact that many of them are copied
today and are in popular demand (and try as we will no designer
seems able to improve on their beauty) is ample proof of the correctness and beauty of their design.
41 ]
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A TRIPOD STAND AND TABLE TOP
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A TRIPOD STAND AND TABLE TOP

Adapting the idea of the old tripod stand and adding a matched
crotch mahogany veneered top we have as a result a wonderful
little coffee table. And it teaches many things to the newer craftsman, and gives fine practice to the more advanced.

Make your turning template and your
spindle turning. Pay particular attention
to the sphere at the top. Upend the turning
and stand it upright on the exact centre of
your plan and mark where the three centres for the spindles will come. To get the
correct angle at which to bore the holes,
lay the spindle on its side on the drawing,
and sketch a line on the ball by sighting,
which will be a continuation of the centre
line of the spindle centre. Repeat for three
spindle centres. Now clamp the ball in a
wooden cabinet clamp and lay this clamp
on the drill press table with turning hanging over, to adjust the angle, through the
medium of your sight line and the drill.
See sketch of this operation on the drawing. There is nothing hard about it, but
.,7
AeRg4lae-Afew
take your time and get set up , properly fUGGESJEO
OF re/reee,r foe To". r.
before doing the actual boring.
Turn the three spindles with the ends a tight fit for 1/2" hole.
The assembly is easily done, but see that the spindles centre
properly between the legs and that they are equi-distant from the
centre to the ball-shaped ends. Check up with your drawing by
inverting and stand on the drawing, resting on the ends of the
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Making the
Tripod Section

n

First, it is
almost imperative that a full
size layout or
drawing be
made, to get
the shapes of
the legs, turnings, the angles
of the spindles,
and the size
and angles at
which to cut
the veneer for
the top. Be particular in lay-

ing out the full size plan of the
knee block and the ball top of
the turning. Note that the
spindles are on centres between
Z.;7c• ,s4c/chc o' of
rko 17.3,7c/
the legs.
-re
clemp.
/y/s:, 0/7 Zievniion•
;,7e
Bandsaw the legs, leaving a /70/0,
de...?"3/ns'
n- e.rfii7s
small shoulder on the inside so
you can bore for the dowel
;%A171
which is inserted in the "toe"
/ /0PC.V.Ss
17 WAY
of the leg. This prevents the
C. Sible
>4-", 27C
toe from breaking off under
excess strain. Note how the grain is indicated. After the glue on
these dowels has hardened the shoulder may be sawed off. The
bevel is 1/4" x 1/4" and is easily cut by tilting the bandsaw or jig
saw table to 45°. Or it may be done by hand with a spoke shave.
If the leg has been tapered properly the beveling should leave
a uniform flat on the upper surface of the leg, with straight line
edges. Locate centres for dowels.
The knee block is one piece, bandsawed and drum sanded. Transfer leg dowel centers. Bore for these and for 3/4" turning dowel.

spindles.

Making the Top
For the top, a solid top may be substituted for the veneered one,
but remember, it will warp and it will not have the grace nor appearance of the veneered top. A five-ply veneered top of plain mahogany
or walnut may be used instead of the matched veneer top, if desired,
losing in this substitution only the appearance.
Crotch mahogany or crotch walnut is a cranky thing to handle,
the natural grain of the veneer making it curl or warp badly. Six
pieces of straight grain mahogany may be used with good effect,
as suggested in the sketch. Note the direction of the grain. To
match up the veneer, take six pieces of veneer of sufficient size
and put them between two pieces of 1/2" or 1/4" board. With No. 18
or No. 19 brads, nail these together, clinching the brads over each
side. Treat this as a solid board and carefully cut out the shape
of a segment one-sixth of a circle or a 60° angle. Do all planing
toward the point with a large plane or the jointer. Get it as nearly
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60° accurate as you can. Remove the clamp boards. Take three of
the veneer segments and tape them together with gummed paper
tape, making sure the joints are good. Do the same with the other
three. Clamp these two halves between two boards and plane the
two edges straight. Now tape these two half circles together.
Using a compass, draw a circle the exact diameter of inlay motif
No. ID-21 and cut out the veneer of the segments to as close a fit
for the motif as possible. Cut away the veneer that surrounds the
motif and set it in, with the paper side on the same side of your
veneer as your taping. Tape it in.
Your core piece is made up of enough pieces of board to make
a piece 23 inches square. It is better to use eight pieces 3 inches
wide jointed and glued together, than two pieces 11 1/2 " wide, making
a stronger core and with less likelihood of warping.
For home craftsmen who have not the facilities for properly
handling glue, the casein type of glue is recommended for veneering, since its slow-setting qualities are ideal. A rather thick paste
is used. Provide yourself with some kind of a roller or make a
small edition of a rolling pin, with which to spread the glue. A wide
trowel or putty knife may also be used.
It is assumed that the craftsman has provided himself with the
veneering press, as outlined among the accessories.

;:t the middle, following with the others so as to get an even pressure.
Twelve to twenty-four hours should be allowed for the glue to set.
After taking the top out of the press, draw a circle 22 inches
i n diameter, using the centre of the inlay motif as a centre. Scrape
and sand away all paper taping and bandsaw carefully to the circle
drawn. Sand the edge as carefully as if it were going to be left
square. With cutter SS-16 on the shaper and a collar 1 1/4" in diam-
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Veneering
The procedure in veneering is as follows. Lay one-half of your
press on a box or table, where you can slip the braces on and off.
Lay a sheet of newspaper over the surface and on this lay your
backing veneer. It is the usual thing that whatever veneer used
on the face, is used on the back, except in the case where the
back will be concealed, in which case any cheap veneer will do.
Now, coat both sides of a sheet of poplar veneer with the glue,
spreading it to an even coat with the roller. Lay this on the backing
veneer, with the grain at right angles to the backing. On this lay
your core, which has been surfaced to 11/16" thick, and lay it with

the grain parallel to the backing veneer.
Now coat both sides of another piece of poplar veneer and lay
it on the core, again crossing the grain with the backing and the
core. On this lay your matched veneer top, taping side out. If a
solid sheet of face veneer is used, run the grain parallel to the core
and the backing. You now have the backing, core and face grains
running one way, with the poplar intermediate or "crosslay" veneers
at right angles to them. Clamp this in the press, giving it all the
pressure possible, clamping down first on the brace which crosses

ot er as a bearing collar, cut a quarter round all around the top edge
o f the top. Be careful to hold the panel firmly down on the shaper
hed while shaping. Sand the edge and the quarter-round.
With a cabinet scraper and sandpaper no coarser than 0/0,
smooth the face veneer, finishing with 4/0 paper. Do not use a
lane.
The little horseshoe-shaped collars are located on the back and
lued in place. A ring made of three or more segments, 18" inside
;.J'ameter, 20 1/2" outside diameter and 3/4" thick may be used in
:•;lace of these collars, if the top is to be lifted off frequently. Check
location by placing the assembled tripod in an inverted position
e:1 the back of the panel.
The model in the laboratory workshop was stained and finished
'11 a deep cherry color on the mahogany, which brings out the grain
of the crotch veneer used, with telling effect.
It will look as well in brown mahogany or
walnut. Hepplewhite and mahogany are a
synonomous combination, and when one
mentions the first he thinks of the other,
and for this reason, mahogany is recom77e Twd C
mended.
BILL OF MATERIAL
7' - ekes T. W. L.

1 3/4 x 3 x 10"
1. 2 x 5 x 5"
I 2 1/2 x 2 1/2 x 15"
3 lx 1 x 13"
x 4 x 20"

Pieces
6 10 x 10" Crotch Mahogany
Veneer
1 21 x 21" Mahogany Back
Veneer
2 21 x 21" Poplar Crossbanding
Veneer
1 1D-21 Inlay Motif

AN INLAID PIER CABINET

transfer to the seven pieces of 2" x 6". Bandsaw them to this line,
marking each upper and lower piece by number so you can reassemble them in pairs. With door clamps, clamp the seven upper
pieces together, likewise the seven lower which will give you two
halves of a form. With the sheet of zinc laid between them clamp
diem together, and bend the projecting ends of the zinc down over
the lower half. Take the whole thing apart, and on each of the
iower pieces, bandsaw a line which is indicated by line C, or 3/4"
rom line A, for a distance of 22", leaving a shoulder at each end.
Now nail them together, one at a time, keeping the ends even, then
out the zinc on. The sketch shows how this is nailed down over
tile ends.
Now bandsaw the remaining seven, or upper pieces, to line B,
and nail them together, to form the upper half of the form. With
a. plane, smooth this surface into an even curve, with no ridges or
ii.ollows. There is no need of sanding.

AN INLAID P1 Eft CABIN ET

HERE
HERE is a pier cabinet
may be adapted to
many uses, may be made in
any combination of woods and
is a striking creation in any
combination.

Choice of Curved or
Straight Door
First, for the craftsman
who does not wish to do any
veneer work, or bent panel
work, a straight front door of
solid wood may be substituted.
A half round bead moulding,
3/16" wide may be substituted for the inlay strips on
the door and the drawer. The
drawer may be omitted if
desired, and with all these
changes, you still have a fine
piece of furniture, simply because the basic design is good
and the proportions are right.
These are fundamentals,
which, if wrongly carried out,
will ruin the most elaborate
piece turned out. Make any
changes you wish in kinds of
wood used, make it of poplar
or gum and lacquer it, but adhere closely to the proportions.

Curving and Veneering
Lay the face veneer on the zinc, grain crosswise, and on this
piece of poplar crosslay veneer, both sides coated with glue (see
instructions for glueing in the text on the tripod table) with the
rain running lengthwise. Then lay three sheets of 1/8" poplar core
..veer, grain running crosswise, glued. On this lay a piece of poplar
grain lengthwise and on top of this a backing veneer,
;;;gain crosswise. Spread a sheet of newspaper over the backing and
;:it on the upper half of the form, centring it above the lower form.
,.`,1.a.ke sure the upper half of the form is located directly over the
lower and with four large hand clamps, an old letter press, or auto
4.irew jack as suggested in sketch, clamp the form together. Put
e pressure on gradually, going from one corner to the diagonally
opposite corner next, so you get an even pressure all over- The zinc
.
.-beet
will accommodate itself to the curve and the whole will be
drawn together. Allow 12 or more hours to dry.
The front of the top is veneered in the same way, except that
the veneers and core are put in a flat press. The sunburst effect
gotten by cutting the face veneer in segments, taping together
into a half circle form, with inlay motif set in at centre. (See instructions on tripod table top.)

How to Make the Curved Door
Start with the form for the curved door panel. Obtain seven
pieces of pine or fir, free from knots, 2" x 6" x 24" long and a sheet
of zinc 13" x 28". With a radius of 33 inches draw a curve as indicated for line A on the form, locating as indicated on the sketch.
13/16" back of this, or with a radius of 32 3/16" draw another
line, noted at 13. Bandsaw out the template on line A only and
[ 48 ]
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Legs and Apron
The legs are bandsawed from solid blocks, bandsawing two ways
from the same template for the front legs. Note the angle at which
L__
the front face is sawed, which is easily gotten by tilting the bandsaw
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table, as shown clearly in the sketch. The back legs are different
from the front legs in that looking from the front, the same template as the front legs or shape is used, while looking at the side,
the back edge is straight and the forward face is a different curve.
Details of the legs show this difference.
The front apron is a solid piece bandsawed on the front to a
curve 33 1/4" radius, with the back edge straight. The end aprons
are flat pieces, bandsawed to shape. The back apron is a plain piece.
Locate centres for dowels and transfer to legs. Bore for dowels
and assemble in clamps, without glue, to check the fitting. If satisfactory, glue upon the rough, since the base is sanded in an assembled form.
Curved Portion of Top
The curved portion of the top is made in this way. First take
six sheets of veneer and glue them together with the middle of the
crosslay piece grain at right angles to the two outside pieces, to
form two pieces of three-ply panel, 10 inches wide by 12 inches
long. They will be a little less than I/8"
thick.
4

L 3.

Now make four segments of circles as
shown in detail, with the rabbet 1/2" deep
by 1/2" wide on one face of each, a 1/8" x 1/2"
C71.7.2(<3
dado on the concave face, and a 3/16" x 1/4"
/6 I
dado
on the convex face of the front pieces
CeoJJ scc-hi:vr Of
only.
The ends are cut on an angle of 45°.
c vr. 3cc/ .."0:51/71
The faces of two of these pieces have
of liolo
dadoes or grooves cut in them to match the
dado of the ends, which can be cut easily with a router bit on which
the end has been slightly rounded so as to give a flat bottom with
coves at each side, as detailed. The top piece has a groove in the
front edge, as in the segments. Now note that only the front and
back corners of this top are mitred to receive the mitred ends of
the segments.
2

The top of the cabinet section may be cut from solid stock. It
will probably be necessary to glue up two or more widths to get
the desired overall width. With the SS-7 cutter run a cove around
the front edge, after bandsawing to the edges, which is a 33 1/4"
radius. Where this piece is notched over the sides, cut the notch
carefully to get a square corner. Cut the side and back edges to
accurate dimensions and square corners, not forgetting that it
extends into dado in the side pieces.
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Making the Sides
The sides may now be made. The dadoes for the cabinet section
Pr
t op, the top over the drawer, and the drawer guides are run on the
-,,(1,v and the holes for the adjustable shelf supports are laid out and
bored. The dado is run in the front edge, above the cabinet section.
The overall length is now laid out, checking against the dado. Note
that only the front and back corners of these ends are mitred to
receive the segments of the curved top.
handsaw the veneered canopy panel to
2c pc /0
-hape and slip it into the dadoes when
assembling. A dado 1/4" x 1/8" is run on 2
the inside of the cabinet side, at the
upper end, 1/4" from the front edge, to
.73,57-4d 6
match the dado in the top pieces. The
back inside edges of the three
61 ;...26 6e//7 /- be 7/4o
top pieces and the sides have a
1,," rabbet, 1/4" deep run in them
for the panel back, and the cabinet is ready for assembling.
Make a finish piece to go under
canopy as shown in detail D.

4-1

Assembling
Since we have no case clamp
(which is a commercial affair
.7,47-4/Z
cods
ni/le/-ms
and beyond our means) we will
.7/ /010 ccrwery /0
devise a simple but effective
car), coo/ s as' .77 c/7/...method. On each end of the top
curved segments glue a small triangular piece as shown in the
clamping sketch, marked clamping block. Put one of these on each
side of the case ends and one on each of the four corners of the top.
The entire case may be glued together at one time (if you have
enough clamps ; if not, proceed as follows). Put the drawer cover
shelf and the cabinet section top into their dadoes, with glue and
clamp the two sides together. Check to make sure of squareness.
After this has dried in place, clamp the
4 K4 dado
curved segments and top into place
first slipping the canopy front panel
coil/cp.-SS- 7 -4"
into the end dadoes, with its finish rail
in proper position below it. This panel
will serve as a guide in squaring up
the top. Let it set for 12 hours at
Per/id P least.

a.
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Inserting Inlay Banding In Door
You now have enough done
to get accurate measurements
for. the curved door. Take these
from the cabinet itself. Allow a
little for hand fitting and trim
on the saw, convex side to the
table. If you are putting the
inlay in the door, lay it out on the door, and carefully cut out the
veneer for the banding. With a sharp knife cut along the lines,
going through the face thickness of veneer. With a 1/4" chisel, lift
the face veneer out between the lines. Mitre the ends of your
banding and glue it into place. Hot glue is best in this instance,
since by holding the banding in place and rubbing with the face of
a large hammer, this will chill the glue and set it almost instantly,
eliminating any clamping.
In facing or finishing veneered work, a cabinet scraper is used,
never a plane. It saves considerable sanding, and will not tear the
veneer off. Hold the scraper blade at an angle to the direction of
scraping to get a shaving effect.

Back and Bottom Panels—Shelves
Locate and brad the dowel centres on the bottom ends of the
cabinet, transfer to the base section and bore for dowels. Glue the
case to the base and clamp together, with clamps over the drawer
cover shelf and aprons of the base. Great pressure is not necessary.
See that the case sets square with the base by checking with a
large square.
You can now get accurate dimensions for the back panel and
cut this out.
The bottom panel may be cut out and put in place. Note that
the front edge is bandsawed and cut to a 32" radius. It lays on top
of the base section and is bradded in.
While the case glue is hardening, get out the shelves. Saw
the front edges to shape and run the cove on the drill press with
cutter SS-7.
Hinge the door in place and put in the
SS-7
spring door catch and handle or knob.
If you are putting in the drawer, make it
now, taking measurements from the case
itself. If you cannot handle the dovetail, or
D.e771//
lack the facilities, set the sides into rabbets

AN INLAID PIER CABINET

n the front and back drawer pieces.
Rout out the grooves for the drawer
:(ront, which may be veneered or solid,
tend set the banding in. Cut the dadoes
i n the sides.
After assembling the drawer, set
it in place and slip the guide support
n from the back until it stops against
rhe drawer front. Drive a brad in the
back end to hold it there, pull the
drawer out and finish nailing the
guide in place. Put the panel back on,
ising No. 6 x 3/4" F. H. Screws.
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Final Sanding and Finishing
Remove the hinges, knobs and all hardware. Go over the entire
abinet with sandpaper. Remove the wedge-shaped strips which
were temporarily glued on the tops and ends and clean off all traces
,f glue with a scraper and sandpaper, and finish.
If you used satinwood for the top front panel, give it a light
,wash coat of thin shellac all over. If of wood to be stained wash
oat only, all the marquetry, banding or inlays with thin shellac.
Then go ahead with your staining.
The model cabinet in the workshop here was given a jade green
, olor on the inside and the shelves, by using brushing lacquer of
that color. The outside was finished in a deep red-brown mahogany,
which in combination with the rest of the cabinet makes one of
the most striking pieces we have ever created.
BILL OF MATERIAL
Pieces T. W. L.
Pieces T. W. L. Veneer
3 1/s x 18 x 13"- 1/8" Veneer
2 3/4 x 10 x 58"
1 34 x 10 x 7"
Stock for Core
1 34 x 12 x 18"
2 1/20 x 13 x 18 Poplar Veneer
1 3/4 x 2 x 16"
1 1/28 x 18 x 13" Mahogany
2 1/2 x 3 x 16"
2 1/28 x 6 1h x 13" Crotch
2 1/2 x 3 x 10"
Mahogany
4 3 x 3 x 6 1/2"
2 1/28 x 3 x 8" Crotch Mahogany
2 1 3/4 x 2 1/2 x 13"
2 1/28 x 3 x 6" Crotch Mahogany
2 1 34 x 2 1/2 x 7"
1 1/28 x 3 x 16" Mahogany
4 12 x 9 1/2 x 16") Poplar or
7 1/4 x 7 x 16 Plywood Stock
Whitewood
1 1/28 x 16 x 7" Mahogany
1 1/4 x 16 x 60" Plywood, Birch
6 1/28 x 4 x 8" Ceylon Satinwood
or Poplar
1 1D-21 Inlay Motif
2 1/4 x 16 x 11" Plywood, Birch
or Poplar
The list of hardware accessories may be ordered direct from the publisher of
this phuandbook. Items shown come prepaid.
:Brass plated drawer pull
Solid brass drawer pull
$ .25
$ .18
.. :o.ass plated door pull
Solid brass door pull
.30
.20
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CARVED WOOD MOULDINGS

era of decorative possibilities is opened to the home crafts
A NEW
man with the development and marketing of the modern drill

7.p

press. Speeded up tb 7000 or 8000 R. P. M. and converted as suggested under the machine text, the possibilities seem to be unlimited
To adequately describe all these possibilities would require many
pages and numerous drawings. Only a few of the many varied
patterns of carved or routed mouldings are shown which may be
easily turned out on the drill press. With specially ground cutters
the unlimited field taxes the inventive ingenuity of the craftsman,
in figuring out new ways and means to put the machine to work
No longer need the craftsman confine his decorations to plain
unadorned mouldings, if he is the proud possessor of a modern
drill press.
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Groove with

with Router R-1

Once understood and undertaken, the urge to experiment and
to design one's own mouldings becomes overwhelming, and you
will join the ranks of modern drill press carvers.
By grinding routers R-8 and R-9 on the end to a concave shape
which will give a button-like effect, many more interesting possibilities are opened up for experimentation. The combination of a
curved cutter working on a curved surface gives interesting effects
Again, if the R-9 router has a small 1/8" wide groove ground in the
end about 1/8" from its outside edges, a rosette cutter will result.
This again adds to our possibilities and combinations. There are
thousands of mouldings which are at the craftsman's command
through the medium of the drill press and router cutters.

FLAT Al tWZ 47,/ra

9•2

4..

For the making of mouldings such as shown, a gauge board is
necessary, detailed sketches of which are given. With its adjustable
stops it may be varied for length of cut. With its mitre gauge, the
angle of the cut may be adjusted to suit the pattern. Its con
struction permits it to be used frontwise or sidewise on the table
so that cuts may be run lengthwise or crosswise on the moulding
Figures 3, 4 and 5 show moulding cut on flat strips of wood.
Figures 1 and 2 show effects gained by previously shaping the
wood to the form of a moulding and then carving or routing, so
that
the cutting is done on curved surfaces. The sketches have
R-7
been made as self explanatory as possible so descriptions would be
unnecessary in the text.
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THE ACCESSORIES

THE ACCESSORIES
I N ALL woodworking plants, no matter how finely they are
equipped, there are many special parts, forms, jigs, etc., that are
indispensable. Half of the battle of making fine things is in the
preparation. You would not begin painting a house with the idea of
hanging on with one hand while painting with the other. You get a
ladder, box or what not to serve the purpose. So it is with accessories.
The accessories shown on the opposite page are almost vital
necessities in doing fine work, and as labor savers, only those who
have used them will appreciate them. Before attempting the making
of any of the articles shown in this book we strongly advise the
making of these accessories.

Table Extension for Bench Saw
As an addition to the bench saw, the table extension will demonstrate its value almost immediately. The sketch shows so clearly
its manner of construction and installation, that explanations are
almost unnecessary. Strips of hard wood may be substituted for
the channel iron specified, while 3/4" panel board may be used in
place of laminated stock shown, if desired. Level it up with the
surface of the table.
Likewise the mitre-gauge extension. It helps hold long stock,
and at the same time lends itself to more accurate cutting. It helps,
after putting on a stock block, in duplicating long lengths.

Circle Cutting Jig
The circle cutting jig for the bandsaw will demonstrate its
usefulness at once. It will save the labor used to make it, many
times over, since there are so many times a true circle is wanted,
and it takes less time to set the jig than it does to mark out a circle
and saw it out rough and ready, and it adds the advantage of duplicating circles indefinitely.

Sandpaper Rolls
The sandpaper rolls for the lathe are so vital, that our own
workshop is equipped with sizes ranging from 1/4" to 1" diameter
for the drill press, from 3/4" to 3" (by 1/4" size) for the lathe, carried
in two grades of sandpaper. One soon becomes so expert in their
use, and such fine smooth-flowing curves develop on the stock under
[ 58 I
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their magic, that it is a pleasure to use them. In addition, purchase
or rig up a face plate for the lathe or on a separate stand, with a

table at 90° with its face, for squaring up ends, mitres and a long
list of other places.
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THE ACCESSORIES

Supporting Long Stock

frames and boxes, picture frames, etc. It would be hard to get
along without them. Frames, other than square are readily handled
through a little manipulation as illustrated. Make two sets while
you are about it, a small pair about a foot long, and another about

There are numerous ways in which long stock may be supported
while under work on the saw, shaper or jointer, and one of these
conveniences is sketched on the opposite page. The main thing is
to get a roller, adjustable as to height, which may be placed where
convenient while working. Its construction and use are so obvious,
that nothing need be said about them.
Cutting of Forms
In the making of forms always remember that any irregularities
which appear on the shape, from which you are going to develop
other work, will show up on the finished job. Make your forms and
igs as if they were the finished article, and keep them for next time.
It happens often, that a slight alteration in one existing jig, will
save several hours' labor in making another. A workman whose
shop is full of forms and jigs is invariably a good operator.

07/.;

and' ,64-ch

Z3E/ych, .sesw 7-,;9.5.ZE .Exre/Y-r/043

Making Turning Templates
In making turnings, and especially a number of duplicate turnings, one of the most convenient things one can have is a turning
template. Take a strip of wood about as wide as your turning is in
diameter. Joint one edge true, and using this edge as a centre line,
mark off accurately your shoulders along this edge. Then trace or
draw the shape of the turning on the face of the strip. Measure and
mark on the strip each diameter you will need for calipering. You
now have a guide for the turning under your eyes at all times. It
eliminates constant reference to the drawing. A strip of hardwood,
faced on one side with white celluloid is ideal as it can be used again
by erasing pencil marks.
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Glueing or Veneering Press
The glueing or veneering press is an item which many long for,
but few obtain. The simple press illustrated is identical with the
one in our shop, and on which all veneer work or flat glueing called
for in the making of the various projects, was accomplished.
Frame Clamping Jig
The frame clamping jigs illustrated have been in continuous use
in our workshop for a long time. The writer remembers seeing a
similar pair in his grandfather's shop many years ago. Self aligning
and so universally useful in the clamping of door frames, box
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three feet long. You will not regret it later. On the various accessories illustrated and described, only general information as to size
and dimensions are given. They may be varied to suit your needs.
A lot of the pleasure.of having one's own workshop is in the working
out of one's own problems.
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IOR ordinary workshop use, common woods can be divided into
two classes, soft and hard. They are classified below.
If the furniture or other articles you make are to be satisfactory, it is imperative that the wood used be thoroughly dried out,
o herwise warping, checking, or shrinking may damage your work.
Vhen ordering lumber specify kiln-dried or else be prepared to give
it time to dry out before using. Warping is caused by uneven
s'Irinkage and usually occurs across the grain, curling the edges up.
Splitting or checking is due to the fact that evaporation of water
a- that section of the wood is more rapid than at the others. As
unfinished wood is more easily affected by climatic changes, it
ould be painted as soon as possible.
HARD WOODS
Chestnut
Light in weight, of average strength, hardness and elasticity.
011ee quite plentiful from Maine to Michigan and South to Alabama,
but blights in recent years have reduced the supply considerably,
especially on the East Coast. Chestnut is sawed, planed, turned and
sl- aped easily, although it splits readily and warps quite badly.
Maple
Found in New England and the Great Lakes region. It is very
hard, strong and elastic, but rather difficult to work as it splits
badly when nailed, warps easily. Its close, crooked grain takes
an excellent finish. Used for carving, tool handles and similar work
w here hardness is essential.
Oak
Used extensively for furniture and cabinet work. It is heavy,
strong, hard and elastic. Very durable but warps and checks
considerably.
Ash
Resembles oak somewhat, although ash is coarser grained and
le -,s attractive, but easier to work. Used for all kinds of furniture.
Sh:aight grained, heavy, hard, strong, stiff and tough, but becomes
ti ittle with age.
Black Walnut
Because of its beautiful chocolate brown color, walnut is in
:3', , pular demand for furniture, but rapidly becoming scarce. It is
avy, hard, strong, coarse grained and easily worked. Gun stocks
; 4'e made of walnut almost exclusively.
Birch
This wood is hard, tough, straight of grain and able to stand
ar and tear. Widely used in cabinet making and for various
Inds of furniture. An excellent wood for lathe turning.
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Mahogany
There are several varieties of mahogany, chief of which are
Central American, African, Mexican and Philippine. They vary
considerably in color, hardness and ease of working. Usual color is
rich red. Very desirable if kept dry. Glues exceptionally well.
SOFT WOODS
Poplar
An excellent wood to work. Light, soft and stiff but not strong.
Its fine texture and exceptional working qualities make it very
desirable for furniture.
Gum
Except for one quality sweet gum would be one of the most useful woods. It has an even texture, is comparatively easy to work,
takes a beautiful finish, is an ideal wood for carving, and with a little
care can be nailed well. It has a beautiful chocolate hue varied by
uneven deposits of coloring matter. But it twists and warps more
than any other common wood, although it is excellent for small
articles of household use.
Cypress
A soft, easily worked wood that does not warp easily, but is
likely to contain many fine checks. Nails well and is very durable.
Color is reddish brown. It makes beautiful furniture.

14

Spliced or Halved Joint
End Lap or Halved Joint
Cross Lap Joint
Middle Lap Joint
Rabbet Joint
Dado Joint
Butt Joint
Glued and Blocked Butt Joint

Redwood
Southern Oregon and Northern California furnish the redwood
which often grows to ten or fifteen feet in diameter. An excellent
wood to work. Its color is red, turning to brown as it seasons. It is
soft yet brittle, warps and shrinks very little and is very durable.
Curly specimens are used with excellent effect in cabinet work.

Dowel Butt Joint
Edge to Edge Dowel Joint
End Dado or Box Joint
Dado Tongue and Rabbet Joint
Mitre Joint
Mitre with Spline
Through Mortise and Tenon Joint
Blind Mortise and Tenon Joint

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

End Mortise and Tenon Joint
Stub Mortise and Tenon joint
Panel Construction
Half Lap Dovetail Joint
Half Dovetail Dado Joint
Through Single Dovetail Joint
Multiple End Dovetail Joint
Blind Mitre or Secret Dovetail Joint

Even though you fasten with nail or screw, reinforce every joint with Le Page's Glue

Explanation of Common Terms

0`1
I—RIPPING

White Spruce
Soft, of medium elasticity and strength. Its color is light yellow.
Splits readily, is easy to work and fairly durable. Being very
resonant it is used extensively for sounding boards of pianos and
other musical instruments.
Basswood
A light, straight-grained wood which warps very little, is easily
worked and nails well. Fairly durable but weak. Picture frames and
mouldings are usually made from basswood.
White Pine
A very light wood of average strength and durability. It is used
in large quantities for various carpentry purposes. Grain is straight
and it is easily worked.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

•

2 —C RO SS-C U TTI NG

3 — MITERING

0—RABBE TIN G

5—GROOVING

7—JOINTING

6—DADOING

6—BEVEIJNG

"A craftsman is known by the joints he makes." Not only do
carefully made joints enhance the appearance of a piece of furiliture, but they also contribute largely to its strength and

.

It is not our purpose here to describe all joints nor to tell how
0 construct them. However the reader will find that the joints
shown here cover all of the important ones used in cabinet work. A
[65]
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little time spent in studying the joints of high class furniture will
be productive of many ideas.
No. 1. Spliced or Halved Joint—used where the ends of two
pieces are to be joined together in a continuous line to obtain
extra length.
No. 2. End Lap or Halved Joint—used where the end of one
piece joins the end of another at an angle. Often used on window
screens, frames, small doors or panel type of construction. Instead
of being cut square across the joint can be made with a mitre on
one side. In this case it is called an "End Lap Mitre Joint."
No. 3. Cross Lap Joint—used where two pieces having square
edges intersect each other as in the case of making pigeon holes,
divisions on an umbrella stand or the cross bars of a taboret, etc.
No. 4. Middle Lap Joint—used to connect two members at some
intersecting point in the form of the letter T. Note: All of the four
above joints are of the half lap group and are made in much the
same way, that is, cutting away half of the wood on both members,
making the top and bottom surfaces flush (even).
No. 5. Rabbet Joint—used extensively in drawer and cabinet
construction where a plain butt joint would be objectionable on
account of the end grains showing.
No. 6. Dado Joint—used in the back construction of drawers,
the joining of the shelves to the sides, for book shelves, etc.
No. 7. Butt Joint—used a great deal in box construction. This
joint is often simply nailed together.
No. 8. Glued and Blocked Butt Joint—used extensively in cabinet work. The strength depends on the quality of the glued joint
and the reinforced blocking.
No. 9. Dowel Butt Joint—used in cabinet work in place of the
mortise and tenon joint wherever the leg and rail type of construction is used.
No. 10. Edge to Edge Dowel Joint—used for joining together
various boards as in the case of wide table tops, panels, etc. The
dowels help to line up the one surface of all the different boards
joined in this way.
Note: Dowel joints are simple and quick to make. Care must
be exercised to accurately locate all holes and to bore them straight.
Dowel pins must fit these holes. These joints are glued together.
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No. 11. End Dado or Box Joint—(Sometimes called dado and
rabbet joint) used in box construction.
No. 12. Dado Tongue and Rabbet Joint—used in drawer construction. This type shows very little end grain and has a good
glueing area.
No. 13. Mitre Joint—used extensively in picture frame construction or running mouldings. A true mitre is cut at 45°. This
joint, however, may be made at any angle.
No. 14. Mitre with Spline—used for the stronger and better type
of mitre construction. The grain of the spline must run at right
angles to the mitre cut.
No. 15. Through Mortise and Tenon Joint—used for all forms
of frame or panel construction as in doors, blinds, screens, etc. The
hole portion is known as the mortise and the other part fitting into
it as the tenon.
No. 16. Blind Mortise and Tenon Joint—used extensively in all
forms of leg and rail construction where the end of the tenon, as in
the case of the through mortise and tenon joint, would be
objectionable.
No. 17. End Mortise and Tenon Joint—a simplified type of
mortise and tenon joint. Used for the making of screens,
frames, etc.
No. 18. Stub Mortise and Tenon Joint—differs from the blind
mortise and tenon joints in that the joint is made with a short
tenon. Is used more extensively in carpentry work.
No. 19. Panel Construction—grooves are cut in the edges to
receive the panels. This form has its value in allowing for expansion
and contraction of the panel.
No. 20. Half Lap Dovetail Joint—used in place of the middle lap
joint where there is to be a pulling strain on one member.
No. 21. Half Dovetail Dado Joint—a good joint, but difficult to
make it fit well on wide surfaces—used in place of simple dado joint.
No. 22. Through Single Dovetail Joint—used in place of the end
mitre and tenon joint.
No. 23. Multiple End Dovetail Joint — used extensively in
drawer construction.
No. 24. Blind Mitre or Secret Dovetail Joint—a very difficult
joint to make and used very little. For fine box construction. No
joints show except the mitre cut.

GLUES AND THEIR USES

USE OF CASEIN GLUE

by the courtesy of LePage's

by the courtesy of LePage's

woodworker is concerned with three kinds of
T HE
glue—animal, fish and casein. Animal glue, commonly known as "hot glue" is obtained from the hides,
skin, bones and sinews of cattle. Fish glue, which we
know as a ready-to-use, prepared liquid glue is made
from the skin and bones, heads and tails of fish.
Casein glue, ordinarily called waterproof glue, is made
from the curd of milk.

Good Joints Essential
No great skill is needed in using glue but there are
a few important directions to follow regardless of
what kind of glue you use.
The most vital point is that the two pieces of wood
to be joined together must make a perfect contact.
The wood must be dry and free from grease, and the
glue must be of the proper consistency and be spread
in a warm room free from draughts. Use enough glue,
do not starve the joints. The two pieces to be joined
must be held together under pressure, while the glue
sets. Always make a trial fitting without glue and
mark the various pieces as they are to be put together
as No. 1 and No. 1, No. 2 and No. 2, etc. Clean off the
excess glue by throwing fine sawdust over that glue
that has been squeezed out of the joint. This will
facilitate its removal with a chisel.

CASEIN GLUE, commonly known as "Waterproof
glue," has made great gains in popularity in the
past few years. The main feature is its moisture
resisting power. It will withstand the action of moisture, humidity, extreme heat and climatic changes to
a surprising degree. For high grade work such as
eneering and wood-jointing on furniture, cabinets and
pianos, patterns, radios, aeroplanes, gunstocks, model
boats and model locomotives, outdoor furniture, canoes ,
and boats it proves a most dependable adhesive. As
a rule, when other glues do not hold LePage's Casein '
Glue does the trick.
For the home craftsman, this glue is of special value
inasmuch as it requires no heating and is practically
odorless. It is mixed with an equal part of water and
stirred, no heating is necessary. In a few minutes you
will have a smooth creamy "dough" ready for use.
Only sufficient glue should be made for one day's use.
Owing to the moisture-resisting qualities of the glue,
the moisture will solidify over night, it then is unfit
for use and should be thrown away.
The main constituent of this glue is casein. a byproduce of cow's milk which is the dried curd.
LePage's Held
Under 10,955 Pounds Pressure

Glue Holds More Than Wood
If two pieces of wood are properly glued together,
the glue will hold better than the wood itself. The
illustration, on opposite page, clearly proves this.
No one kind of glue, whether animal, fish or casein,
is the best for all uses. For average use, however,
Le Page's Liquid Glue is highly recommended. It
requires no soaking, heating or mixing to certain
proportions. It is fool proof. It has the advantage of
setting slowly, giving the worker ample time to arrange and rearrange the clamps, or to square up the
different parts being glued. For many needs, the
slow set is indispensable.

The first illustration above shows the side view of one of the blocks of wood
used in testing the strength of LePage's. The thin straight line indicates the
lepaged joint. The irregular line indicates the line along which the wood finally
gave way leaving the lepaged joint unbroken.
Under a pressure of 10,955 pounds, the block was finally broken. Note from
the surface of the two halves that it was the wood itself which gave way under
the strain and not the LePage's.

EVEN THOUGH YOU FASTEN WITH NAIL OR SCREW

REINFORCE EVERY JOINT WITH LePAGE'S GLUE
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GENERAL FINISHING DIRECTIONS
HE matter of finishing is so vast a subject that only a brief
Tsketchy
outline may be given in the space allotted. The matter

is so important, however, that a thorough study should be made
of the information following.
Since all of us cannot provide ourselves with accurate scales and
measuring instruments, some substitute must be made. For this
purpose, one of the triple measuring spoons, 1/4, 1/2 and teaspoon
which are made for cooking purposes makes an ideal substitute.
Likewise a graduated quart measure should be gotten. We can
afford that, metal or glass, preferably the latter. Get a blank notebook in which to keep records, and don't trust your memory. It
fails at the wrong time.
In commercial finishing water stain is in general considered to
give the best results, with oil stain second. Very little acid or spirit
penetrating stain is used, since the time factor of control varies
so greatly in each piece or parts of each piece being finished. Uniformity of color and delayed action of coloring is of prime importance to good uniform finishing. Aniline dyes, soluble in water,
form the basic element in most water and a lot of oil stain with
coal tar products running a close second.
For those who can obtain the necessary ingredients, below are
listed several of the most useful water stains. They may be
strengthened or diluted as personal requirements dictate, by adding
more water or less water to the base formula. The color may be
varied somewhat by a slight change in proportions, too, but care
should be taken in doing this.

1

Give good coat this stain. When dry sand with 4/0 paper. Color
filler with Van Dyke Brown and Burnt Sienna (ground in oil colors).
Sand and wash coat with orange shellac. Varnish and rub with
pumice stone and water.
Standard Brown Mahogany
Bichromate of Potash
Mahogany Brown St. Powder
Mahogany Red St. Powder
Walnut Crystals
Water

Another Brown Mahogany
Mahogany Brown
Nigrosine, Jet Black
Picric Acid
Water

1 3/4 oz.
3/4 oz.
grains
20
1 gal.

Apply and work as above, same filler, shellac and treatment.
Standard Walnut (soft woods)
10 oz.
Ground Walnut Crystals
1/4 oz.
Bichromate of Potash
1 gal.
Water
Standard Walnut (hard wood)
Ground Walnut Crystals
Carbonate of Soda (dry)
Water

12 oz.
1/2 oz.
1 gal.

Stain and sand with 4/0 paper. Color filler with Van Dyke
Brown (ground in oil color) shellac lightly (half-and-half white and
orange), sand and varnish. Rub down with pumice stone and
water.
Since none of the projects shown are adaptable to oak, space
not permitting; the matter of finishing oak has not been taken up.
It is hoped, that in a later volume, some oak pieces may be used in
which case, water stains and formulas will be described.
Oil stains or acid stains for oak are applied and treated much
the same as for mahogany or walnut. Instead of varnish, wax is
used much as a final coating on oak and walnut, and some mahogany. The finish up to and including the final shellacking before varnishing is the same, then wax is applied. Do NOT under any circumstances, apply wax on varnish. It will soften the varnish and

2 oz.
1 oz.
1/2 oz.
1 gal.

This formula produces a dark cherry mahogany, which may be
lightened by diluting to one-half strength.
Standard Reddish Brown Mahogany
Bichromate of Potash
Lye (Household)
Brown Mahogany Powder
Scarlet Stain Powder
Nigrosine Black
Water

oz.
2 oz.
1/2 oz.
1 dram
2 1/2 qts.

Give good coat stain ; sand lightly. Wash coat with a solution of
half-and-half white and orange shellac. Color filler with Van Dyke
Brown (ground in oil color). Shellac again, sand and apply varnish.
Rub down with pumice stone and water.

Antique Mahogany
Mahogany Brown Powder
Mahogany Red Powder
Potassium Bichromate
Water
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2 oz.
1/2 oz.
3 34 oz.
34 oz.
o
1/s
1 1/2 gal.
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in time ruin it beyond redemption. Wax may be used as a polish on
lacquer, however, with no effect on the lacquer.
The foregoing formulas are, in their essentials, the stains used
in most of the furniture factories. Many variations of them have
been worked out by expert finishers, but they vary only in a few
respects. Many ingredients, unavailable to the non-professional
finisher, have been added as personal requisites of individuals.
If you prefer to buy your stain all made up in preference to
compounding it yourself we suggest that you use oil stain. Its
drying is much slower than acid stains and is therefore under control at all times. It has an advantage, also, in that it may be used
to color the filler which is used over it. It does not raise the grain
as water stains do, and for the average novice, is recommended as
the ideal medium with which to work.
Special finishes, as applicable to some of the projects, are described in the text on that particular project to which it applies.
Any varnish referred to is meant as dull rubbing varnish.
Wash coat shellac is five pound commercial shellac, diluted
four to one with alcohol.
Sand bare wood, just before applying any stain, with 2/0 sandpaper. Use 4/0 for sanding shellac coats. Fine steel wool may be
used on shellac, but care must be taken to get all dust and particles
off before applying any additional shellac or varnish.
Make absolutely certain that all traces of glue and grease stains
are removed before applying any stains; and be certain there are
no water marks or wet spots on any surface before applying any
oil stain or filler.
The biggest factor in finishing is the treatment of the wood
before finishing. You cannot get a smooth finish on rough wood
that has not been properly prepared. An extra hour with sandpaper
on the bare wood will save hours on the finish and possibly grief in
the end. The success and good appearance of a project lies in the
finish and more than half of the finish lies in the preparation. Don't
depend on the finish to cover up defects. Instead of covering them
up, it will show them up.

STANDARD 4-SPEED LATHE

OR complete lathe information refer to the article on Heavy
FDuty
4-Speed Lathe. All general information is applicable to
both machines.
The lathe shown above has bronze bushed bearings with a large
oil reservoir between them. A novel feature is the placing of the ballthrust bearing inside the head casting. There it revolves with the
spindle in a bath of oil, fully protected from dust and dirt.
Similarly to the Heavy Duty Lathe this one is driven by 4-step
cone pulleys providing speeds of approximately 750, 1350, 2200 and
4000 R. P. M. without altering the belt tension. It may be driven
from above, below or behind.
Use of Accessories
Several accessories such as face plates, adapter for holding
sanding drum, wire polishing and grinding wheels, sanding discs
and drill chucks may be used to advantage on both the heavy and
standard lathes. Face plates and sanding discs attach directly to
the lathe spindle while the other accessories are attached to the
adapter which, in turn, is attached to the spindle.
Safety Precautions
Keep sleeves and neckties away from moving parts. Always go
over all adjustments carefully before starting lathe. Revolve work
by hand before starting motor to make sure there is sufficient
clearance between work and tool rest. In sanding, hold sandpaper
firmly, and in back of the revolving stock (to prevent fingers being
drawn between tool rest and work). Always hold chisels firmly.
[ 73 ]
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THE 7" BENCH SAW
HE 7" Bench Saw embodies several features which are departures from the usual. The unique arrangement for raising and
lowering the saw, and the simple yet positive tilting of the table to
any angle from 90° to 45° with the saw, are very much worth while.

T

under the right front side of the table correct this adjustment and
lock the stop screw. At any time the table may be set to either of
these extremes quickly and positively. The speed of the saw should
be about 3500 R. P. M. while in operation on sawing, dadoing or
sanding.

Operation

Assembly Notes
In setting up the saw, remove the wood insert in the table, place
the saw on the spindle with the teeth pointing toward you at the top
of the saw. Loosen the hand nut which clamps the saw spindle arm,
then raise the saw to its fullest height : lower it as far as possible,
to see that it clears all parts of the table and base properly. Replace
the wood insert. The idler pulley is next put on and with the belt
running from the inside groove to the pulley on the saw spindle,
move the idler pulley just far enough away from the saw to make
the belt assume an almost straight line, on the upper stretch. Any
tighter than this only puts added wear on the parts of the machine.
By placing and holding a piece of wood against the front of the saw,
see if you can make the belt slip by grasping the lower stretch and
pulling to the rear. You will at once appreciate the power that is
transmitted by a "V" Belt of this size. The guard and its mounting
are now put on, taking the caution to see that the saw clears the
table on both sides. Test the squareness of the table with the saw,
and adjust, if necessary, through the medium of the stop screw
under the left front side of the table. When finally correct lock the
stop screw in this position. In like manner with a 45 degree angle,
test the extreme tilted position of the table, and with the stop screw
[ 74 ]

While the machine is primarily what its name implies, a Bench
Saw for ripping boards lengthwise or parallel with the grain, for
cross cutting, or at an angle across the grain, there are many other
possibilities in it. With the substitution of a dado head, a wide addition is made to the field of usefulness. A dado head consists of two
outside saws or cutters, with teeth of such form that it will cut with
or across the grain, and a number of inside or chipping cutters. The
outside cutters may be used singly or together, but the inside cutters
are never used alone, always having the outside saws with them.
The saws and cutters are placed on the spindle similarly to the saw,
with the teeth of the inside cutters staggered with respect to the
teeth of the outside ones. This balances the load on the spindle and
is productive of smoother operation. If a cut is more than 1/2" wide
and 1/2" deep, it is advisable to make the depth in two cuts. With
one adjustment, run the cut through all the lumber that requires it,
readjust and again go through the lot. Likewise, if the width of the
cut is of such dimension that an accurate width cannot be secured
with one cut, make a little over half the width, or a little over onethird, then readjust the fence and repeat. Remember, you are not
concerned as much with production as with accuracy.
Keep the grease cups full of grease and give them a half turn
about every few hours of operation. Grease and oil are cheaper
than repair parts. A good workman is known by the condition of
his tools and the
quality of his work.
Keep your saws free
from rust and well
sharpened. Take
your time, and make
sure of your adjustment before going
ahead. Poor care
and improperly adjusted machines only result in poor quality work.
Among the projects shown will be found suggested accessories
which you can make for the bench saw, which will widen its field
of usefulness. You will immediately appreciate the value of them.
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By all means provide yourself with them, and enjoy their convenience. The sketches, with notes are mostly self-explanatory, so
space to describe them in detail need not be taken.

Do not attempt to saw very small pieces with the circular saw—
use the jig saw or band saw instead.
Keep saws sharp. There is less danger of personal injury with
sharp tools and cutters.
Always keep fingers as far away from saw as possible. In ripping
place the thumbs on the end of work nearest you, fingers on the
side, and feed gradually. Use a notched stick for pushing narrow
pieces past saw.
After starting a cut do not stop until cut is completed. Never
attempt to remove partly sawed stock while saw is in motion. Small
pieces of wood left on table after sawing should be knocked off with
a piece of wood—do not attempt to remove them with fingers while
saw is moving.
If the saw blade "wobbles" it is not necessarily defective. Saws
that run out of true when turned slowly by hand will usually run
absolutely true when turning at the correct speed of 3500 R. P. M.
If yours apparently runs "out" make this test. Run it at operating speed and see if it is not true. If it continues to "wobble" at
maximum speed it is possible that the blade is bent or the spindle
defective. The saw has a spindle with shoulder turned from one
piece of steel and no flanges should be used on it. No washer is
necessary between saw blade and lock nut as the direction of rotation has a tendency to tighten the nut.
Utmost in protection is assured the operator by the guard supplied. It is advisable to keep it in place at all times. Even when the
saw is not in use, if left exposed there is a possibility of the operator's being scratched when reaching over the blade.
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Use of Sanding Disc
The 6" metal plate with sanding (abrasive) disc attached directly
to it is mounted on saw spindle, with the saw blade and strips in
table removed. No nut is used on spindle, the sanding plate being
screwed directly to it. This provides an excellent power sander for
smoothing or rounding off the ends of work as well as for sanding
small pieces. For work too large for the disc sander use the belt
sander. In operating the disc hold wood against that half of sander
nearest you. In this position the motion of the disc has a tendency
to hold the wood against the table, and better work results.
To replace worn out abrasive discs quickly, use good quicksetting cement. Split the paper backing of disc with thumb nail
and tear off old disc, leaving a layer or two of paper if possible.
New disc can be attached and work resumed in a very short time.

Surface Grinding
Another suggested use of this novel saw is in the nature of a
surface grinder. The No. 930, 1/2" x 4" grinding wheel, is mounted
on the saw spindle instead of the saw blade. By lowering the head
to a point where the grinding surface of the wheel extends very
slightly above the table level and passing the work back and forth,
holding it flat on the table, results can be obtained almost equal to
a good surface grinding job.
In this operation it is very essential that the grinding edge of
the wheel be parallel to the table top to grind a true surface. Incidentally this is an excellent arrangement for grinding bevel-edged
tools as the table serves as a rest for the tool. Another use is for
grinding skates, the blade being ground by passing it over the
wheel at exactly right angles.

General Directions
If a great deal of angle cutting is to be done, that is, if the angle
of the saw is to be changed often, it is well for the operator to
equip himself with a 45° and a 90° angle square to facilitate rapid
alignment of saw in correct position.
Do not put any belt dressing or compound on belt. Keep it clean,
removing oil or grease when necessary with a gasoline dampened
cloth. In setting up saw or dado be sure that it will turn toward
you with teeth pointing in the same direction.

,

TYPE NJS JIG SAW
NOTHING can take the place of a jig saw in the home workshop.
It is a complete creative machine in itself, capable of sawing
out innumerable articles of intrinsic beauty and symmetry from
wood, Bakelite, brass, copper, pewter, tin and untempered steel.
The extent of uses for this most efficient machine are governed
almost entirely by the ability and experience of the operator. Many
use it for cutting out toys, book-ends, door stops, etc., for the
kiddies, others for intricate fret work, such as reproductions of
historic clocks and cathedrals while others use it commercially for
silhouetting window cut-out displays and raised letters for the
artistic, attractive signs which are coming into such popular use
for tea rooms, antique shops, etc., where something unique and
unusual is desired for display and advertising.
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TYPE NJS JIG SAW

This jig saw has been greatly improved by using a heavy,
bronze-bushed drag link and fitting it for the "V" Belt drive. It
operates so quietly that one does not need a basement or attic
workshop for this machine. It can be used in the kitchen without
disturbing anyone.

The best driving speed for this Jig Saw is 450 to 500 R. P. M.
This speed is obtained by running belt from the 1 1/4" "V" pulley on
countershaft or motor shaft to the regular pulley on head stock
assuming the shaft is turning at about 1750 R. P. M. On 25-cycle
motors and others having slower speeds, the 1 34" "V" pulley may
be used on countershaft.
Before starting Jig Saw, oil every bearing carefully. There are
two holes in back stand for lubricating arm bolts, two in the head
stock under the table for driving shaft, and two in the drag link.
Drag link bearings should be oiled every few hours of operation,
the others not as frequently. A drop of oil should occasionally be
put on eye-bolt on back end of arms and also on clips at ends of
upper and lower arms where saws are held.
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Tilting Table

How to Assemble
The head stock, back stand and bracket for table are all assembled on the bed according to the sketches, leaving the clamping
bolts loose. It will be noted that the stand for table slides between
the rails of the base and is held in position by the same bolt that
secures the head stock.
The arms are next put in place on the right side of the back
stand. Note that side brace extends from arm to left side of back
stand. Now attach drag link to lower arm, using long bolt and
fasten other end of link with short bolt to driving disc. With this
done, see that lower arm is in line with base. It should be exactly
in line. If it is out loosen drive pulley and slide shaft through until
arm aligns with base. After this is done the bolt in the lower arm
should be made to line up with the driving head shaft, by changing
position of head stock on bed. Then tighten pulley on shaft and
revolve assembly eliminating binding, if any, by shifting position
of head stock. Do not assume that driving disc should bear against
headstock. There should be about 1/4" of exposed shaft at this end.
Then tighten head stock and back stand on base. Next align upper
arm with lower arm. About midway of the upper arm is a bolt
holding brace. Loosen this bolt, change arm to correct position and
tighten bolt. The table is put on last and saw blade inserted. All
saw blades should be operated with teeth pointing down. Shift
position of table and bracket until saw travels practically in the
centre of hole in table.

The Type NJS Jig Saw is provided with tilting table, angle from
zero to forty-five degrees. This is of great assistance in doing relief
and overlay work, as well as for inlaying. Jig Saw Cut Out Book
gives detailed explanation of these operations.
On the underside of the table is a
hardened steel adjusting screw, the head
of which should be adjusted in a position
directly behind the saw and lightly in
contact with the back of it.
A correct adjustment here will eliminate rocking of the blade due to the
slight arc traveled by the arms.
Bellows Keep Lines Clear
This unique device, composed of a steel diaphragm, moulded
rubber disc and steel arm provides a simple, effective method of
keeping the work clear of saw dust in following, or sawing to, a line.
No power is required to operate it as the arm motion provides the
necessary action. It should be attached under the bolt holding the
saw clip, or under the jig saw arm. After bolting in position bend
the bellows arm so that the air stream will be directed on the
cutting line of the saw.
Sanding With the Jig Saw
By wrapping a narrow strip of sandpaper around a jig saw
blade, spirally, light sanding of edges of fret work is accomplished.
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Fret Saw Adapters

An advantage of this type shaper is that by removing the guard
and guides the interior edges of work such as small picture frames
and panels may be done very easily. This operation is not possible
with other types which employ large cutter heads with removable
blades. Provision is also made for dadoing or grooving, and for
raising panels with this machine. Head stock is inverted and these
accessories attached to end of spindle 1/2" in diameter.

The mechanical drawing shows position for attaching adapters.

On loosening the knurled nut that clamps the blade, you will note
that the bolt has a hole drilled through the centre of the diameter.
The fret saw blades are inserted through this hole part way before
knurled nut is tightened. After tightening this nut, make certain
that adapter does not bind. The section that holds the blade should
rock freely in the other section, as binding here will break saws.
The adapters may be used with all models of "Driver" Jig Saws,
and hold the small, pinless blades used in fret saw work. To attach
these adapters, simply remove the metal clips from ends of arms
and bolt in place according to sketch.
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General Information
If kept properly lubricated and adjusted, this jig saw will give
years of satisfactory service. It should be inspected periodically
for alignment and to see that all bolts, set screws, etc., are tight.
The belt requires no dressing, but should be kept dry and as free
from oil as possible. Should it become oily, wash with gasoline.
Beeswax rubbed on the saw blade occasionally improves the action
and is used by most professionals in jig saw work.
No attempt has been made to provide a device for guiding the
work on the table due to the fact that the need for a guide is very
rare, most jig saw work requiring a flat, clear table. A milled
guide slit interferes with free movement of small designs and has
other disadvantages.
If you wish a guide to cut absolutely straight lines, simply
clamp a strip of wood to the table top with small C clamps.

SPINDLE SHAPER
THIS machine is a unique creative machine in itself. The high-I- speed vertical shaper is indispensable in planing mills, furniture
factories, carpenter shops, etc.

For the home craftsman it serves many different purposes—
enabling him to cut almost innumerable kinds of mouldings, put
fancy edges on table tops, cabinet panels, etc. The cutters which
are supplied can be used singly or in combination as two can be
mounted together. Further varied cuts are obtained by simply
tilting, raising or lowering the head stock to expose the cutters at
various angles and heights.

I
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Without doubt, the shaper shown here is the safest to operate.
The small cutters and effective guards practically eliminate the
hazards ordinarily associated with high speed shapers.
Shapes and styles of cutters available are shown.

Assembly
Sub-base is set on base as in diagram and bolted in place. Ballbearings are used because of the high speed, to minimize friction
and wear and to insure precision work over a long period of time.
In case you have any difficulty deciding what is the correct
adjustment, it is better to leave bearings slightly loose than too
tight. After adjusting, set up cone lock screws or nut as the case
may be so that cone will be securely locked. Finally, space drive
pulley evenly between forks of head stock and tighten lock screws
securely.
Next fasten the head stock assembly in place as the sketch
indicates, with clamps and slide bar nut. The table should be attached next and then the guides. Transmission is by means of a
single round belt for carving while the double drive is used with
dado and panel knife.

p
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Mounting Cutters, Dado, etc.

Operating Speed
Best operating speed
5516
for cutters is between
7,500 and 10,000 R. P. M. These large cutters are available for the spindle
For dado and panel knife shaper, are 1 11/16" in diameter, and are
attached to the l/z" end of the spindle.
3500 R. P. M. The higher
speed is obtained by belting from the 2 15/16" pulley (953) on the
countershaft to the small groove on spindle shaper pulley with
countershaft turning at double speed (3500 R. P. M.) To double
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When the shaper is assembled and located in front of countershaft the guides and spindle will be on the left side of the table.
Looking from this position all cutters, dado and panel knife should
turn clockwise, i. e., in the same direction as the hands of a clock
move. In this way all cutting edges engage the work as it is passed
through from the front of the table toward the back. Cutters are
so placed that the edge furthest away from the center cuts first,
beveled edge follows.
FLUTING
CUTTER

CORNER
ROUNDING
CUTTER

COVE
CUTTER

CORNER
RQUNDING
CUTTER

InVA
gn u
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S V IO
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SURFACE
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speed of countershaft use a pulley on motor shaft twice the diameter
of corresponding pulley on countershaft. For correct dadoing speed
run double drive belt from double 1 3,4" pulley (LJ-354) on countershaft to large grooves of spindle shaper
pulley. With the countershaft speed at
3500 R. P. M. the machine speed will be the
same which is correct. You will notice that
belt is required to run from a vertical position on countershaft to a pulley mounted on
shaper head. With countershaft turning
Horizontal dadoing and
toward you belt should run over top of
grooving, promoting
countershaft pulley and from there around
greater accuracy, done on
shaper pulley from the right side to the left
the shaper. Other dadoand
back under the countershaft to be
ing on the bench saw.
coupled. This will give you the correct
direction of rotation. It will be noted that sub-base slides on base
permitting easy, quick belt adjustment.

-7.27
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Adjusting the Guides
The secret of fast, accurate and uniform work is an efficient
system of guides. Those furnished on this shaper fill every need
of the home craftsman. The guard with sliding guides advances
and recedes as required to restrict depth of cut and is adjustable
two ways, covering all cutters used, leaving just enough exposed
to do the cutting. A set of guide washers and depth collars is
indispensable when operating without guard and guides, as in carving the interior edges of ovals, etc., as in small picture frames and
panel work. Used above and below the cutter they prevent cutters
from cutting too deep. Size of depth washers used should correspond in diameter to the smallest diameter of the cutter to be used.
The disc guard supplied with this set should always be used with
dado and panel knife being placed under lock nut next to dado saw
or panel knife with bevel part down to allow working clearance.
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Lubrication
If carefully greased when assembled the ball bearings can be
operated for a considerable length of time without lubricating as
the felt washers prevent leakage. However, it is a good idea to
inspect bearing every few month to see that they have sufficient
lubrication.

Sharpening Cutters

These cutters are made from highest grade tool steel, ground to
mechanical precision and carefully tempered. Naturally they should
be kept sharp to assure good work.
Cutters should be sharpened on an oil stone with flat edge of the
cutter next to stone. This preserves the bevels. Very little steel
needs to be removed, but it is important that the same amount be
taken from each of the three flutes to maintain uniformity. Do not
attempt to grind or file along the curved surfaces, as this will change
the contour of the cutter.

Things to Remember
Never attempt to change position of guide, guard or slides while
spindle is revolving.
In shaping across the grain, as with the ends of strips, keep
hands as far as possible from cutters.
Do not try to cut too deep with panel knife. The duty of this
knife is to shave off a shallow cut, not to take the place of dado for
rabbeting, etc.
If the first cut is ever rough, rippled or irregular, put the work
through a second time to smooth it.
When only one cutter is used all of the
depth collars and washers (SS-14) should be
placed on spindle to take up space between the
upper cone and the beginning of the threads.
If these are not sufficient, use any washer
of small outside diameter with 5/16" hole.
If driving spindle comes in contact with Using drum sander O n
shaper assures accurate,
table at side of hole when in vertical posiclose work.
tion, the table should be moved slightly.
This is accomplished by loosening both screws in table top and
shifting as required.
The set of four new cutters is attached to the opposite end of
the spindle from the smaller cutters. No depth washers are furnished for this type cutter, the proper depth of cut being governed
by the position of the guard and guides.
If head fits too close to rear of hole in table add an extra washer.

BENCH GRINDER AND POLISHING HEAD
THERE are so many uses for
-I- the Bench Grinder and Polishing Head that either one or
the other is a shop necessity.
With 4" or 6" wheels permanently mounted in a convenient and accessible position,
chisels, gouges, plane bits and
all cutting tools may be kept
in the proper condition for
accurate and clean work. In
connection with the jointer,
the drill press, the shaper and
the router, and the lathe it is
indispensable. While the Polishing Head (No. 94-A) is adaptable to buffing, polishing, drilling and
grinding of a lighter nature, it is built strong enough to give satisfactory service if lubrication is properly taken care of.
The heavy duty type Bench Grinder, with its grinding rests so
arranged that either 4" or 6" diameter wheels of different widths
may be used is adaptable to practically all types of grinding usually
required in the home workshop. Conveniently adjustable and adequate wheel guards protect the eyes and face to a great extent from
flying metal and particles of dust. The heavy bronze bushed bearings with the grease cup lubricant reservoirs make it a very sturdy
accessory.
The bench grinder may be driven from above, below or behind,
thus adapting itself readily to particular shop conditions. Sufficient
clearance between bearings is allowed to accommodate a flat belt
transmission if that is desired.
The utility of these two tools is greatly extended by their accessories. Cloth buff wheels are used for polishing nickel, brass, copper and similar
metal. Wire scratch wheels remove dust,
paint and other coatings from all metallic
surfaces. Sanding disc and drum are used
Polishing
to shape wood as well as to smooth it. Also
Head
for sanding floors and similar surfaces to remove water stains and similar discoloration.
Due to their simplicity no special instructions as to assembly, adjustment or
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4" PLANER OR JOINTER

maintenance are necessary. Lubrication should, of course, be taken
care of periodically.
May be run at any speed up to 3500 R. P. M. The smaller diameter wheels require a higher spindle speed than the large wheels
to obtain an equal peripheral speed at the grinding surface.

the one with the rabbeting arm is the front. In bolting the tables
to the sub-base a strong tension washer is provided so that tables
may be readily adjusted by means of the hand wheel.
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4" PLANER OR JOINTER

M

OST of the description of this machine is the same as that for
the 4" Heavy Duty Planer covered in the previous article.
Reference should be made to it for full information. Only the
points of difference will be covered here.
The planer, Type TP-14, has bronze bearings with oil reservoirs
and felt wicks in each bearing box to distribute the oil to the bearings as required. It is possible to use this planer for many months
without any attention to lubrication.

Assembling
If the planer is purchased in parts the first step in assembly
is to bolt the sub-base on the base. Be sure to remove any dirt or
paint from the surfaces where the tables slide on the sub-base so
they will fit together accurately. Now slip a bearing over each end
of the cutter-head shaft and put the assembly in place on the subbase, and insert bolts through the hole in the base. Revolve the
head slowly in the bearings. While tightening bolts tap the bearings
slightly in the event there is a slight binding. Place pulley on the
cutter-head shaft and belt to the motor. Run for short periods at
first until bearings become "broken in."
The front and rear table are next assembled on the base—the
table with the rabbeting ledge is considered the back table while

Adjusting the Knives
Assembly of the knives and cutter-head is shown in drawing
of the Timken Bearing Planer. As correct performance of the
planer depends on accurate setting of the knives, too much care
cannot be given to their alignment.
The knives are adjusted to be in an exact plane with rear table,
using a metal straight edge or rule. The straight-edge should
touch the knife along its entire length as the straight-edge is moved
from one side of the table to the other. After adjusting the three
blades go back and very carefully tighten up the bolts in the chip
breakers so that there is no possibility of the knives getting out
of alignment. Any waves in the wood planed or uneven cutting are
caused by improper alignment of the knives or by feeding the work
too fast.
When assembly of the planer is completed, fill the bearings with
a good grade of medium motor oil. The bronze bearings will then
require no further attention for an indefinite length of time.
Properly lubricated in the beginning, sufficient lubrication is provided for service equivalent to 24 hours per day continuous operation
for a period of 12 months.

Operating Speed
Due to the precision balancing of the cutter-head and the
specially designed bronze bearings, this planer may be operated at
somewhat higher speed than the average. A speed of between
4000 and 5000 R. P. M. is recommended and this means from 12,000
to 15,000 cuts per minute and assures perfect work.
With a 1750 R. P. M. motor the 13/4" diameter pulley is used on
the planer with the 4" pulley on the motor shaft or countershaft.
For information on operation and other data, read the article
describing the heavy duty jointer.

BELT SANDER

BELT SANDER
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Now line up abrasive belt as nearly as possible, but do not get
it too tight. It should be possible to move lower part of belt up and
down at least one-half inch. Belt machine to countershaft according to diagram, oil all bearings and start. If belt shows a tendency
to travel to one side and rub against the table uprights or fence, tap
the driving head lightly, twisting it slightly to one side. It may
take a little time to get the correct belt adjustment at first, but once
it is right it seldom requires further alignment. Tighten driving
heads down securely after belt is adjusted. A guide, for maintaining different angles, is provided which is easily adjustable to any
position desired and can then be locked in place.
Operating Speed

UCH of the tedious sanding, formerly done by hand, is performed very efficiently by this machine. The wide endless belt
which is a high grade fabric-backed abrasive, travels over two rubber faced pulleys quickly reducing or smoothing wood, fibre, bakelite and metal. The object to be sanded is held on belt over table for
flat or bevel sanding while the section where belt travels over rollers
is used for sanding curves, contours and irregular shaped objects.
The wide, flat surface provided by the belt sander makes it ideal
for sharpening tools of all kinds as it grinds the entire surface at
one time and does not overheat the work. Two grades of abrasive
belts are available. The table, which is ground flat, preserves flat
surfaces on the work sanded. The fence can be adjusted to various
angles and enables the operator to sand the same angle consistently
on any number of pieces.

M

How to Assemble
In assembling, first attach rubber-faced pulleys to driving heads,
then mount heads on base, leaving them slightly loose for final adjustment. Do not tighten spindle nuts as far as they will go on
pulley—tighten only until width of pulley is same as abrasive belt.
Put abrasive belt in place taking care that it will travel in the right
direction. Arrow on inside of belt indicates correct direction. Then
see if both pulleys are equal distance from the heads so that belt
will run evenly. They can be moved in and out by loosening the
drive pulley set screw and sliding the spindle through. With this
done put table in place. If you attach casting that clamps to bed to
uprights first it will be easy to set table in proper place. Table
should be located half way between both rubber pulleys.
[ 88

For light sanding a speed of 1750 R. P. M. is very effective, while
for heavier work or where fastest cutting is desired, 3500 R. P. M.
will prove best. At 3500, of course, lubrication should be more carefully watched.
If the sanding you are doing is for a natural wood finished surface, the work should always be sanded with the grain, not across it,
as cross-grain sanding leaves lines very difficult to remove. The
coarse belt is used for fast cutting and the fine one for finishing off.
Either can be used for sharpening tools.
The table is shown in normal operating position. If you find
in sanding at this position more stock is removed at ends of work
than in centre, raise table until this condition is overcome. It may
be necessary to move one or both driving heads a bit closer together
or farther apart to alter belt tension.
Although it is not imperative to follow this method, it is advisable that driving be done over both pulleys to divide the load.
In use the belt sander requires considerable power and equalizing
the load greatly improves the operation.
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Should any end play develop in bearings this can be taken up
by removing the bearing cap and tightening the bearing lock nut.
After tightening nut, tap each end of the spindle lightly with a
soft hammer or block of wood.
Do not set bearings too tight.

Care and Operation

THIS saw, as shown, is a self contained unit, motor and machine
-I- being mounted on a heavy base. This feature makes it readily
portable and handy to move about the workshop.
It is much heavier and larger than the 7" Saw, throughout.
Instead of ball bearings, it has Timken Tapered Roller Bearings,
the table is larger (17" x 13 1/2"), is 27" long and 15" high, overall.
Its 8" blade cuts up to 2 1/4". As shown, it is driven by a 1/2 H. P.
Repulsion Induction motor of 3450 R. P. M., which is advised for
this capacity saw. It takes a 5 1/2" diameter dado.

Table and Arbor Control
Controlling the movement of saw arbor up and down and the
tilting of the table are done by means of conveniently located hand
wheels beneath the table. With the motor attached to the base
the arbor may be moved to either limit without changing the belt
tension.
To tilt the table simply loosen the hand wheel at table quadrant.
With the table tilted the splitter and guard retain their former
position and work very effectively.

Lubricating
There is very little to get out of order or require attention on
the saw other than occasional lubrication. To do this remove the
saw blade, loosen the clamping bolt that holds the bearing assembly
in place, and slide the assembly out from the drive pulley side. This
will expose a hole in the centre of the bearing housing which should
be filled with vaseline or other light grease. Lubrication is necessary
only about once a year.
[ 90 ]

The correct operating speed for this saw is about 3500 R. P. M.
Using a 1/2 H. P. Repulsion Induction motor of 3450 R. P. M.,
two pulleys of the same diameter should be used on motor shaft
and saw spindle, the ones recommended being the 21/2" diameter.
If a 1750 R. P. M. motor is used the 4" diameter pulley should be
used on the motor shaft with the 2 1/2" on the saw spindle. The
use of the 3450 R. P. M. 1/2 H. P. motor is strongly recommended
for this saw as the additional power is of great value especially
when continuous heavy work is encountered.
The type of work possible with this saw parallels very closely
that of the 7" saw except for the generally increased capacity of
the 8" saw, and for that reason are not covered in this article.
Reference to the 7" Bench Saw will explain the use of various
accessories.

Cutting Wheel for Sawing Metal
An 8" Abrasive Cutting Wheel 3/32" thick, for cutting unhardened steel, iron, copper, brass, fibre, aluminum in rods, sheets or
tubes is available for use on the 8" Heavy Duty Bench Saw. It is
mounted on the spindle in place of the saw blade and operated at
the same speed. A wood guard, easily cut to shape with the band
saw and dadoed out on the under side should be used in place of
the standard metal guard, to give the operator full protection from
flying bits of metal and abrasive.
This abrasive wheel cuts very rapidly and accurately leaving
little or no burr. An advantage over metal cutting saw blades is
that it requires no sharpening.

HEAVY DUTY 4-SPEED LATHE

HEAVY DUTY 4-SPEED LATHE
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ing the inside lock nut. After adjusting, tap both ends of spindle
lightly with a soft hammer or block of wood to free bearings.
Bed May Be Extended
The normal bed length is 42 inches. This may be doubled, for
extra long turnings such as newel posts and pillars, by adding an
extra section of bed. This gives a distance between centres of
about six feet.
Carving Work Between Centres
With the double end shaft motor mounted on the bracket, the
flexible shaft may be driven from the opposite end providing the
operator a convenient source of power for working on turnings
between the lathe centres. Fluting, reeding, carving and beading
may all be done from this set-up.
Face Plate Work

THE type of lathe illustrated here is well adapted to either home
or shop use. An unusual feature is the motor bracket which
provides a self-contained unit with vertical drive. The motor is
attached to a hinged base which is easily raised or lowered for
belt tension by means of a set-screw at the front. If the motor
bracket is not desired, this lathe may be driven equally well from
behind or below. The 29" "V" belt is standard although other
lengths may be used for different installation requirements. Four
step cone pulleys provide a positive yet very flexible drive, and an
unusually helpful range of speeds, a choice of 750, 1350, 2200 and
4000 R. P. M.
The motor should be attached and transmission so arranged that
the lathe spindle turns toward the operator. If it does not, the
correct rotation may be secured by turning the motor end for end
or reversing its direction of rotation.
The drawing shows the details of the headstock. The construction of this particular head is commendable in that the bearings
(Timken Tapered Roller Bearings) are adjustable to almost any
wear that may ever develop, without altering the alignment of the
spindle. A large oil reservoir holds sufficient lubricant for many
months of service, without attention. If end play develops in the
spindle it can be taken up by removing the bearing cap and tighten[ 92 ]

Face plate work differs from spindle turning in that the work
is held by the live centre only, the tail stock does not come into
play. For this operation the tool rest is swung around and used at
right angles to the bed, parallel to the work. Bases for lamps and
candlesticks, knobs and bowls are all products of face plate turning.
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If the work to be turned is small, screw it to the small face
plate, using the wood screw centre. Fasten larger pieces with three
short screws to the large face plate. It is well, before starting to
turn square work, to saw off the corners with the jig saw or bench
saw. If convenient, it is advisable to saw the stock out as near
round as possible with the jig saw. This will save considerable time.

snap and refinement about
it while the other has that
"kitchen chair leg" look
about it. Study the turnings carefully.

With the work attached, the face plate should be screwed to
head stock spindle in place of the regular dog. Then swing tool rest
around at right angles to bed and move up to within about 1/8"
of the work, parallel to it. Top of tool rest should be slightly above
centre of work.

Paring and Scraping

If it is necessary to cut clear through the work, place a piece
of thin wood between the stock and face plate.
First cut edge off to diameter and then square off face, remembering not to carry chisel beyond centre of revolving stock as there
the direction is reversed and your chisel will be thrown up. Start
at the centre and work toward the edge. Speed for face plate should
be ordinarily about 1350 R. P. M.
For use of accessories, see description of Standard 4-Speed
Lathe.

How To Turn
In wood turning there are certain peculiarities or niceties that
have to be observed, so that the finished turning has an appearance
of refinement about it. Except in specific instances, which were
pointed out in the description of details on the various projects
described, all flat shoulders or surfaces should be parallel to the
centre line. All curves meeting such flat surfaces, such as beads
or coves, should meet at right angles to that surface. Where two
curves meet they should be tangent to each other to produce a
flowing curve. These are the fundamentals of good design. A beautiful turning is a hard thing to design and still harder to execute,
if these principles are ignored. As stated before, there are exceptions to these fundamentals which will be pointed out later. To
better illustrate the point, two turnings are shown and there is
no better way of grasping the principles than by making the two
turnings out of some scrap wood and comparing them "in the
flesh."
The same dimensions are given for both turnings but the execution is different. By means of the light lines, the angles and
curves are analyzed showing conclusively why one turning has a
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A well turned piece.

Two methods of turning are used, the paring
A less attractive turning.
and the scraping. The
former is the harder to acquire and, after the turning and sanding
is done, produces a turning no better than the scraping method.
Factory operators, and plenty of good ones, use the scraping method
and produce beautiful work. The turning itself may be only roughly
done, and the finishing touch done with sandpaper. This produces
speed of operation which the paring method cannot hope to equal.
In commercial automatics a combination of paring and scraping is
used, and the sanding machine depended upon to clean up the work.
On such accurate work as pattern making the scraping method is
used. If satisfactory for that, it is ideal for the amateur. And there
is very little danger of the chisel slipping and ruining the work,
not to mention valuable lumber.

Use of Chisels
In getting square or hexagon stock cylindrical a large gouge
chisel is used. This is called the "roughing" process. Hold it lightly
yet firmly, against the tool rest with the curved portion of the
chisel down as shown in accompanying sketch. Rolling the chisel
slightly on its side will often improve the cutting.
With the stock rounded out, next mark it off for cutting the
various shoulders, "V's" and beads. At all times you will need a
pair of outside calipers handy to check diameters as you proceed.
Constant measuring is necessary for uniform work. Always caliper

with lathe stopped.
=!!!!!fla-‹

(Top) Gouge Chisel.
(Centre) Skew Chisel.
(Bottom) Spear Point Chisel.

There are several "special" turning
tools which may be described to good
advantage and are usually found among
the commercial operators' tools. One
is the beading tool, which is a chisel
ground to a reverse of the round point,
and which, when presented to the turn-
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SANDING ATTACHMENT

ing produces a perfectly shaped bead.
Various sizes of these are handy additions
to the tool equipment, likewise the cove
chisel, just the opposite of the beading
tool. Several sizes of these, with their
Correct position for
accurately rounded ends, will produce a
holding chisel.
perfectly shaped "cove" or hollow. The
addition of several widths of flat chisels,
I/8", IA", 1/2" and 1", is advisable since
there are a lot of places where they may
be used to advantage. To the craftsman
who does a lot of turned work and who
takes pride in the "snap" in his turnings,
Incorrect position.
these special tools will be welcome.
In the sketch on turnings, all the fundamental "cuts" and
quite a few of the "special" cuts are illustrated and analyzed for
the benefit of the new woodturner. Study the sketch carefully and
apply the principles, then note the improvement in your turnings.
In addition, provide yourself with several length of straightedges, faced with white celluloid, if you can obtain them. Sand the
surface of the celluloid with fine sand paper, and pencil marks stand
out wonderfully against it. Such a template strip is described among
the "accessories." Once you use this method of transferring the
turning from the drawing to the wood, it becomes the natural
procedure.

This set-up provides great power, and the abrasive disc cuts
very rapidly. Joints can be worked to very close fits with the sander,
as very little wood can be removed at a time.
Work should be applied to the abrasive disc on the side nearest
the operator ; otherwise the abrasive disc will have a tendency to
raise the work off the table.
The table is locked securely in position with the hand wheel.
Top of table is ground flat for
accurate work.
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Half, or Split Turnings
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Safety Precautions
Keep sleeves and neckties away
from moving parts. Always go
over all adjustments carefully before starting lathe. Revolve work
by hand before starting motor to
make sure there is sufficient clearance between work and tool rest.
In sanding, hold sandpaper firmly,
and in back of the revolving stock
(to prevent fingers being drawn
between tool rest and work).
Always hold chisels firmly.
4" HEAVY DUTY PLANER, OR JOINTER

In making half or split turnings, glue the two necessary thickness of wood together, with a thickness of wrapping paper between
them. When centring in the lathe, be careful that the teeth of the
lathe dog does not come in this joint, and don't put too much pressure on the tail centre. After turning, the two halves may be
readily split with a putty knife or thin chisel and the paper planed
or sanded off. On heavy turnings additional strength and safety
may be had by screwing the two halves together, close to head and
tail stock beyond points to be turned.
SANDING ATTACHMENT FOR HEAVY LATHE
the few extra parts shown in the illustration the lathe is
W ITH
quickly converted into an excellent sanding machine. Provision
is made for sanding all angles by means of the tilting table, and
compounds are made possible with the mitre gauge ordinarily used
on the 8" Bench Saw.

HE planer, or jointer, is used for "dressing" lumber, or smooth
T-1- ing
it as it comes from the mill or yard : also for beveling or

-

chamfering edges, trueing up edges of boards and cutting rabbets.
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4" HEAVY DUTY PLANER OR JOINTER

The finest thing that can be said of any jointer is that it planes
an absolutely true surface which requires little or no sanding, over a
long period of years.
In the selection of a planer or jointer, there are several questions the machine should answer to your complete satisfaction.
Here they are.

raise or lower that end of the knife until it touches the straight-edge
the same as the other end did. It is assumed that the knife lock
screws have been loosened slightly. When you get this adjustment
re-check the other end to see that it didn't move, then set the knife
lock screws tight. Proceed with the other two knives in like
manner, without changing the position of the table. It will take
a little time to get the knife adjustment perfect but it will be well
worth the time spent, as the adjustment will not ordinarily need
to be disturbed for a long time. Be sure to tighten all lock screws
securely after adjustment. Go around the head two or three times
to make sure you didn't miss any.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Are the tables readily adjustable ?
Does it have a "safety head"?
Will the bearings assure indefinite accuracy ?
Are adjustments made easily ?
Does the fence tilt both ways ?
Has it a rabbeting ledge?
Is the safety guard so good you will have no desire to
take it off ?

In the planer above, every one of these questions is answered.
As an example, it is equipped with Timken Tapered Roller Bearings
which will operate indefinitely without appreciable wear. If they
ever do develop "play" they can be easily adjusted to correct clearance without replacing bushings or any other bearing parts.
Care and Operation
Before starting the planer see that all bolts and nuts are tight,
that the cutterhead revolves freely, and the belt is not too tight.
Table adjusting support nuts (shown in assembly drawing) should
not be too tight as they must permit sliding of the tables when
raised or lowered.
If motor is mounted on unit base the 34" "V" Belt is used. If
driven from countershaft, other lengths may be used according to
the set-up desired or amount of space available for installation.
In every instance run the belt as loose as possible without slipping.
With the belt too tight, power is wasted and efficiency reduced.
A 4" pulley gives the correct operating speed of about 4000 R. P. M.
when a 1750 R. P. M. motor is used. Power required for the planer,
1/4, 1/3 or 1/2 H. P. If 3450 R. P. M. 1/2 H. P. motor is used, the 4"
pulley on the motor should be changed to the 2 1/2" diameter (V).
Checking the Adjustment of Knives
The three cutter head knives must be in exactly the same position with respect to the tables. If one is higher than the others, it
will do most of the cutting, leaving the surface covered with knife
cuts or ripples.
To get knives correctly adjusted lay a straight edge (steel rule)
lengthwise of the rear table at one side. Then rotate the head by
hand until the edge of the knife barely touches the straight-edge.
Then move the straight-edge to the opposite side of the table and
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Sharpening the Knives
Unless the knives have been damaged by coming in contact
with nails or similar hard objects it will not be necessary to remove
them from the head for sharpening. They can be sharpened by
dropping the rear table to a lower position and, with a flat oil
stone, honing the edges. A circular motion of the hand is used.
A stone of the "Hard Arkansas" type will give a razor-like edge
that will stand up very well.
Position of Tables
For general work keep the front table about 1/32" below the
rear table. For a final cut the front table can be raised slightly,
making a lighter cut. By taking the cut slowly a very smooth, even
surface will result. This is of particular value to the "Home Craftsman," since he is interested in quality rather than quantity of work.
Forcing work at the jointer does not pay as it will be necessary to
do additional sanding to get a satisfactory surface.
Fence Easily Adjusted
The position of the fence should be checked closely before
planing to avoid ruining valuable lumber and wasting time. To set
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12" BAND SAW

the fence correctly at any desired angle, loosen the lock-nut just
enough to allow tilting, then with the bottom edge held firmly
against the table, tilt it to the desired angle and lock it there.

HE band saw derives its name
Tfrom
the shape of its blade

Planing Flat Surfaces
To plane or joint flat surfaces, run the wood through with the
grain of the wood running from the top rear end to the bottom
front end whenever possible. To joint the edges of a board, set the
fence exactly 90° for a square edge and in running the stock through
pay particular attention to holding it against the fence. Jointing
at an angle requires the same procedure. One of the projects illustrates this principle. In planing thin stock of any kind it is well
to use a pusher block, that is a block about 2" x 3" x 5" long with
a strip across one end to catch the end of the stock. This will keep
the fingers well away from the cutter-head. Stock shorter than 4"
long should not be surfaced on the jointer — use a belt sander
instead.

Rabbeting
In the absence of a shaper or drill press rabbets may be cut on
the jointer as a special shelf or ledge is provided especially for this
purpose at the left edge of the rear table. To set up for a rabbet,
the distance between the ledge and where the fence is set will
determine the width of the rabbet. The depth is gotten by lowering
the front table. Don't try to make it all in one cut, as much more
accurate work can be done by taking it by degrees. By manipulation
of the fence in connection with the rabbet ledge, and by ranging the
width and depth of cuts, picture frame mouldings may easily be
made. It will follow, of course, that only flat cuts can be made.

Care of Bearings
This planer is equipped with Timken Tapered Roller Bearings
which require little attention other than occasional greasing. About
every six months remove the bearing caps, fill them with a light
grease and replace. Screwing the caps on will force the grease into
the bearings. If, after years of use, the bearings are at all loose
the play can be readily taken up without disturbing the alignment
of the head. To do this remove the bearing cup and tighten the
lock nut if bearings are too loose or loosen the nut if they are too
tight. After changing the adjustment, tap both ends of the shaft
lightly with a soft hammer or block of wood to free the bearings.
Do not operate them too tight. They should turn freely without
being loose.

-

which is an endless band or strip
of fine steel with teeth cut in it all
the way around. This travels over
rubber faced pulleys, 12" in diameter, as an ordinary endless flat
belt travels over its pulleys, cutting
as it passes through a small slot in
the table.
The band saw has uses not coy°, ered by circular, scroll or jig saws.
In the first place, it cuts
much thicker stock, wood
up to 6 inches thick being
P7 sawed with perfect ease and safety.
Unlike the circular saw, all sorts of
curves and angles may be cut since
the blade is narrow and travels
vertically. Its capacity is especially
helpful in production work. For instance in cutting silhouettes and
various novelties from plywood
many pieces can be clamped or
nailed together, with the marked pattern on the top, and then cut
out at one time thus reducing the operating time tremendously.
Cutting out small blocks, sawing pieces to length roughly, and
roughing out shaped pieces and parts are uses which further add
to the utility value of the band saw.
The table tilts from horizontal or right angles to the saw,
through any degree to forty-five degrees, simply and effectively.
Adjustable stop screws for permanently locating the table in either
of the two extremes, ninety or forty-five degrees, to which the table
may be quickly set, assure convenient operation.
With the acquisition or construction of the accessories described
as the circle cutting jig and the re-sawing guides, the scope of the
saw is greatly extended, which greatly increases the value of the
tool to the craftsman.

Adjusting the Saw Blade
In changing or replacing a saw, open the guards and unscrew
the tension stud on the top enough to allow the saw to be slipped
[ 101 ]
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12" BAND SAW

on the two wheels. Remove the headless screw in the front of the
table slot to insert the saw, then replace it. Set the saw on the
centre of the rim of the two wheels, and after tightening it up
enough to hold it on, revolve the wheels by hand, watching the saw
on the upper wheel. If it creeps toward the front, screw in the
tilting stud found below the tension wheel until the saw tracks on
centre. If the saw creeps toward the back of the wheel rim, unscrew
the tilting stud. When adjusted so the saw will run true on the rim,
lock the tilting stud securely.

a few of these. Before starting to saw always lower the upper saw
guide assembly to a point just above the wood to be sawed. To saw
along a straight line, use the fingers of one hand as a guide, feeding
the work with the other. Unlike a wide hand saw, the saw will not
guide itself, but will creep off in the line of least resistance, so the
work has to be guided continually. Don't force hard against the
saw, nor try to make it perform the functions of a rip saw unless
forced to do so, and then, take it easy.
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Cutting Curves
Setting the Guides
Now loosen the set screws which hold the side guides, above
and below the table and pull the guides away from the saw. Then
set the right-hand guide between 1/32" to 1/16" out from the
bracket and lock it there. Now move the whole arm in or out, as
found necessary, in the frame, until the righthand guide just touches but does not move
the saw. Lock the guide bracket in this position. Then move the left-hand guide in until
it bears lightly against the other side of the
saw. Now, with the saw between the square
guide pins and the front edges of the pins just
even with the teeth bottom adjust the roller
disc until it just touches the back of the saw.
It is set properly when the saw touches it but
does not make it revolve until sawing is done.
Under the pressure of sawing, the blade will
be forced backward and the disc then relieves
it of considerable strain.
Now repeat the adjustment described on
the lower guide and the saw is ready to do
business. Don't put too much tension on the
saw but just enough to make the blade feel
tight. Too much tension will result in saw
breakage. Of course, the wider the blade the
more tension that may be put on it, and the
heavier the cut that may be taken.

Hints on Sawing
There are certain little tricks in the use of
a band saw that make operation easier and
result in cleaner looking work. Let us go over

To cut curves, the work must be guided differently, or it will
cut first on one side of the line, then on the other, producing a
ragged looking edge. When cutting around a curve which has its
centre of radius nearest the frame, or to the left of the saw, hold
the fingers of the left hand about where that centre is and push

lightly to the right, holding the edge of the cut against the side of
the blades, and feed the work with the right hand. This utilizes the
blade as a guide and results in a very smooth cut. When the centre
of radius is between the saw and the outside edge of the table, pivot
the work with the right hand, pushing lightly to the left, and feed
the work with the left hand. Try it out as you read this and you
will more completely understand it, and then realize why bandsawing smooth flowing curves with clean edges looks so easy under
the hands of a professional. When you wish to start a curve tangent
to a straight line or another curve, bring the edge over the back
of the blade first, then gradually swing around until the teeth start
to cut. This is the only way to successfully accomplish the desired
result. If, in a pinch, you have to saw around the outside of a curve
where the width of the saw being used will not allow it to do so
naturally, go around with a series of short, straight tangential cuts,
and come back later to "clean up" this spot. Likewise, going around
the inside of a curve, too small to take naturally, do so with short
straight cuts which will widen the slot sufficiently to allow the saw
to get around. If a considerable number of curves appear on the
job in hand, put on a saw small enough to take them.
Making "turnings" on a band saw is something one would hardly
expect, yet it can be done. First, the "turning" is sawed two ways
from the "square" which will result in a "square turning." Then
adjusting the table to forty-five degrees, the corners are beveled,
so that the width of the "flats" on all eight sides are equal. Then,
adjusting the table to 22 1/2 degrees, the corners are further knocked
off, giving us a 16-sided "turning" which when carefully rounded
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THE HEAVY DUTY SUPER JIG SAW

off with file and sandpaper, presents a creditable looking turning.
To make square, hexagonal or octagonal turnings such as the tall
candlestick pictured and described among
the projects, this is the procedure to
follow.

OR those who have a
Fconsiderable
amount of

Operating Speed
The band saw may be operated direct
from a 1750 R. P. M. motor or countershaft. With the 6 1/2" pulley on the bandsaw the 2 1/2" diameter pulley is used on
the source of power. This provides a speed
of 650 R. P. M., correct for band sawing
all ordinary woods. Keep wheel bearings
thoroughly lubricated. Oil hardened steel
guide washer bearing sufficiently often to
keep it turning. Always have guards in place when operating the
band saw. Do not attempt to adjust guides or any other part while
saw is in motion.
Sanding Belt a Helpful Accessory
Anything that makes tedious hand sanding easier is welcomed
by every craftsman. There are available for the band saw sanding
belts of different grits which take the place of the band saw blade.
A special guide is attached replacing the upper roller guide assembly. This guide provides a rigid backing for the saw.
This sanding belt is extremely fast-cutting; it literally eats
away the wood. Hard-to-get-at corners in band sawed or jig sawed
work are easily and quickly brought to a smooth surface. Long,
flat surfaces may also be sanded by passing them across this speeding abrasive belt.
Metal cutting saws may be used. Special fine-tooth saws can
be used instead of the regular band saw blades for cutting fibre,
bakelite, copper, brass, aluminum and other non-ferrous metals.
Do not attempt to saw cast-iron with the band saw.

-

jigsawing to do and heavy
material to cut, the Super
Jig-Saw was evolved. The
change from Band Saw to
Jig Saw or back again is
accomplished so easily that
everyone possessing a
modern 12" Band Saw will
find the Jig-Saw attachment
very helpful in sawing
wood, bakelite, fibre and
non-ferrous metals. Where
the work is of an amount
that will keep the Jig-Saw
busy, an investment in an
extra bandsaw frame and
parts, less the wheels and
guards is worth while. This
makes a super Jig-Saw, at
a cost below that of the
bandsaw, which will stand the wear and tear of continued use.
The saw utilizes the guides and fittings of the band-saw for
varying the tension of the blade, the upper and lower guide pieces
are both used to hold the saw steady, and the stroke of 1 3/4" on
the blade makes for a good clean cut. The upper guide assembly,
lowered to a position directly over the wood being sawed acts as
a hold-down arm overcoming the tending of saw blades to lift the
work from the table on the up stroke. Here again the easily tilted
table makes itself felt in such operations as pattern making, hull
construction on model boats and aeroplanes ; while the steadiness
of stroke and absence of vibration make it an ideal tool for use in
inlaying and the making of marquetry. An ingenious feature in
the Heavy Duty Jig Saw is the piston type blower. It operates
from the upper arm. The cylinder is fastened stationary and the
piston actuated by the arm directs a stream of air through a rubber
tube to the left saw guide which is hollow. This stream of air keeps
the work clear of sawdust while in operation and, incidentally, cools
[
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the saw blade, greatly prolonging
its life. The blower can be used
— — only when the band saw is fitted
up to operate as a Jig Saw. Like
all reciprocating parts the piston
should be frequently greased.
The operation of the Jig Saw is
Piston-type
different
from that of the bandsaw
Blower
in that the blade moves up and
down while the bandsaw blade
moves only downward. Its necessarily slower motion and the fact that it cuts only on the downward
stroke make the Jig Saw a slower cutting tool than the bandsaw,
but work turned out is exceptionally smooth. And then by boring
a hole in the wood to be sawed through which the blade may be
slipped, interior portions of a board panel may be cut out, an
operation which the bandsaw cannot perform.

/AL%

F.-PF

Special blades 14" long are used in this Jig Saw. They are
plain end type. All grades from the finest fret blades to the coarse
Jig Saw blades are used with excellent results.
Operates at 650 R. P. M., same speed as bandsaw, using the
21/2" pulley on motor or countershaft.

THE FLEXIBLE SHAFT (TYPE BBF)
FLEXIBLE not only in
name but in use. Indeed,
the uses of this tool are so
varied and its field so great
that the space allotted to its
description and uses is far
too small. Hundreds of pages
may be written around it,
without entirely covering the
full range of operations it
will handle. Primarily a portable unit with a flexible cable
shaft which may be taken to
the job, where the job is too
cumbersome or impossible to
perform in any other way.
Powered with a 1/4 or 1/3
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H. P. motor, equipped with a drill capacity of 5/16" at the chuck,

such out of the way jobs as drilling out a broken stud in the crank
case of an automobile, boring a hole to mount a new light bracket
or mounting on the fenders, reboring the holes of the door frame
to put new screws in, boring out the dash board for mounting new
accessories, are a few of the many operations it will do around the
car. Then in addition, it will clean the mud from around the running
gear and wheels, under the fenders, from the engine, in a way
undreamed of by any
other method. Then
it will clean the surface of the body and
fender, after which it
will polish the finish
to a brilliant lustre.
As long as there is a
light socket within
reach it will take the
drudgery from the
shoulders of the man
who owns a car and
keeps it ship - shape
himself. If used for
this purpose only, it
is more than worth
its low price. Then
when the fenders lose
their finish and begin
to look bad, the entire
finish may be easily
and effectively removed, leaving a surface ready for a new finish. It will buff and
polish the chrome-plated or nickel parts of the car without a lot
of elbow grease. And when you are finished with the car, take the
outfit in the house, mount a cloth buffing wheel and with jeweler's
rouge on it, watch the old silverware take on new life. No matter
what you do or make around the house, there always seems to be
some job that the tool is designed to fit and to do.
The motor is mounted on a small base equipped with easy running, ball-bearing casters. On the same base is mounted a jack shaft
which supports the head and pulley through which the power is
transmitted. A bronze bearing head transmits the full power of the
motor to the shaft with no loss through improper fitting or friction.
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Assembling
Follow the instruction
sheet carefully in setting up
the tool, paying particular
attention to getting the head
shaft parallel to the motor
shaft. In putting the shaft
and casings together, do not
use any pliers or wrench, but
screw only as tight as you can
with the fingers, attach the
hand piece to the shaft. Look
to the pulley on the head shaft
to see that it is at least 1/8"
away from the bearing or
head when the flexible shaft
is straight. The flexible cable tends to force out of the shaft when
bent and while running, and this play is necessary to prevent the
cable from binding or wearing in the sides of the casing. The entire
core should be smeared liberally with Graphite Lubricant when
assembled, and periodically re-lubricated. You can't overdo lubrication in this respect. In operation the shaft should turn in a counterclockwise direction, looking at the end of the shaft. Operated in
the opposite or clockwise direction, will result in the shaft or
cable unscrewing itself. Always have the hand piece in your hand
when starting the motor, and avoid getting the hand piece too close
to the head of the jackshaft ; the cable has a tendency to twist on
itself and become damaged. Do not use a circular saw over 2" in
diameter, and remember, that, while the shaft is flexible, bending
it in too small an arc causes considerable friction in the casing,
resulting in a great loss of power. No bend under 6" should be
attempted. For connecting the shaft directly to the motor, a
coupling or adapter BBF-7 is available, but since this only gives
one operating speed, its use is not general when the jackshaft is
available. Other uses for this coupling will be mentioned further on.

Drilling
Adapter FS-405 is screwed on the hand piece spindle and the
5/16" chuck is used on the adapter. Since the shaft is not designed
to carry a load heavier than this, the use of the 1/2" chuck is not
recommended. When drilling, and as the drill breaks through, ease
up on the pressure, since a series of jerky strains is transmitted
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to the shaft, which might prove
disastrous if repeated. Drilling
should be done at about motor
speed, 1750 R. P. M. or less.

Fluting and Reeding
These two operations should
be done with the highest speed of
the shaft available. If considerable of this work is done, a jack
shaft should be mounted in a convenient place on the bench where
it may receive power from the
countershaft running at 3500
R.P.M., speeds up to 8000 R.P.M.
are available. For fluting turnings between centres of the lathe,
the combination tool rest is
mounted in the tool rest brackets
at the back of the lathe, and the
flexible shaft hand piece clamped
in the fluting attachment. With the tool rest adjusted parallel to
the top surface of the work and the desired cutter on the hand piece
spindle, the operation is easily carried out, leaving a finished cut
of professional nicety. Of course, if a high speed drill press is
available, and you have built the accessory described as the dividing
head, the job can be more easily handled there. Shaped turnings
may be fluted only on the shaper with a shaped form on the base
of the dividing head to guide the dividing head and turning properly.
(See dividing head for details.)

Grinding
For quickly smoothing the edges of large and cumbersome castings, and other places or pieces which may not readily be taken to
the bench grinder, the portable flexible shaft fills a very definite
need. The wheel guard BBF-6 should be attached to the hand piece
before performing this operation.
1750 R. P. M. is the speed recommended for grinding operations,
with wheels no larger than 4" in
Improved Motor Coupl- diameter in use. Wheels are mounting Eliminates
ed by means of the FS-405 adapter.
Vibration.

ipa
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Sanding
When the fenders or body of the
car have been dented and straightened, the sanding drum and sanding disc fill the need for a power
tool to prepare the surface for new
finish. Quickly attached through
the medium of the adapter FS-405
(without flange) either may be
used effectively. The disc is screwed
to the adapter and includes in its
scope such operations as removing
old paint from floors, furniture,
cars, and facing all flat surfaces.
The carborundum faced paper may
be quickly peeled off and a new
piece applied through the use of
Quick Setting Cement.
For curved surfaces, the sanding drum comes in with its easily replaceable abrasive sleeve. It is
one of the handiest accessories of the tool. Unscrew the nut at
the outer end of the adapter (FS-405) and, slipping the drum on,
replace the nut. Screwing it up tight, expands the rubber sleeve
which forms the drum, holding the abrasive sleeve firm. Simply
unscrewing the nut a little allows the abrasive sleeve, which comes
in two grades, to be slipped off and a new one put on.

Cleaning and Polishing
For effectively cleaning and polishing not only automobiles but
other lacquer coated surfaces, the flexible shaft, when used with
a special auto cleaner available, is in a class by itself. The
cleaner is applied with a soft cloth, by hand, and polished with
a sheepskin pad, while still wet. A speed of 1200 R. P. M. for this
operation should not be exceeded, and slower speeds are recommended. Never use the shaft and cleaner on varnished surfaces,
likewise wax, since its action and heat generated tends to soften
the varnish. Two or three applications may be necessary on extremely dull surfaces, but if there is any finish at all left on the
surface you want to polish, this outfit will polish it.
In the home, the housewife or maid may use it to good advantage in waxing or polishing floors. As stated before, don't use it

on varnished furniture.
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Flexible Shaft Has Limitations
While flexible shafts are used in a great many instances for
transmitting power on machinery, etc., to eliminate expensive bevel
gearing or worm gears, the use of this shaft is not recommended
for that purpose. Each application of a flexible shaft to power
transmission presents a different
problem and special shafting
should be designed for each particular job.

Shaft May Be Doubled
The length of the shaft may
be doubled by putting two sections together, but more than this is inadvisable as this throws a
strain on the ferrules greater than they were designed to stand.

Angle Head
The Angle Head as shown in use in the photo below, permits
the tools to operate at right angles to the shaft itself, and thus
eliminates sharp bends and allows operation in very close places.
It also reduces the speed of the shaft one-third, giving increased
power to the tool.
With the addition of an angle head for the shaft, more convenience in operating under difficult circumstances is obtained.
This head is equipped with the finest SKF ball bearings obtainable
and transmits power with an
ease and quietness which is
gratifying.
To Get Utmost Service

Observe These Rules
Always operate shaft as
nearly straight as possible.
Acute bends shorten the life
of core and casing. Do not use
drills larger than 1/4", in metal.
When grinding always use
guard. Oil hand piece frequently with a good grade of
motor oil. Saws, larger than
two inches in diameter, should
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THE DRILL PRESS

never be used. Keep core smeared with good Graphite Lubricant.
Never operate shaft at speeds under 1750 R. P. M. unless load is
very light.

to keep the shaft spindle at right angles to the direction of cutting
or a ragged edge will result. One soon gets the "knack" of handling
it and doing nice work. The hardest thing is to
stop playing with it, since its operation is so fascinating that one can spend an entire evening just
"practicing" to see what it will do.
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HIGH SPEED SHAFT
(TYPE CF)
WHILE it is possible to do a
fair job of carving, fluting or
reeding with the Type BBF outfit,
nothing like the results obtained
with the High Speed Shaft are
possible.
With speeds up to 12,000
R. P. M. available, such operations
as carving are a pleasure. The
shapes take form rapidly under
the magic action of the variously
shaped cutters and bits supplied.
The entire attention may be
centred on the form or shape desired, since the high speed makes
the handling so comparatively easy that even a novice can do a
fairly creditable job of carving on his first attempt. For routing
out surfaces for inlaying, etc., the work is made so easy that anyone
can handle the shaft.
Let it be noted that this high speed shaft in no way is intended
to replace the heavier BBF Shaft. It will not transmit the same
power nor handle as heavy a load. It should never be run, under
use, at slower speeds than 5000, and the highest speeds available
are best. While carving, 9000 R. P. M. is the lowest speed recommended.
The outfit is designed to be equipped with the 1/3 H. P. 1750
R. P. M. or the 1/2 H. P. 3450 R. P. M. motor. With the 1750 R. P. M.
motor the 61/2" "V" pulley is used on the motor shaft with the
1 1/4 " pulley on the jack-shaft. The 3450 R. P. M. motor requires
the standard four-step pulleys.
All the routing cutters and small shaping cutters may be used
with adapter spindle DP-120 fitted to the chuck. The dovetail
cutters may be used in carving operations for putting cuts in
leaves and similar ornaments. The shaft, with fluting or beading
cutters, operates so easily that mechanical means of guidance are
almost unnecessary. Guiding by the hand alone, against an edge
of the work will suffice in a good many cases. Care must be taken

Grinding Dies
A set of small carborundum grinding stones of
various shapes is available for very fine grinding.
These stones are attached directly to the hand-piece
which is made as a collet chuck. Precision work is
assured by these stones traveling at high speed.

THE DRILL PRESS
at one time
W HILE
the users of a drill
press were restricted to
drilling this modern machine is easily adapted
to a multitude of uses
formerly unrealized. By
simply changing attachments, many operations
such as carving, routing,
shaping, dovetailing,
sanding, mortising, boring and countersinking
are accomplished fully as
efficiently and satisfactorily as drilling.
To perform all these
operations properly a
drill press must be extremely flexible in that it
should operate in a wide
range of speeds. For instance, drilling requires a slow spindle speed, while routing, shaping
and mortising need high speeds of about 5000 or 6000 R. P. M. for
perfect, smooth work. The bearings must be capable of enduring
this high speed without overheating or suffering abnormal wear.
Vibration, also must be kept at a minimum.
.
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plus the necessary strips are placed
between the guides and the cut run
to the desired length, against a stop
strip. Then remove one strip, make
another cut, and so on. In machining
the male part of the work, the table
is swung to one side and the guides
reset for alignment. With the addition of an L-shaped clamp board,
to which the work is clamped in an
upright position, the work is handled again with the help of the
guide strips and auxiliary spaces.
Dovetail joints so difficult to make
Neat looking and extremely subby hand are formed easily and
quickly with special cutters
stantial drawer and box construcin drill press.
tion is thus assured the craftsman.
Properly handled, work on a par with the most expensive dovetailing machines may be turned out, although not as fast, since
commercial machines are multiple spindle, almost automatic affairs.
The principle used, however, is exactly identical.

Drilling and Boring

Jack Shaft Stand attached to Drill Press
provides multiple
speeds.

Two chucks are
provided for holding
drills, the standard 1/2"
capacity chuck and the
Jacobs Key Chuck.
The former is satisfactory for all average
work, the latter is available for extremely accurate drilling. Both
hold all round shank drills up to 1/2" in diameter. Boring tools of
larger diameter may also be used provided their shanks are not
over 1/2" in diameter.
For accurate drilling or boring it is essential to have the table
correctly aligned. To get it square with the spindle insert a bent
wire in the chuck and extending to the table. Then, revolving the
spindle by hand the point of the wire will enable you quickly to
"square" the table with the spindle. By providing yourself with
one of the squared up table vises with machined surfaces, work is
firmly held in various positions on the table or over one edge where
the work is too large. Several small metal clamps are such useful
additions as to be almost necessities. With them angular boring is
simplified by clamping the work to the table and tilting the table.
With various sized blocks or strips clamped to the table, duplicate
parts may be easily handled.

Carving and Recessing

Making Dovetail Joints

In using the machine in the cutting of dovetails, a wooden table
is placed on the regular table. On
this guide strips may be nailed or
clamped. The distance between
cuts is 13/16" for the 1/2" cutter
and 9/16 for the 3/8" cutter.
7/16" for the 1/4" cutter. The
female part of the work is laid
flat on the table, between guide
strips. By providing yourself
with strips of the thickness suited
to the cutter being used and of a
quantity equal to the number of
cuts being made, accurate spacing
Drilling a cast-iron cylinder. All
is made easy. As shown in the
metals as well as wood are drilled
accompanying photo the work
quickly and accurately.
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In operating the drill press as a recessing or carving machine,
a different procedure is followed than on any other machine. Provide yourself with a wood table to be clamped to the machine table.
With the selected cutter in the chuck, run it down and locate the
exact spot where it touches this table. In the dead centre of this
spot put a No. 10 wood screw, then cut off the head, leaving about
1/8" projecting.
Now on some 3/16" or 1/4" plyPhoto at side
wood lay out the design of the work.
shows mortise
From scrap 1/4" stock very carefully
being cut with
bandsaw or jig saw the various parts
router.
of the design and after filing or
Lower shows
tenon being cut
sanding the edges smooth, nail and
with router.
glue them in their proper places on
the form board. Then in several
parts of the design drive some brads through the
form board. Cut them off to about 1/8" long and
file the points sharp. Stock to be machined or cut
is pressed down on these points, the form with
the sawed pattern is placed with pattern side
down over the guide pin on the table, and the
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cutter run down to the desired
depth and locked. Then by moving
the form around and against the
guide pin, the recessing or carving
is duplicated any number of times
on as many pieces as desired. See
the template for carving on page
32. The care and neatness with
which you make your form will
show itself in the finished work.
The surprising thing about the
operation is that it takes less time
to make the form and then do your
Drill Press carving moulding edge
work,
than it does to laboriously
with motor mounted on base or
cut
the
work out by hand, and then
run from countershaft.
patch it up afterward. An added
advantage comes through the saving of the forms, for subsequent
duplication of some highly desirable project. Follow this operation
through in the making of the chair, desk and mirror shown earlier
in this book, and realize the workmanship of which you are capable,
with the help of a modern drill press.

to the depth required and rout out wood from saw cut to end of
piece. Round off the edges to fit the mortise with the belt sander.
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Mortise and Tenon Joints
The cuts for this joint are accurately and easily made with the
drill press. The photos illustrate both cuts in the making. For
cutting a mortise, the inlay routers are used, the size depending on
the size mortise to be made. Using the wood table in place over
the regular table, two strips of wood are clamped to the table with
ordinary C clamps, just far enough
apart to permit the piece to be
mortised to slide through between
them. The piece is then slid in
place under the router and the
spindle lowered until it cuts about
1/4" deep. Lock the rack in position
and advance stock to length of cut
desired. Run machine at maximum
speed for this operation.
Repeating the cutting operation
will give the required depth. Do
_ _AP
not attempt to complete a deep
Shows router removing stock to
mortise in one cut.
uniform depth for inlaying. Far
For the tenon make a saw cut
superior to hand work.

Inlaying In Wood
The use of Inlay designs and borders offers the home craftsman
untold possibilities. New adaptions, new articles to make, together
with new beauty and value will assure you far greater satisfaction
in woodworking than you ever thought possible. For those who
wish to realize profit on their work inlaying will open the door to
innumerable possibilities as it takes furniture and novelties out
of the realm of the ordinary "unpainted" variety into a class of
work representing many times greater value.
Inlaying, while it can be done by hand, is more easily and
quickly done with the Drill Press. After selecting a particular
design or border lay it on the piece of furniture or wood novelty
in the position it is to be used and mark its outline carefully with
a knife blade. Then place work on drill press table and lower feed
rack with router turning at maximum speed until correct depth
of cut is attained. (Average thickness of these designs is 1/28".)
Then lock rack in place and move work about on table until space
for inlay is routed out. If design has square corners finish the
corners with a sharp knife.
Designs are available with either a paper or a linen backing,
and although they are alike in every respect as far as the design
itself is concerned, their treatment is different. Paper backed inlays
should be inserted with the paper on the top, the paper is then
sanded off. Cloth-backed inlays should be inserted with the cloth
down. Coat the design and the routed area with glue and set the
design in position. Place several thickneses of newspaper or corrugated cardboard over the inlay, then clamp a flat board over the
newspaper. For long borders and large designs it is advisable to
use plenty of clamps or weight to hold designs in place until dry.
Let dry over night,

lik
CONVERTING THE DRILL PRESS INTO A SHAPER
ITH a few changes in the position of various parts the drill
W
W press is converted into a highly efficient shaper. The set-up
shown here has the motor mounted on the column behind the head
eliminating the jack shaft and pulleys. This provides a positive
direct drive. By mounting the 6 1/2" pulley on the 1750 R. P. M.
motor, or the 4-step pulley on the 3450 R. P. M. motor proper speeds
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for shaping, routing and carving are readily attained. Belt to the
small groove of the head stock pulley.
To convert the drill press, remove the head stock, jack shaft assembly and table. The head is then inverted and slipped back over
the column. The table with bracket is then slid over the column.
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Straight Shaping
For straight shaping; that is, straight-edged work of all kinds,
the guide (SS-4) is used, screwed down to the table and adjusted
for width of cut. The depth of cut is regulated by raising or lowering the rack assembly and secured in place with the lock lever.

Irregular Surfacing

Drill Press
as a Shaper.

If the drill press table has no hole in the centre, it will be necessary
to make one to permit the spindle to extend through. This set-up
requires the 39" belt.
For a motor mounting there is a new type base and bracket,
or the old type drill press table can be used as a motor base by
drilling holes in it and mounting the motor in place. The table and
bracket are then swung around to the rear as in illustration, and
the table tilted to put the motor in a position with shafts vertical.
This requires a 39" "V" belt. With this, or the foregoing set-up
the use of a plain (or sleeve) bearing motor will be satisfactory for
ordinary use; but if in continua] use, a Timken bearing motor
should be used to carry the end thrust.
Also, if this set-up is to be used constantly it may be advisable
to use the drill press head in its normal position and invert the
driving spindle and rear (geared) spindle. This will bring the head
bearings nearer the work and prevent vibration when shaping very
hard stock.

For irregular or curved work a collar is used on the spindle above
or below the cutter as the need will indicate. This collar will
restrict the depth of cut, the difference in diameter between the
collar and cutter being the depth of cut obtained. It is also well
to note that the diameter of the collar also fixes the smallest sized
radius into which it is possible to work with that particular collar.
To illustrate, it is impossible with a 1 1/4" diameter collar to run
into a corner where a 1/2" radius is required. In doing curved work
one of two things is necessary. First a form on which the shape or
curve is carefully worked out to which the stock, roughly sawed
to shape is screwed or clamped. An illustration of this method is
clearly shown on the drop leaf table. Second, the shaper work plan
where the work is sawed and sanded to the exact shape desired exclusive of what moulding is to be used. Then the work is itself the
form and bears against the depth collar.
Where the size of the cutter at base will not give the desired
depth with the standard molded type cutter, a form is necessary.
To illustrate—suppose we have a cutter 1 3/4" in diameter and a
collar 1" in diameter. The difference is 3/4" or 3/8" in depth of cut.
We need 1/4", so a form is made by following the shape of the work
but allowing the form to project 1/8" beyond the work. On a 4"
round lid, for instance, the form would be a circle 4 1/4" in diameter.
For accurate duplication of parts the form method is the only safe
and sure way.

Surface Shaping
With the various shaped routers, moulded cuts may be made

in the surface of a panel. Raised and inset panel effects are easily
formed without the need of a lot of framing work.

Fret Work and Grill Work
If a jig saw is lacking, suitable fret and grill work may be done
with the drill press and routing cutters. Plywood panels, large
enough for china closet doors are routed out (clear through) with
this set up. This is very fascinating work and produces excellent
results.
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Making Jigs
For accurate machining or routing of various types of work,
jigs or forms are necessary particularly in duplicating pieces.
Rather than attempting to describe an unlimited assortment of
such jigs, some of the most commonly used ones are described in
the various projects, showing how they are fitted to the operation.
This is more practical since it includes actual operation as well as
construction guidance. Once a jig or form is made, preserve it as
it often can be used again to good advantage.
Dovetail Joints
This subject is covered more in detail on another page under
Drill Press. With a fairly simple jig, the cutting of an accurate
dovetail joint is simplified and the time consumed is cut from hours
to minutes. Since the different sized dovetail cutters require different spacing a "comb" or guide piece is essential for each size
used. This comb can be filed from a piece of metal about 1/16"
thick.
Grinding Cutters to Shape
Since there are so many shapes of cutters necessary to the successful construction of correctly beautiful furniture, and it is
prohibitive to carry an adequate line of such cutters, a few words
on grinding them is appropriate. Various widths of straight face
cutters are available and from these we can grind any special shape
necessary. Some of the projects are purposely designed to call for
special cutters which will have to be ground "on the job."
In grinding a 1%" cutter the clearance angle or "rake" of the
cutting edge should be not less than three degrees nor more than
five degrees. The first thing to do is to make a template of the exact
shape of the moulding, of brass, tin, zinc or cold-rolled steel, their
desirability being in the order named. Very carefully file it to
shape, reserve of the actual moulding.
The straight sides are the gauge points or edges. Lay this on
one of the wings of the cutter. With a pencil work the outline on
this surface. With a grinding wheel dresser of some sort, round
off the edge of a I/2" grinding wheel, any diameter, and start grinding in the hollow or "cove." Observe the angle at which the original
edge was ground and try to maintain it. Check constantly with
the template until it is exactly the same shape.
Grind the other wings in exactly the same manner. With a small
pencil type oil stone, sharpen the edges to remove the "wire edge"
and the cutter is ready to use. A skilled shaper operator takes great
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pride in the cutters he makes, and takes good care of them. Take
your time, grinding a little at a time and when you get near the
pencil lines go still more slowly as metal once ground away cannot
be replaced. Work with goggles or glasses of some sort, or hang
a pieces of glass over the grinder to protect the eyes, as the hardened steel will make the sparks fly.
Since the construction of jigs or forms for doing router carving
is explained in detail under the Console Mirror, Telephone Cabinet
and the Chair, as well as the carved mouldings, no space need be
taken on that subject here. This field is so vast and full of possibilities that special volumes on inlaying and carving are almost
indispensable.
Dividing Head for Fluting and Reeding
Another item
of equipment not
often found in a
home craftsman's realm is
the dividing
head. Almost indispensable in a
factory, it is surprising that so
few take the
trouble to provide themselves with one. The commercial varieties
are, of course, expensive, but a simple form, as illustrated, will more
than demonstrate its usefulness, once you have added it to your
accessories. Used in connection with the flexible shaft, shaper or
drill press, in putting flutes or beads on turnings, accurate spacing
may be easily obtained without the necessity of measuring and
laying out each individual piece to be machined. In use the turning
is held between the centres and presented to the cutter. After one
cut is finished it is simple to pull back the stud enough to release the
head, turn it to the next hole and make the next cut, and so on.
HELPFUL SHOP HINTS
Crosscut saws are used for cutting across the grain. The rip
(coarse tooth) is for sawing with the grain.
Before feeding work to the saw, planer or shaper, be sure it is
free from nails, tacks or other metallic substance.
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Do not expect satisfactory results from dull saws, planer knives
and shaper cutters. The saw should be reset and filed or replaced
with a new one. Planer knives and shaper cutters can be sharpened
as good as new with an oil stone.
Keep your bench top clear as possible from extra pulleys, small
tools and accessories. They can be kept in a tool box, in the bench
drawers or hung on a tool rack.
Remove mill marks from lumber by planing or sanding.
If your shop is at all damp all exposed metal of your tools should
be kept covered with a light film of oil to avoid rusting. This is
very important as rust often accumulates over night and rusty tools
are practically useless.
In driving nails or corrugated fasteners always put something
heavy or solid behind or under the work to brace it.
When nailing do not attempt to drive the nail flush with the
hammer as it is apt to leave a hammer mark on the wood. Use
a nail set for the last one or two blows.

will be experienced with the bronze bearing overheating. If your
shop has the plain iron bearings and, when well oiled, they have a
tendency to become hot, it is apparent that they are binding through
faulty alignment. You can correct this by means of the two rocker
set screws and the swivel yoke. Loosen and
move them until perfect alignment is obtained. Running belts too tight will also
cause bearings to overheat. Only sufficient
tension on belts should be maintained to
prevent slipping. Beyond that point loss of
power, overheating and undue wear result.
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If pulleys loosen on shafts, either file a flat place on the shaft
where the screw hits or better locate the pulley and then drill a
shallow hole in the shaft for the pulley screw to rest in.
Care of rubber-and-fabric "V" belts. Under no circumstances
should belt dressings or compounds be applied to these belts. They
operate best dry under all conditions. Any oil or grease that gets
on belts should immediately be removed with a cloth dampened
with gasoline. "V" belts should not be run crossed.
If a circular saw blade wobbles when the
Doving Paley
51
machine is revolved slowly by hand do not assume
that the blade is defective. On attaining its correct peripheral speed it will undoubtedly be perf ectly true.
Care of Hairon Belting. Exhaustive testing over
a long period of time with every known kind of
dressing and compounds have convinced us that
hairon belting should be run dry—just as you get it.
While neatsfoot oil undoubtedly preserves the leather
it leads to slipping when belt becomes warm. Compounds of rosin reduce slipping under certain circumstances but shorten the life of the belt.
If bearings overheat. Bronze - bushed shaft
hanger bearings cannot be recommended too highly
as they reduce friction materially and last indefi1,747r4V74`,1.1t
1 7 nitely if kept properly oiled. Little, if any, difficulty
`°° '3°'"
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Motor Adjusting Rails

RIP

Motor rails fastened permanently to the bench permit easy
adjustment of belt tension. Motor slides in grooves backward or
forward. Rails will fit any make of motor.
For edge doweling in lathe. Insert polishing spindle (No. 941)
in head stock with the half inch diameter toward the tail stock.
Mount drill chuck on this end. Then take an old style bench saw
table, cut off the uprights and mount on bed. This table serves as
an excellent platform in doweling. It is adjustable up and down and
in and out, providing always a rest that assures uniform work.
Clamping the ball bearing hand piece of the flexible shaft in
a vise to use attachments rigid is not advisable as the tension is
likely to damage the ball bearings, cones or cups.
When turning long pieces in the lathe a brace should be set up
from the centre of lathe bed or bench to brace the work on two
sides and keep it from "whipping" and vibrating. It should not
bind the work but leave it barely clear.
It is not necessary to loosen the turnbuckle on the jig
saw every time a blade is changed. As most jig saw blades
are of uniform length, they can be inserted simply by
hooking the blade in the lower arm clip
and then depressing the upper arm slightly
with one hand while the blade is inserted
aboarli:
with the other.

(11

Adjustable Motor Mounting
For convenience in making belt adjustments, this spring motor
mounting was developed. A turn of the crank lowers or raises the
motor.
A very small thin file will come in handy for smoothing off and
evening up fret and jig saw designs.

VENEERS AVAILABLE
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Using the 4" or 6" saws or dado portably on the flexible shaft is
not advised under any circumstances and should not be attempted.
Always grasp the flexible shaft before turning on the power and
do not lay it down until power is shut off.
If a machine develops an unusual noise stop it immediately and
inspect carefully to find the cause.
Never attempt to operate machines unless they are securely
bolted or screwed down to the bench.

Guards should be kept in place even when machines are not
running as it is possible to scratch oneself on saw blades.
Troughs for removing sawdust can be made very readily and
will prove worth while in keeping the bench clean. Some are made
of drain pipe and have a small suction fan driven from the countershaft or motor.
For Increasing and Reducing Speeds

CHART SHOWING SPEEDS AND PULLEYS
FOR POWER TOOLS
PULLEY
TYPE OF USED ON
BELT
COUNTERDRIVE
SHAFT
USED
OR MOTOR

R.P.M.
R.P.M.
R.P.M.
PULLEY
USING
USING
USING
ON
1750 R.P.M. 1450 R.P.M. 3600 g.P.M.
MACHINE 60-CYCLE 25-CYCLE 60-CYCLE
MOTOR
MOTOR
MOTOR

LATHE (Improved Type)

Round Belt
"V" Belt
"V" Belt

LJ354
PV175
PV4

953
PV3
PV4

1000
1000
4000-765

835
835
3700-635

JIG SAW

Round Belt
"V" Belt

J75
PV125

953
PV3

550
730

450
600

PLANER (Old Type)

Round Belt
"V" Belt

953
PV400

J75
PV175

5200
4000

4350
3700

PLANER (New Type)

"V" Belt

pv400

PV175

4000

3700

BENCH SAW (Old Type)

"V" Belt

PV250

PV125

3500

2900

"V" Belt

PV250

To Small Step
on B6. From
L
Large Step of
B6 to PV175
on spindle.

3300

2750

BELT SANDER

Round Belt

LJ354

LJ354

1750

1450

POLISHING HEAD

Round Belt
"V" Belt

LJ354
PV175

LJ354
PV175

1750
1750

1450
1450

BENCH GRINDER

"V" Belt

PV175

PV175

1750

1450

Round Belt

L352

Small Step

5200

4350

BENCH SAW (New Type)

SPINDLE SHAPER
DRILL PRESS
BAND SAW
JIG SAW ATTACHMENT
FOR BAND SAW

"V" Belt

PV4

Small Step
Large Step

3100-1350
2300-1000

2550-1100
1900-850

"V" Belt

PV250
PV4

BN18
BN18

650
1075

550
890

"V" Belt

PV250
PV4

PV65
PV65

650
1075

550

PV423
PV4

PV423
PV4

5000-600
4000-765

PV4

PV4

4000-765

3700-635

"V" Belt

PV400

PV175

4000

3700

"V" Belt

PV400
PV250

PV250
PV250

3500
1750

2900
1450

FLEXIBLE SHAFT

"V" Belt

HEAVY DUTY LATHE

"V" Belt

HEAVY DUTY PLANER
HEAVY DUTY BENCH
SAW

Jack Shaft Stand
provides multiple speeds.

A handy jack shaft stand increases or
reduces speeds. Especially useful for increasing the drill press speed for shaping
and routing. Bolt holes are placed identically with those of the motor so that it may
be used on the same base if desired.

VENEERS AVAILABLE
home craftsmen never attempt to veneer because they
M ANY
think it is too difficult. However, it is not nearly so difficult as
one might imagine. With a workable press such as the one described
elsewhere in this book, very fine work can be done with very little
experience. The use of veneers at home has shown rapid growth
in the past few years, due undoubtedly to a large number of craftsmen trying it and finding the results very gratifying.

890
4200-500
3700-635
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9550-1200
8200-1575
8200-1575

5750
3600

Those experienced in furniture will invariably prefer veneered
to solid stock, as there is much less cracking, checking and warping
with veneered stock. One thing for the amateur to remember is
that it is necessary to veneer both sides of the stock. Also, the
veneer should not be applied directly to the base. In three-ply
veneer stock the face and backing veneers are laid at right angles
to the grain of the core. In five-ply veneer a crosslay veneer
(usually poplar or gum) is glued both sides and laid at right angles
to the core (one piece, each side) and on these the face and backing
veneers are laid with the grain parallel to the core or at right angles
to the crosslay veneer. Seven-ply veneer stock is usually made up
by taking three pieces of 1/4" core stock glued together to form the
core on which regular veneer is laid to form three- or five-ply stock.
This form is usually used when building curved plywood.
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SAMPLE SET SELECTED VENEERS
(WORKABLE SIZE)
15 Rare Woods, 8" or 9" Square (1/28" Thick)-Price $2.25 (Postpaid)
Per
Per
Set Includes
Sq. Ft.
Sq. Ft.
(.11) Curly Cherry
(.16) Lacewood
(.18) Zebra
(.21) Brazilian Rosewood
(.21) East Indian Rosewood
(.18) Bubinga
(.08) American Walnut
(.16) Avodire
(.07) African Mahogany
(.24) French Rosewood
(.10) Oriental Walnut
(.09) Prima Vera
(.10) Beech
(.18) Padouk
(.17) Bird's Eye Maple
This assortment is sold only as a complete set.

Any of these veneers can be obtained direct from the Educational Dept., Walker-Turner Co., Inc., Plainfield, N. J., by the square
foot. Figures in parentheses are prices per square foot. All veneers
will be shipped in lengths of not over 36 inches. Transportation is
prepaid only on the samples, not paid when bought by the foot.
Due to the expensive, special packing required, orders for less than
ten (10) square feet of veneers cannot be filled .
THE HOME CRAFTSMAN MAGAZINE
WORKING
NGwith tools at home is becoming
WORKIan extensive and popular hobby or
pastime that this magazine has been developed exclusively for the field.
Each issues carries articles and projects
especially
selected for home craftsmen, re-gardless of what make equipment they use.
Everything possible is done from editorial
and creative standpoints to offer only material that is practical and usable. Theories are
avoided. Each article of furniture, and all
novelties are completely made and finished
in a typical workshop, using the best known
power and hand tools. In this way, the disappointment of "paper planned" projects is
avoided. Furthermore, any question that you
might have regarding articles described in
the Home Craftsman or any project of your own will be gladly
answered personally by one of our competent designers.
The Home Craftsman may be purchased where you obtained
this Handbook. Single copies 10 cents. Also by subscription $1.00
for 10 issues. Address Dept. H, The Home Craftsman, Plainfield, N. J.
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Accessories
Angle Head
Band Saw
Bellows
Belt Sander
Bench Grinder
Bench Saw
Beveling
Blower
Book Ends

58, 73
111
101
79, 105
88
85
74, 90
65
105
7

20, 48
Cabinet
62
Candle Sconces
62
Candlestick
21, 32, 56, 93, 112, 115
Carving
27
Chair
95
Chisels
53, 60
Clamps
65
Cross-cutting
Crumb Tray
62
Curving
49, 52, 58, 103
Cutouts
79
Cutters
83, 112, 120
Dadoing
Dividing Head
Dovetailing
Drilling
Drill Press
Drop Leaf Table

65, 75, 83
121
114, 120
108, 114
113
9

93
Face Plate
18, 31, 34, 55, 70
Finishing
15
Fireside Foot Stool
106, 112
Flexible Shaft
109, 121
Fluting
Glue
Grinding
Grooving
Guides
Hardware
Humidor
Inlaying
Italian Cabinet
Italian Chair
Italian Mirror
Jack Shaft Stand
Jewel Box

68
85, 109, 113, 120
65
83
14, 26, 55
36
40, 47, 55, 117
21
27
32
114, 125
36, 62

Jig Saw
Jointer
Joints
Lamp
Lathe
Magazine
Metal sawing
Mirror
Mitring
Mortising
Motor

77, 105
86, 97
65, 68, 116
62
73, 92
126
91
32
65
116
109, 123, 124
7

Overlaying
Planer
Polishing
Polishing Head
Pulleys
Plywood
Rabbeting
Reeding

86, 97
85, 107, 110
85
114, 124, 125
26, 55, 125
65, 100
109, 121

Sanding

55, 58, 76, 79, 88,
97, 104, 110
Saw
74, 77, 80, 90, 101, 105
Shaft
106
27, 36, 80, 117
Shaping
26, 54
Shelves
121
Shop Hints
124
Speeds
80
Spindle Shaper
70
Stain
9, 41,
Table
32,
Template
Tripod Stand
12, 24, 45, 73, 92, 94,
Turning
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PREFACE
The working of wood by means of hand tools is one of the oldest arts
practiced by man. Many books have been written about the use and care of
hand woodworking tools. The Machine age, however, has provided mechanical
means for doing much of the work done by hand in the past.
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Not only are large woodworking shops and factories equipped with
machines, but also the small workshop owner and the mechanic out on the
job or the home craftsman have at their disposal portable machines which
progressive manufacturers have devised.
Very little has been written about the installation, use, care, and upkeep
of this type of machinery. It is the express purpose of this book to give
full and complete information on the care, use, and upkeep of portable
woodworking machinery.
This book contains hundreds of illustrations and a wealth of information.
It is written in simple language, so that even the beginner will have no
trouble in following the directions given.
Now a word about the authors:
Clyde J. Fruits has worked a lifetime in large furniture and piano factories as apprentice, journeyman, foreman, and superintendent. As superintendent he had complete charge of all woodworking departments. He knows
whereof he writes.
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Herbert E. Tautz is a mechanical engineer who has specialized for years
in the designing of practical and efficient woodworking machinery which
would be within the reach of all. He is a member of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers.
Equipped with this background, these men felt that they could write a
book on the installation, use, care, and upkeep of portable woodworking
machinery that would be of real assistance to the thousands who are using
woodworking machinery.
The publishers hope that this book will enable the reader not only to
more efficiently operate his woodworking machinery, but that it will also
help him to derive more satisfaction from it because of his more thorough
understanding on which their operation depends.
Milwaukee, Wis.
October, 1930

Printed in the United States of America
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CHAPTER I
THE VALUE OF A WORKSHOP
Hobby

z

Many doctors recommend the adoption of some hobby or avocation to
relieve the stress and strain that modern life puts on the individual. Sedentary workers especially, find exercise and relaxation in home workshops.
Routine workers too, find variety, mental refreshment, and stimulation, in the
work of their own choice at home. Business and professional men who are
harassed by the many problems incidental to their daily work, find that the
pursuit of some hobby counteracts the ill effects produced by the daily nerveracking grind.
A hobby which embraces some form of creative activity, produces the
therapeutical result which doctors say we need in this age of specialization,
hurry, and worry. It is precisely for this reason that hospitals, homes for
convalescent soldiers, sanatoria, and other institutions caring for the physically
or mentally diseased, prescribe some form of creative work for their patients.
Woodworking, an art as old as civilization itself, is by far the most popular hobby. A short time spent in the seclusion of the workshop, will quickly
relieve the nervous tension brought on by the day's activities. This form of
hobby can be taken up by anyone regardless of age, experience, education, or
position.
Many fine tools and machines have been developed which make woodworking very easy and exceedingly interesting and profitable. The purpose
of this book is to acquaint you especially with the use of machine tools. You
will find it a guide to the solution of any woodworking problem which may
confront you. This book will be found especially helpful, as nothing has as yet
been published which gives such precise information on the subject of modern
motor driven woodworking machines.
Rebuilding old and discarded furniture into pieces that fit into present
surroundings, is one of the profitable jobs that the home craftsman may
undertake. Many an old-fashioned mahogany or walnut table or dresser has
been brought from the attic, and turned into an attractive spinet desk. In
this way, discarded pieces of furniture can be converted into useful and attractive articles, which still retain all of the sentimental value that the original
piece may have had.
There is a great thrill awaiting those who have never experienced the
joy and pride of having made things from wood. The ring of the whirling
circular saw or the hum of the jointer is music to the ears of any real man or
11
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boy, and the sense of achievement which comes from seeing the object of
one's labor take form, amply repays one for the effort that must be
put forth.
What man or boy has not thought, when he admired a certain bookcase,
end table, spinet desk, smoking stand, reading lamp, trellis, birdhouse or
model stage coach, that he too, could make these articles if only he had
a properly equipped workshop. Then too, such a shop permits of the
making of repairs, replacements, and new things for the house, such as
screens, panels, picture frames, garden furniture, flower boxes, toys for the
kiddies, and hundreds of other items too numerous to mention.
Years ago, work of this kind had to be made with hand tools. This
was not only tedious and required a great amount of skill, but also took
up a great amount of time. Now that motor-driven machines are available
to anyone, it is comparatively easy to make things, and a few hours of
spare time will produce results that would have taken weeks had they been
made with hand tools. You may not be skilled enough to properly square
up a 6 in. board with a hand saw, but with a good power-driven circular
saw, this operation is almost as easy as sharpening a pencil.

his labor. It is really surprising to see what some fourteen and fifteenyear-old boys have accomplished, and the authors of this book have often
been surprised by the excellence of the articles that have been produced
by boys.

Inventive and Creative
In every man and boy there is a great desire to make and create things
and it is through the development of this instinct that some of our greatest
inventions have been made. Many times while working on some article,
the idea for a different process is developed, and a new invention is born.
This may appear as though it were an accident, but it can be brought
about only by development and application. Every man and boy should
give himself the opportunity to develop his creative genius by having his
own workshop, equipped with those power-driven machines which are most
suited to his requirements. Then when the new idea comes, he will be
prepared to work it out and really develop it.
Educational
Encourage your boy to create things with his own hands, using his own
ideas, and his own ingenuity. He will value a crudely made wagon produced by himself, much more than the nicer looking and much better constructed wagon bought for him at a toy store.
Modern educational institutions know the value of developing this
faculty, hence the enormous spread of the manual-training idea throughout
the country. Boys who have a workshop of their own, may continue their
schoolwork at home, thus gaining additional skill and producing more and
better work as they progress.
Home training in woodworking is an asset to anyone. Skill and ability
can be acquired in a short time. Hands, eyes, and mind are trained at
the same time, developing the intellect and fitting the individual for a
more responsible position.
The home workshop is a great influence in keeping the boy at home.
He takes pride in his accomplishments, and enjoys showing the results of
12

Profit
Many men and boys use their workshops to make extra money and some
of them have developed quite a paying business. With the use of powerdriven machines, articles of wood may be made as attractive and as well
constructed as any factory-made product. There is no limit to what can be
produced with the proper equipment.
For anyone contemplating entering the manufacturing business, it is
well to start with things that are in seasonal demand. For example, garden
and lawn furniture, such as lawn seats, trellises, arbors, flower boxes, and
bird houses, may be made for the spring and summer time. End tables,
occasional tables, spinet desks, smoking stands, and table lamps make beautiful and useful Christmas gifts that can be sold in the fall and winter.
Some young men are paying their way through college by selling articles
which they made in their home workshops. Others do furniture repairing or
make special things to order.
When you enter business, you may do all the work yourself or you
may employ several helpers. With good machines and proper arrangement
of equipment, several men can be working at different operations at the
same time. For example, one man can be mitering mouldings, another
making turnings, another doing band sawing, and another the assembling.
The home workshop offers any ambitious man or boy a fine opportunity to
enter a profitable business with but a very small investment.
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CHAPTER II
HOW TO PLAN A WORKSHOP
To help you plan your workshop, the following pages
illustrate a number of different practical combinations and
of equipment. Anyone of these workshops can be arranged
merit, attic, spare room, garage, barn, tool shed; in fact, in
space.

describe and
arrangements
in the baseany available

CIRCULAR SAW

DIRECT MOTOR DRIVEN I ATHE
BAND SAW

L—T1
JOINTER
ON STAND

FLOOR SPACE
I (ix IT'

Fig. No. 3

The space at your disposal should, of course, be used to best advantage.
The equipment should be placed in proper relation to the particular building characteristics, such as entrances, aisles, windows, columns, etc. Each
machine should be put up so that there is sufficient clearance around it to
provide adequate space for the movement and handling of materials. The
fl oor plan layouts show the approximate floor space required. Of course,
it is possible to get the same amount of machinery into a smaller space if
this is necessary.
15
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The workshop shown in Figures No. 2 and 3 is a neat and practical shop
arranged in a corner of the basement. It occupies a 10 by 12-ft. space. A
large variety of operations can be performed with the machines shown. This
workshop is very useful for doing repairwork and it is equally useful for
making articles for the home and garden.
The lathe is direct-motor driven and on it, articles 9-in. in diameter, and
36 in. long may be turned. Attachments for sanding, boring, grinding, and
polishing may be operated from the lathe spindle.
In the illustration on page 14, a disc sander is shown in position on the
lathe spindle. The 6-in. circular saw to the left of the lathe is operated by
the lathe motor. The saw table may be raised, lowered or tilted as desired.
If long lumber is to be cut, it may be passed through the door opening.
The circular saw shown is excellent for cutting 1-in. lumber. It has
sufficient capacity to cut through a dressed 2 by 4, and this for most purposes
is amply sufficient. The saw can be used for ripping, cross-cutting, cutting
material to length, mitering, and for numerous other operations as will become evident to the reader, when he reads the remaining pages of this book.
A dado head may be placed on the arbor and used for cutting grooves,
dados, and tenons. A moulding cutter can be used for making a large variety
of mouldings. Both the rip gauge and miter gauge can be attached and used
on either side of the saw. Also note that the saw blade is well guarded underneath the table, which is very important. The exposed portion of the
circular saw below the table is often more dangerous than the portion above
the table, which actually does the cutting. The mechanic is naturally aware
and careful of the portion above the table, but he may forget the dangers of
the exposed saw beneath.
The circular saw may be removed from the motor base, and the scroll
saw mounted in its place, when it is necessary to do scroll work. The jointer
shown in the foreground is on a separate stand, and may be moved about
easily to the best position. The jointer takes the place of the hand plane on
a great many operations. It is used mostly for jointing the edges of pieces
of lumber. It may also be used for rabbeting, beveling, jointing, cutting
tapers on cabinet legs, and for dozens of other operations. The guard shown
on the jointer covers the cutter head effectively without interfering with the
work. It may quickly be removed for any operation where a guard cannot
be used.
The band saw also is mounted on a stand, and it too, may be moved
about. It is well guarded. With it, curved parts such as chair rockers, backs,
mantel clock cases, arches, and any other work requiring the cutting of curves,
may be quickly cut. This particular band saw has capacity to cut material
6-in. in thickness. This is sufficient to do a great variety of work.
If unable to purchase all of the equipment shown in the illustration at
one time, it would be advisable to secure the lathe and circular saw first,
and add the other machines later. This workshop may be somewhat improved
by substituting the four-speed lathe for the direct-motor driven one, and to
select an 8-in. diameter circular saw instead of the one shown.
Full description of the various machines shown, and their operation, is
given in the following chapters, both in this volume and volume No. 2.
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Very few hand tools are necessary in a shop of this kind, as almost all
operations can be performed on the machines. Small tools and working
drawings can be kept in the drawers of the workbench.
The workshop shown in Figures No. 4 and 5 is very compact. It is especially designed for those who have only a very small space available along
a wall in the basement or in the garage. It occupies a space 4 ft. wide and
12 ft. long.
The lathe bench is about 20 in. wide, 69 in. long, and 33 in. high. The
legs of the bench are of pressed steel, and they may be bought ready to be
bolted to the planks, which form the table top and the shelf. A bench of
this kind is easily assembled, and the entire construction is very sturdy. This
ease of assembly is especially to be noted, because when the machines arrive,
the owner is always in a hurry to set them up and see how they work, and
he doesn't want to be delayed in making a bench for the machines before
he can get started.
The four-speed lathe permits the operator to select the speed most suited
to the work being turned. A slow speed should be used when turning work of
large diameter, and a higher speed for smaller diameter turnings. The fourspeed lathe is more practical for all purposes than a direct-motor driven
TOOL BOARD SHELF
WORK BENCH
22'X 18"

4 SPEED LATHE

VISE

FLOOR SPACE
4X12'

CIRCULAR SAW

Fig. No. 4

lathe. A sanding disc and sanding table are shown on the lathe. These are
very handy for smoothing parts of furniture. These two accessories eliminate
a large amount of hand sanding, and they are especially suitable for finishing end grain, which is difficult to do in any other manner. A sanding drum
can also be mounted on the lathe spindle, and it may be used to sand the inside of curved work. Other tools that can be attached to the lathe spindle are
the emery wheel for grinding tools, the buffing wheel for polishing, and the
wire brush for cleaning and removing rust and paint from metal. If desirable, the drill chuck can be mounted on the spindle for drilling, boring, and
for holding small, round pieces.
The band saw is mounted on the bench to the left of the lathe. With it
all kinds of curved work may be sawed out. Both the lathe and band saw
are driven by a double-shaft motor mounted on the shelf of the bench.
V-belt transmission is used, because this type of belt will not slip. The
harder the pull, the tighter will the V-belt wedge itself into the groove of
the pulley, and the greater will be its grip.
17
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The scroll saw may be placed on the bench when it is necessary to do
fine scrollwork. This saw is much slower in operation than a band saw. It
is mostly used for cutting out inside portions of work for which the band
saw cannot be used. The scroll saw is a very handy machine to have in the
workshop. The size shown, cuts wood up to 11/4 in. in thickness, and metal
up to 1/8 in. in thickness. For cutting out inside portions of a piece of work,
a hole is bored through the stock through which the blade is inserted. The
blade is then fastened in the machine and the cutting operation may be
started. A hold-down arm prevents the stock from being lifted from the
table when the blade is on the up-stroke. The blades are very inexpensive,
and a supply of various widths will enable the mechanic to choose one suitable for the work to be done.
The 8 in. circular saw is a separate, portable unit. If long lumber must
be cut, it may be placed near the center of the room. The portable feature
of this machine makes it very useful for work outside of the shop. Thus it
may be taken out to the summer home and used for cutting the lumber for
a rowboat, boathouse, garage, or for any other work. It may be used any
place where an electric extension cord may be attached to a light socket
fed by a current of the right kind of electricity. The 8-in. circular saw
will cut lumber 2 1/4 in. thick.
A 1/4 H. P. motor will furnish sufficient power for cutting 1-in. lumber,
but it is usually better to use a 1/2 H. P. motor for such a machine, especially
when it is to be used for heavy work. The saw is very useful for preparing
stock for turnings, ripping, crosscutting, mitering mouldings, grooving,
tenoning, shaping edges of pieces of furniture, shaping mouldings, and
many other special operations. As a matter of fact, this machine is almost
indispensable.
The small tools and accessories are conveniently arranged on a tool board
fastened to the wall behind the lathe. If such tools or attachments are left
lying around on the benches, they may be covered up with the shavings and
lost, but if they are placed on a board they can be checked up easily at any
time. Then too, the edges of the cutting tools do not become nicked or
dulled so easily when the tools are hung up immediately after the worker has
finished with them.
The electric glue pot is needed in almost every workshop. It can be
placed on the workbench where it is always handy. The heat can be regulated by turning the switch so that after the glue is melted, only a little heat
is used to keep it warm.
This workshop will be much improved if a jointer is added. A boring
and mortising machine would be another valuable addition. A combination
circular saw, jointer, boring and mortising machine is shown on page 24.
When planning a workshop it is best to first purchase the machines which
are most needed, then later, other units or machines may be added in order
to make the shop complete.
If all the machines in this workshop cannot be purchased at one time
it would be well to secure the circular saw and lathe first.
19
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The workshop shown in Figures No. 6 and 7 occupies a space 10 by 12
feet. This shop is useful for the craftsman who doesn't have very large work
to do. Long pieces of lumber would strike the wall when passed over the
jointer. Of course, the bench could be located away from the wall, and thus
additional capacity would be gained.
With the four-speed lathe, objects 9 in. in diameter and 36 in. long may
be turned. The attachments for sanding, grinding, buffing, and boring may
be operated from the
lathe spindle. In the
NDO
illustration on page
SCROLL
22, the sanding disc
is mounted ready for
use.
SAW

The scroll saw is
permanently mountBAND SA
ed at the rear of the
lathe headstock, and
is driven from the
left end of the lathe
spindle. It does not
interfere with the
CIRCULAR SAW
operations of the
sanding disc or of
FLOOR SPACE
the lathe.
dx
The lathe tools
and accessories are
Fig. No. 7
mounted on a tool
board which is fastened to the lathe bench.
A good circular saw is needed in every workshop. The one shown is an
8-in. saw. The dado head may be placed on this saw arbor, and used for
grooving, rabbeting and tenoning. The moulding cutter may also be used
the edges of table tops, or making mouldings for cabinet and
millwork.
You will notice that this circular saw is guarded both above and below
the table. The circular saw accessories should be placed on a partition wall
if possible because outside walls are often too damp, and would cause the
blades and knives to rust.
The 12-in. band saw will cut stock 6 in. thick. It is mounted on a separate
stand, and is driven by a I/4 H. P. motor. This machine is also well guarded.
It is always best to have several widths of band saw blades in the workshop
so that a narrow blade can be used for fine, delicate work and a wider blade
used for cutting thick material.
Always keep the saws, knives, and lathe tools sharp and in good working
condition. The care of these tools will be described in later chapters.
If boring and mortising is to be done, it would be well to secure the
combination circular saw, jointer and boring machine, as shown on page 24.
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A shop having a great range of usefulness is shown in Figures No. 8
and 9. It is arranged in an 8 by 10-ft. room.
Many useful attachments may be added to the four-speed lathe with
which this shop is equipped. Among them are grinding wheels, buffing
wheels, sanding disc, sanding drum, and others. A scroll saw is mounted
on the lathe bench and is instantly available for work. It can be used for
all kinds of scrollwork on both wood or metal.
The band saw is ideal for cutting various shapes where the cut may be
started at an outside edge of the stock. The band saw should be used wherever possible, especially when cutting thick material. It cuts much smoother
and much faster than a scroll saw, and has much larger capacity.
Both the circular saw and the jointer are mounted on one stand, thus
forming one complete unit which is driven by a 1/2 H. P. motor. This gives
sufficient reserve power for even the toughest jobs. The circular saw and
jointer combination, as represented by this unit, will be found exceedingly
convenient, as a piece of stock may be ripped to size and then finished on the
jointer without loss of time or effort.
The 8-in. circular saw is equipped with a table which may be tilted to an
angle up to 45°. The miter gauge has graduations and can be set accurately
at any angle up to
WINDOW TOOL BOARD SHELF
60°, in either direction. Adjustable stop
rods are provided
[1-101E----4---.7.---ii
€ 4 SPEED
LA THE
which come in very
handy for cutting
multiple pieces to
exactly the same
FLOOR SPACE
lengths. This machine
B X 10.
has a very good and
c0
serviceable rip gauge
which can be placed
0
on either side of the
blade. It extends
clear across the table,
COMBINATION UNIT
thus forming a very
good guide for the
wood that is being
ripped.
Fig. No. 9
The 4-in jointer
has tables that are both adjustable. Also note the long guide fence which
can be tilted to any angle up to 45°. Jointers that have tables that are nonadjustable, or those that have only one table that is adjustable, are very
limited in their usefulness. It is very desirable to have accurate graduations
so that the fence may be tilted and set at any angle without first having to
look for a protractor or angle gauge.
The few hand tools that are needed in a workshop, such as is here
described, should include clamps, hand screws, oilstones, screw drivers, squares,
chisels, augers, drills, and hammers.
BAND SAW

6.1
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The workshop shown in Figures No. 10 and 11 appeals to many who have
no band saw or lathe work. This shop occupies an 8 by 10-ft. space. The
boring, routing, and mortising machine is mounted on the same stand, together with the 8-in. circular saw and 4-in. jointer. All the machines are
placed in such a manner that none of them interfere with the others while
being operated.
Many cabinets, and practically all furniture, as well as all screen and
storm sash work, is held together with dowels, or mortise and tenon joints.
It is difficult to bore the holes for the dowels accurately by hand. The making of mortise and tenon joints by hand is even more difficult. Therefore, a
boring, routing, and mortising machine is indeed handy and very necessary.
It enables one to do work accurately, and quickly, and gives the work that
professional appearance which every craftsman desires.
On the boring, routing, and mortising machine shown in this shop, the
table may be raised and lowered by turning the ball crank. It is easy to
adjust the table accurately.
The table is slotted in two directions, and the guide fence can be placed
at right angles to, or parallel to the bit. A pair of adjustable hold-down
rods keep the stock from lifting up on the table, while a pair of adjustable
curved rods prevents the stock from being pulled away from the guide fence.
The table slides on two heavy steel bars. A chain connects the table to
a foot lever. By pressing this lever the table is moved forward, bringing
the work in contact with the bit. Springs under the table return it to the
starting position.
The boring spindle is not a part of the saw arbor. It is entirely separate
from either the jointer or the saw, and it
may be operated while both the circular
saw and jointer are idle. A great variety
of work can be done with this combination machine. To make window screens,
take 11/8 in. lumber, rip it with the circular saw, and joint the edges on the
jointer. Then cut it to length and make
the tenons on the circular saw. The mortises or dowel holes are then made on the
mortising machine. Screen mouldings may
be made with the moulding cutter.
Fig. No. 11
This machine is portable, and can be
placed anywhere in the room.
A 1/2 H. P. motor provides the required power.
Another combination unit is shown on the workbench. A double-shaft
motor drives a sanding disc while the left-hand shaft of the motor is connected to a scroll saw. A tilting sanding table is attached to the motor base,
by means of a short auxiliary bed.
The scroll saw, sanding and grinding unit is not fastened to the workbench and it may be removed when it is not needed.
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The workshop shown in Figures No. 12 and 13 occupies an 8 by 10-ft.
space. This shop is useful for doing repair work and for making many
articles such as screens, arbors, trellises, flower boxes, boats, picture frames,
and all kinds of furniture and work which does not require turned parts. In
this shop the band saw and boring, routing and mortising machine are both
mounted on one stand, and are driven by a I/2 H. P. motor. This gives both
machines plenty of power for heavy-duty work. Neither machine interferes
with the other. Both of them may be operated together, or either one of
them may be left idle, while the other one is being used. This shop arrangement is very handy for the craftsman or jobber who sometimes uses the circular saw and jointer unit for work outside of the shop.

WORK BENCH

2Cxsz

v i sE
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Sit

COMBINATION UNIT
BAND 5AW
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BORING MACHINE

FLOOR SPACE
e'x

Fig. No. 13

The combination band saw and mortising machine is also portable, and
can be moved about at will. It is very desirable to have as many machines
as possible on individual stands. They can then be taken outside of the shop
on special work, stored in a corner when not in use or placed in the best
position so as not to interfere with other things in the shop.
Such operations as disc sanding, drum sanding, and grinding can also be
done on the boring, routing and mortising machine. These attachments fit
on the spindle, and the table can be used to support work being sanded.
Emery
lsi o. may be placed on the spindle, thus equipping the machine
for grinding
e acircuelaer csawe can be used for dado work and moulding cutter work.
The
Efficient and effective guards are available for any of these machines.
A scroll saw and
lathe could be added to make the shop more complete.
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HOW TO PLAN A WORKSHOP
A great many craftsmen prefer machines mounted on individual stands
and driven by separate motors as shown in Figures No. 18 and 19. This
arrangement has many advantages. Any of the portable machines may be
taken to the job whether it is in another room or at a distance from the
workshop. The machines are always ready to be used, and they can be
placed in the best position for the work. They may be pushed to one side
or in a corner, when not being used or when cleaning the shop.
This very practical workshop, in which a large variety of work can be
done, occupies an 8 by 11 1/2 -ft. space.
The 8-in. circular saw is driven by a 1/2 H. P. motor. If long lumber is
to be ripped, the saw may be taken out in the yard and used to cut the stock
to length before taking it into the shop.
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Fi g. No. 19

The craftsman can use the circular saw, jointer, and band saw to make
the lathe bench, the workbench, the tool board, and the shelf in this shop.
The scroll saw is permanently mounted on the lathe bench, and is driven
from the lathe spindle. Some craftsmen have their shops in the garage in
the summer, arid in the basement in the winter. If the machines are on
separate stands, they may be easily moved. Even the tool board can be taken
from the wall and readily placed elsewhere.
Because of the extreme usefulness of a boring and mortising machine on
many of the jobs which may be undertaken in a shop of the kind here
described, it might be well to seriously think about adding it at once. However, it may be added to the circular saw unit at any later time, if the owner
of the shop finds it desirable.
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The workshop shown in Figures No. 20 and 21 occupies an 8 by 12-ft.
space. In addition to the woodworking machines a small motor-driven drill
press is mounted on the lathe bench. This machine will be found useful
for drilling and countersinking- holes in metal, bakelite and fiber parts, which
are often used in connection with articles made of wood.
The scroll saw shown under the machine bench is mounted on a base with
a motor. The entire unit may be easily moved to any convenient place on
the workbench, whenever it is necessary to do scroll, or fretwork.
The four-speed lathe will turn any article up to 9 in. in diameter and
36 in. in length. The machine tools are neatly arranged on the tool board
within easy reach of the person using the lathe. The use of such a board
is strongly recommended, as the tools are always in sight, readily available
when they are needed. Unless this or a similar provision is made, many of
the small tools disappear among the shavings and much time is wasted
looking for them when they are wanted.
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The 4-in. jointer, 8-in. circular saw, and hollow chisel mortising machine
are mounted on one stand, and are operated by a y2 H. P. motor. The saw
arbor and the boring spindle are not connected in any way, but their pulleys
are in line with the same motor pulley. If the boring machine is to be
operated, a short belt is used, and if the saw is needed, a long belt is used.
This three-machine unit is becoming very popular among craftsmen. For
certain kinds of work such as making screens, flower boxes, trellises and all
work having straight lines, it is the only unit needed. If this workshop is to
be built up by adding a unit at a time, it would be advisable in most cases
to start with the combination saw, jointer, boring and mortising unit.
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HOW TO PLAN A WORKSHOP
The workshop shown in Figures No. 22 and 23 is equipped with a metal
lathe and a drill press in addition to the woodworking machines. This shop
occupies a 10 by 12-ft. space. Anyone wishing to do experimental or research work requiring both metal and wood will find this workshop very
useful. Patternmakers, inventors, experimental engineers, and maintenance
men will find shops equipped as shown in this layout, very satisfactory.
Articles up to 19 in. in length may be turned on the metal-working lathe.
If longer wood turnings are needed, it would be well to add a wood-turning
lathe to this shop.
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Fig. No. 23

A study of this layout shows that the wood-working machines and bench
are on one side of the room, and that the metal-working equipment has been
placed on the other side. In this way some of the hand tools required for
the several types of work may be kept separate and each arranged so as to
be within easy reach of the worker. AU of the machines are portable, selfcontained, and driven by motors that are mounted on the machines themselves. Any part of the equipment can, therefore, be moved about at will,
so that it may be placed in the most advantageous position.
Two workbenches are used in this shop, one for metal work and the other
for woodworking. The scroll saw and sanding unit may be removed from
the workbench when they are not being used.
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HOW TO PLAN A WORKSHOP
Some mechanics prefer all the machines grouped on one bench, as shown
in Figures No. 24 and 25. These machines are driven by the one motor
m ounted to the right under the bench and connected to the lineshaft with a
flexible coupling. The machines mounted in the positions shown are always
accessible with no interference between them. Several persons may work at
one time at this bench. When sawing or jointing long boards they may be
passed through the opened window or door, providing, of course, that the
machine can be placed in such a position. A workshop of this kind requires
much more space than some of the other workshops described previously.
The bench should be placed in the center of the room so that the operator
can get at all of the machines easily, and so that fairly long pieces will not
strike the wall while being ripped or jointed. A workshop of this kind is not
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Fig. No. 25

as convenient and as flexible as a workshop having machines that are mounted
on their own individual stands.
The layout shown requires a space which is at least 12 by 13 ft. The
machine bench is 21/2 ft. wide, 9 ft. long, and 32 1/2 in. high. The line shaft
is mounted on the shelf beneath the table top, where it does not interfere
with the operation of any of the machines and does not endanger the
operator.
The machines mounted on this bench are the 12-in. band saw, the 12-in.
scroll saw, the 36-in. four-speed lathe, the 4-in. jointer, and the 8-in. circular
saw. In some cases the cost of the lineshaft, hangers, coupling, and collars
equals the cost of an extra motor and nothing is gained by using the lineshaft.
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Figures No. 26 and 27 show the layout of a shop in which electricity is
not available.
The circular saw and the jointer shown are mounted on a stand, which
is fastened to a portable platform. A 1 H. P. gasoline engine is mounted
on a separate platform, which has pipe handles on each side so that two
men can carry it. The two platforms are linked together by means of two
pairs of hinges in order to prevent vibration from being transmitted from
the gas engine to the saw and jointer unit. These hinges make it easy to
disconnect the engine from the saw and jointer unit, when the engine is
needed for other purposes, because all that is necessary is to remove two
pins from the hinges and remove the engine belts. The engine may then be
taken away separately for use elsewhere.
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Caution

INN

When a gasoline engine is operated in a closed room the exhaust gases
must be piped to the outside, and to prevent a fire, the wall should be made
fireproof where the exhaust pipe passes through.
This saw and jointer unit driven by a gasoline engine is very useful to
contractors, farmers, and others, as it can be taken anywhere, especially if
electricity is not available.
The 8-in. circular saw will cut lumber 21/4 inches thick. The table may
be tilted for bevel ripping or cutting compound miters. The dado head may
be used on the saw arbor for grooving and other operations. The moulding
cutter head may be used for making mouldings for various purposes.
The 4-in. jointer may be used for planing the edges and faces of lumber, or for bevel jointing, rabbeting, or jointing tapers.
The gasoline engine also may be used to furnish power for cement mixers,
hoists, feed grinders, pumps, lighting outfits, and the like; in addition to being
used for operating the saw and jointer unit.
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HOW TO PLAN A WORKSHOP
The workshop shown in Figures No. 28 and 29 is for the woodworker
who wishes to use a gasoline engine for power. This shop is equipped to
do a large variety of work and it occupies an 8 by 111/2-ft. space.
The combination unit composed of the 4-in. jointer, the 8-in. circular saw,
and the boring and mortising machine all mounted on a platform, is connected to the engine platform by four hinges. The hinges prevent the engine
vibrations from being transmitted to the machine unit. The engine has two
drive pulleys, one is belted to the countershaft on the jointer, circular saw
and boring machine unit, and the other pulley is belted to the lineshaft under
the lathe bench for operating the lathe and band saw.
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Caution

•

Do not operate the gasoline engine in a closed room unless the exhaust
gases are piped to the outside. Carbon monoxide gas is an odorless, colorless
and deadly gas. It gives no warning and overcomes a person suddenly. Always pipe the exhaust gases to the outside, and have a window or door open
if possible, while the engine is being operated. Be sure to protect the wall
from fire at the point where the exhaust pipe passes through.
The combination machine unit with the gasoline engine may be taken
out of the shop and operated anywhere. The engine may also be disconnected from this unit by removing the hinge pins and the belt. It may then
be taken wherever power is needed.
The combination shown on this layout is very useful to contractors, carpenters, farmers and others, because it can be used for such a large number
of purposes, and because it can be taken anywhere, regardless of whether or
not electricity is available.
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A workshop operated by a 1 H. P. gasoline engine is shown in Figures
No. 30 and 31. This makes quite a complete workshop for the craftsman
who finds it necessary or convenient to use the gasoline engine for power.
The engine is placed at the rear, and partly under the machine bench. A flat
belt connects the pulley on the engine to the tight and loose pulley on the
line shaft. The flat belt is used instead of a V-belt because it is necessary to
shift the belt to and from the tight and loose pulley, and a V-belt cannot be
shifted in this way. When starting the gasoline engine, the belt should be
on the loose pulley as this will make the starting much easier. A long belt
shifter extends over the entire length of the bench. It is always within easy
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Fig. No. 31

reach of the operator, regardless of which machine he is operating. By shifting the belt, the machines may be stopped without stopping the engine, as for
instance, when it is necessary to change saws, set up a moulding cutter, or
change work in the lathe.
The 8-in, circular saw is mounted on the right end of the bench. The saw
table may be raised or lowered by turning the crank under the bench top.
It also may be tilted, to any angle up to 45° to the right. The dado head
and moulding cutter may be used on this machine. The jointer is placed at
the left of the circular saw.
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HOW TO PLAN A WORKSHOP
If long lumber is to be sawed or jointed, the end may be passed through
the window opening.
The four-speed lathe shown in this layout, may be used to turn objects
9 in. in diameter and 36 in. in length. The sanding disc and sanding drum
may be attached to the live spindle of the lathe for sanding straight or irregular shaped parts. The emery wheel also may be attached to the lathe
spindle and used to sharpen tools or grind metal parts. In the same way,
the drill chuck, huffing wheel, and wire brush may be attached to the spindle
when necessary. The scroll saw is permanently fastened to the table at the
rear of the lathe headstock, and it is always ready to be used. It can be used
to cut wood 1 1/2 in. in thickness and metal 1/8 in. in thickness.
The band saw is conveniently placed on the left end of the bench.
The machines in this shop do not interfere with each other in any way,
and several operators can work at this bench at the same time.
The workshop is arranged in a room 12 by 14 ft. The gasoline engine
may he permanently bolted to the floor or it may be mounted on a portable
skid so that it may be used for other purposes. In this shop, the lineshaft
has a speed of 1725 R. P. M.
A description of each machine and its operations is given in the following chapters.
Caution
Never operate a gasoline engine in a closed room unless the exhaust gases
are piped to the outside. The carbon monoxide gas thrown off is deadly.
When the gases are piped to the outside, protect the wall from fire at the
point where the exhaust pipe passes through the wall.

CHAPTER III
THE CIRCULAR SAW
The man of the Stone Age with his flint saw worked all day to cut
through a four inch tree branch. The Egyptians and later the Orientals,
with their bronze saws, accomplished more, yet they
worked many days to accomplish what may be done
now in as many minutes.
It is said that the first patent issued in England
on circular saws is numbered 1152. It was granted
to Samuel Miller of England in 1777. These saws did
not come into practical use for wood cutting purposes
in that country until 1790. The first circular saw in
this country is said to have been produced by Benjamin Cummings, a country blacksmith, at Bentonville, New York, about 1814. These early saws were
Fig. No. 32. Types of
crude round sheets of metal, hammered flat on an
Ancient Saws
anvil. They had roughly punched out teeth. Later,
the gullet tooth saw, which provided larger sawdust
chambers, was invented. Then came the specially designed teeth for particular kinds of work, and improved
methods of treating the steel to produce saws that could
withstand the strain to which they arc put in modern
r,)))))
sawing.
The circular saw is used more than any other machine
in the average workshop, and as it can be used for such
a large variety of purposes, it will be discussed first. It
Fig. No. 33. First
should always be available in every workshop, because
Circular Saw
Blade
it is always necessary to cut or trim the parts that have
been prepared on other machines.
The saw should be ready to be used at all times, because too much time
is lost if some machine must be dismantled and a saw
attachment put in place each time the saw is needed.
In order to assist the beginner in choosing the right
kind of saw for his particular use, the principles of design and construction of a good circular saw are discussed on the next few pages. A study of this material
will assist you to select a saw that will meet all your
requirements and enable you to do a large variety of
work with precision, safety and speed.
Fig. No. 33A. Modern
When buying a circular saw for the workshop, na
Saw Blade
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matter whether it is of the stationary or of the
portable type, several fundamental features of
design and construction should be considered.
Fundamentals of Design
Base
For accurate work, a rigid saw frame,
mounted on a firm foundation is absolutely necessary. Figure 34 shows such a machine. The
mounting of the circular saw on the lathe is not
Fig. No. 34. Base of Circular
very practical, as this method frequently gives
Saw
an arrangement which is not sturdy enough to
do the work as it should be done. Then too,
changing the lathe to act as a circular
saw, and then back again for lathe
work is time-consuming and discouraging.
Table
The design and construction of
the saw table should be given careful
consideration by anyone who is planning on equipping his workshop with
a circular saw. A well machined and
perfectly flat cast iron table is the
best. The table should have ribs on
the underside for extra strength. As
is shown in Figure 35, the table
should be wide enough to allow the
use of the rip gauge and miter gauge
on either
side of the
Fig. No. 35. Select a Table
Wide Enough
blade. Some
saws have a
go
very large opening around the blade with no
A
provision for an insert of any kind. These saws
are dangerous to operate and the blade always
chips out the bottom edge of the stock, which is
being cut. An insert piece which fits up closely
0
to the saw, as shown in Figure 36 at A, obviates
this trouble. This insert is especially important
in sawing veneered work. It also prevents small
pieces from wedging between the blade and the
table.
Fig. No. 36. Table Insert
New inserts may be made by cutting a piece
that Fits Close to
of
1
4
inch plywood to the correct size, and borBlade
ing holes for the screws. The table should be
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raised to its highest position, and the insert screwed in place, then start the
machine, and let the table down slowly and the saw or head will cut its own
opening in the insert piece. It is well to make
several blank pieces, and use them when different
sizes of dado cuts are to be made.
The grooves in the table for the cut-off or miter
gauge must be accurately machined. They also must
be perfectly parallel to the saw blade at all times,
no matter how the table is adjusted. If a groove is
provided on each side of the saw blade, the operator
may choose the one best suited for the work in which
lie is engaged. This arrangement of the grooves also
permits several operations to be performed in succesFig. No. 37. 2 Miter
sion as is shown in Figure 37. This, of course, is
Gauges in Use
possible only on properly designed machines.
Raising and Lowering Table
A saw table which can be raised or lowered without slanting to the
rear is the most practical for the workshop. By raising or lowering the
table, the correct depth of cut may be made on such operations as grooving,
rabbeting, dadoing, tenoning, shaping moulding, and many others.
If the table slants to the rear as it is raised, it is often difficult to hold
certain kinds of work on the table, and the end of the long stock may strike
CENTER LINE OF SAW TABLE CENTER LINE OF SAW TABLE
AFTER TABLE HAS BEEN
LIFTED UP IN FRONT AND
BOTH RIP AND MITER GAUGE
BECOME USELESS AS THEY
TILTED TO THE RIGHT
ARE NO LONGER IN PROPER
RELATION TD SAW BLADE

SAW BLADE PERFECTLY
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SLOT AT ANY ANGLE AND
FOR ANY DEPTH OF CUT
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Hinged Type of Table

Modern Type Tilting Table
Fig. No. 38

the bench or the floor before the cut is entirely completed. The greatest
disadvantage, however, is that most saws which are hinged at the rear cannot be raised and tilted sidewise, without throwing the gauges out of alignment with the saw blade. As soon as the front of the table is raised, and
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the table is tilted, the cut-off and rip gauges cannot be used because they
are no longer in proper relation to the blade. Figure 38 at B shows what
happens when some hinged tables are raised and tilted.
It will be noticed that an
operation such as bevel grooving as shown in Figure 39,
could not be done on the type
of machine shown at B in Figure 38 unless the rip gauge is
Fig. No. 39. Example of Bevel
Grooving
removed, and a gauge made out
of wood is clamped to the table
parallel to the blade. The same difficulty is experienced on many other operations. This is because, as has already been stated, the blade on the machine
shown in Figure 38 at B, is not parallel with the grooves in the table for the
cut-off or miter gauge when the table is raised and tilted.
A table which may be raised or lowered without slanting to the rear is
shown in Figure 40A and 40B. The front and rear of the table remain on

shown at A in Figure 41 has been provided.
After the adjusting screw and locknut have once
been properly adjusted, the table will always
return to a position square with the blade.
The removal of the table insert when tilting
the table is not necessary if the machine is
properly designed. The axis upon which the
table tilts should be on a direct line with the
blade, and the center of the axis should be at
the top edge of the table. If, however, the axis
is to one side of the blade or below the edge
of the table as shown in Figure 42 A and B, the
blade will strike the insert piece when the table
is tilted because then the table not only tilts but
travels sidewise as well. If the table is hinged
as shown in Figure 38 at B, a worse condition
is produced because the blade will be at an
angle in the table opening. Some of these
saws are provided with spacing collars, which
must be placed on the saw arbor between the

Fig. No. 41. Modern
Saw Table Adjustment
Features
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Fig. No. 40A. Modern Saw Table
Before Tilting

Fig. No. 40B. Same Table
Tilted

the same plane, irrespective of the height at which the table is placed.
When it is raised and tilted sidewise for bevel grooving and other operations, the rip gauge and cut-off gauge are not thrown out of alignment with
the blade. A table which can be tilted to any angle up to 45 degrees and
which may be raised or lowered for fine adjustments, keeping both gauges
in proper relation with the blade is not only useful, but really necessary.
Tables which must be lifted and held in position until they are tightened
are very difficult to adjust accurately. A crank screw or lever for raising or
lowering provides a much easier method for making this kind of an adjustment.
A locking device for holding the table securely at the required height is
shown at B in Figure 41.
In order to always return the table to a perfectly level position without
squaring it with the blade after the table has been tilted, the adjustment
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Fig. No. 42B. Same
Table Tilted
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Fig. No. 43. Modern Table with Proper Pivot Point
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flange and the blade to bring the blade in line with the insert opening.
Makeshifts of this kind are very unhandy.
In order to have the center of the axis at the top edge of the table it is
necessary to swing the table in
trunnions which are concentric
with a point located at the top
edge of the saw table, and in direct line with the blade, as is
shown in Figure 40A, 40B and 43.
The circular saw for the workshop is in reality a variety saw
and if its table is properly designed and constructed it can be
used for a wide range of work.
Fig. No. 44. Rip Gauge Can Be
Unfortunately, there are saws on
Placed on Both Sides
the market with which it is absoof Blade
lutely impossible to do a creditable job. A little care spent in selecting a machine which is constructed
according to the correct principles will save the purchaser a great deal of
disappointment.
Rip Gauge
A gauge or fence is necessary for properly guiding stock which is being
beveled, ripped, grooved or rabbeted. This gauge, in
order to do accurate work, must always be parallel to
the saw blade. If it is not, binding and burning of the
saw blade will take place. Most mechanics prefer a rip
gauge which can be used on either side of the saw blade,
as is shown in Figure 44. The rip gauge also should be
rigid so that it cannot spring, and it should reach across
the full length of the table. It is very necessary that the
gauge be provided with a good clamping device which
Fig. No. 45. Stop
holds the gauge firmly in place on the saw table. Such
Rods and Lock
a clamp is shown at A in Figure 44.
Screw
An adjustment should be provided for squaring up
this gauge, if through accident, it should be sprung out of line with the saw
blade. Note the two bolts at B in Figure 44. These are provided to make
any adjustment which may become necessary. A wide piece of wood may be
clamped to the gauge to make it higher for such work
j.
as tenon cutting. See page 80, Figure 110.
A long piece of wood with stop blocks may also
be clamped to the rip gauge as shown in Figure 111
on page 81.
Miter Gauge
For cutting stock to length, the miter cut-off
Fig. No. 16. Layout
gauge is used. This gauge is also used for cutting
Work Using Graduated
miters and it should have graduations marked very
Miter Gauge
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plainly and accurately from 0° to 60° to the left and right. Much time
is saved when cutting miters by having the degrees marked on the gauge.
This gauge must have
a good adjusting device such as is shown
at A, Figure 45, for
holding it firmly at
any angle. The miter
gauge, if properly
made, may be used as
a protractor for layout work, as is shown
in Figure 46. Stop
rods such as shown at
B, Figure 45 should be
provided for cutting
pieces to identical
lengths. These s t op
CE)
rods must be so arranged that they can
Fig. No. 47. Miter Gauge Extension
Support Bar
be swung back out of
the way when they are
not needed.
Holes are drilled in the face plate of this gauge so that an extension piece
may be fastened to it for cutting long pieces, as shown in Figure 47.
Two gauges with a yoke or bridge connecting them as shown in Figure
No. 47 may be used for large and long pieces. The miter gauge can be
used on either side of the saw blade, and by using two gauges as shown in
Figure 37, right and left angles may be cut with one handling of the stock.
The miter gauge should fit snugly in the grooves of the table, but they
should not bind.
Bearings
The bearings of a circular saw are important because the saw arbor
rotates at a high speed, and if the bearings are not good they will weat
rapidly. When bearings become worn, the saw blade will not cut along a
straight line, but will follow the path of least resistance in the cut. Circular saws with poorly designed bearings or such that have no provisions
for proper and constant oiling, should be avoided
as bearing troubles will surely develop in a short
time. There are many saws where the shaft
runs into the base casting without any bushing
whatever. When such bearings wear, the whole
base casting must be replaced.
1 he lubrication of high speed bearings is
of great importance. To run properly, an arbor
Fig. No. 48. Automatically
and its bearings must always be separated by a
Oiled High Speed
thin film of oil. It is quite necessary that the
Bearing
\
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supply of oil be ample in order to
maintain this lubricating film.
Many years of successful experience on woodworking machines has
proved the bearing shown in Figure
48 very satisfactory. At each end
of this bearing is a reservoir for
catching the oil that otherwise would
run out at the ends, and be wasted.
A hole is provided at the bottom of
these end chambers through which
the oil passes to the center reservoir.
A large wick which fits all around
the shaft filters the oil and supplies
Fig. No. 49. Testing Trueness
a constant film of oil to the bearing
of Blade and Arbor
by
capillary attraction. These bearFlange
ings, the construction of which is
shown in Figure 48, will run many
hours between oilings and will outlast many other types of bearings. They
should be made of high grade bronze.

only part way around the blade, it
shows that either the flange is out of
true, or that the saw blade is sprung.
To find out which condition exists,
loosen the nut on the saw arbor and give
the blade a half turn and again tighten
the nut. Holding the pencil as described
in the foregoing, give the blade another
turn by hand. Now, if the pencil marks
are on the same portion of the blade,
the flange is true. If they are on opFig. No. 52. Guard In Use. Note
posite portions of the blade, the flange
Push Stick
is not true. Of course, even if a blade
under
This is
is slightly out of true, it will straighten out whentrue,
thespeed.
blade cannot
due to centrifugal force. If the flange is out of
possibly run true.

Arbor
The arbor should be
made of a good grade of
steel and should be accurately machined. If it is then
equipped with a flange, that
is perfectly true, the saw
blade will run correctly. If
the flange is not true, the
saw blade will wobble at the
Fig. No. 50. A Modern and Effective Guard
cutting edge, and good work
will be impossible. To test a flange or saw blade for accuracy proceed as
follows:
Place a saw blade on the arbor
and tighten the nut in the usual way,
lower the table so that the blade projects
about an inch above the table.
Lay a pencil flat on the table, as is
shown in Figure 49, so that the point
will make a mark on the blade below
the teeth when the saw is turned by
hand. With the pencil held down firmlyon the table, and with the pencil point
just touching the blade, turn the saw
through one revolution. If the pencil
Fig. No. 51. Guard Remains
draws a complete circle, the saw blade
Level While Table
is running true. If the mark extends
Tilts
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Guards

Many circular saw blades are guarded only above the table. However,
it is very important to have the portion below the table guarded as well.
The operator is usually conscious of the blade above the table, but gives
little thought to that part which projects below. When then, some object
falls against the blade beneath the table, or when the operator reaches under
the table for something while the blade is in motion, an accident may occur.

•

Fig. No. 53. A Very Practical Circular Saw
Be sure the salt' blade is guarded under the table at all times.

A good guard above the saw blade is essential. Most accidents are caused
by small pieces such as knots, slivers, or short pieces of boards coming in
contact with the back part of the blade. These pieces are seized by the teeth
and thrown violently over the top of the saw. A good guard such as is shown
in Figure 50, will prevent this. The guard should be so constructed that it
will automatically adjust itself to the varying thicknesses of stock, and
should remain in a vertical position over the blade when the table is tilted,
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as is shown in Figure 51. The hood should be made so that it can be swung
out of the way when necessary as shown on page 28. Figure 52 shows a
guard in use.
CHAPTER IV

Selecting a Circular Saw
In summing up, the beginner or the prospective owner should select a
circular saw that is available at all times.
It ought not to be necessary to go through
the discouraging process of attaching a
saw to some part of another machine.
Then he should choose a saw which has
a base that is rigid and heavy, and which
can be bolted to a stand or bench. The
saw table should be a substantial casting,
machined to a true surface, and it should
have guide grooves cut on each side of the
blade for the miter gauge. It also should
be possible to raise or lower the table
easily and accurately, maintaining its horizontal position throughout its full vertical
travel. It should, furthermore, be so constructed that it may be tilted to any angle
up to 45 degrees. The saw should be
provided with a long, sturdy rip gauge
which may be adjusted quickly and accurately, and which may be used on either
side of the blade. The miter gauge should
have graduations marked plainly and accurately for fine adjustments. Stop rods
should be provided on the miter gauge.
The saw arbor should be made of good
Fig. No. 54. Self-Contained and
steel, and have a good true flange so that
Portable Type of Circular Saw
the blade will run perfectly true. Provision should be made to permit the use of
dado heads and moulding cutters on the arbor. Select a machine having good
bearings with ample provision made for their lubrication. A good guard
should also be used on every circular saw and the exposed part of the blade
underneath the table should be protected at all times.

A common error often made by the beginner is to buy a motor with insufficient power for the machine. This should be guarded against. "V" Belts
are much better than flat belts for the transmission of power. Saw blades
made by a reliable manufacturer can be depended upon to give good service
if kept sharp and used properly.
In conclusion—it is well to secure a machine from a reliable and progressive manufacturer who has a reputation for fair dealing. You will then
be sure of getting a machine of real practical value, and safeguard yourself
against hours of disappointment which you are bound to have, if a poorly
made and designed circular saw is bought.
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Saw Blades
A saw blade must be made of good steel and be tempered to the correct
degree of hardness. If it is too soft, the teeth will not stay sharp any great
length of time, and if it is too hard, the points of the teeth will break off.
Great progress has been made by some saw blade manufacturers in the
development of special steels and heat treating processes which enable them to produce
a steel especially suited for saw blades.
It is important that the blades have sufPOINT
ficient tension so that when the saw is running at full speed, the blade will stand
14/
straight and run steady, without waving on
the rim.
GVLLET
The saw tooth should have the proper
shape and have sufficient clearance back of
the points as well as at the sides. Among
Fig. No. 55
the blades and cutters that may be placed on
Typical Rip Saw Tooth
the saw arbor are the following: rip saws,
cross cut saws, combination or novelty saws, grooving saws, dado heads and
moulding cutter heads.
Rip Saw
When the blade comes from the factory, its teeth are uniform in size,
length, bevel, pitch, and set, and if the beginner will examine a new saw
carefully and study these points, it will help him greatly in caring for the
teeth.
The shape of the teeth is important and the original shape should be
maintained as near as possible when filing. A good shape for rip saw teeth
is shown in Figure 55.
How to Make a Filing Vise
For filing saws, a filing vise similar to the one shown in Figure 56, is
necessary. This vise may be made very easily.
It may be made of any lumber that is 1;', in. thick and 5 inches wide.
You will need one piece 48 in. long, rounded on one end, one piece 9 in.
long rounded on one end, one piece 9 in. long square on both ends, and one
piece 1/4 in. thick, 5 in. wide and 10 in. long. This last piece may be a piece
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of thin box lumber, and may be made up of several narrow pieces to make
the 5 in. width.
Secure two small butt hinges and hinge the two 9 in. pieces together as
shown in Figure 56. Clamp this section on the long section with the
rounded ends and sides even and the
,k1
1/4 in. thick piece inserted between
f the bottom section and the long piece.
Ill I 0.,It. fwill be noticed that this piece will
extend one inch above the hinged
joint. This is necessary so that the
hinges will not be torn loose when
tightening the vise. This filler piece
causes the vise to grip the blade at
• topthe
and gives clearance at the
bottom.
Screw the bottom hinged section to
the long piece. Then bore the holes
for the bolt, one hole 2 in. from the
top, the next 3 in. from the top and
the next 4 in. from the top. These
.. 0)
holes are for saws or cutter heads of
different diameters. Instead of making these three holes, a slot may be
used if that seems preferable. The
holes shoulu be 1/2 in. in diameter.
A carriage or a machine bolt 3/8 x21/2
in. with washers may be used to
tighten the vise.
This vise may be permanently
fastened to a bench or it may be
clamped in the bench vise when being
used, and hung on the wall when not
in use.

To file the rip saw having spring set, as shown in Figure 63,
place the blade in the vise as shown in Figure 57. An 8 inch flat
file with rounded edge as shown in Figure 58 should be used for
small rip saws. This rounded edge is to keep the file from cutting
sharp corners in the gullets of the teeth. If the gullets are filed
so that they have sharp corners, cracks are liable to develop as
shown in Figure 59.
File the top of the tooth with the set pointing away from you
until it comes almost to a point, see Figure 61, holding the handle
end of the file a little low, about 5° to the horizontal plane
through the part being filed. See Figure 60. When filing rip
saws, the beginner usually makes the mistake of holding the
handle of the file too low, thus filing too much bevel on the top Fig. No. 57
of the teeth. The file should be held almost level. Next, file the Saw Blade
face of the tooth with In Vise
the file level and
straight across the tooth. See FigFig. No. 58. File for Rip Saw
ure 62. Be sure to use a round
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Care and Filing
While the care of large and small
saw blades is practically the same,
Fig. No. 56. Filing Vise
some saws are filed and set especially
for certain work. The instructio ns given here are for small blades used in
the average workshop. When it is not necessary to joint a saw, it is usually
better to set it before filing it.
Rip Saw

Rip saws chisel out the wood in the direction of the grain. To do the best
work, the cutting edge of each tooth must attack the wood at the proper angle.
Each tooth must be a chisel in effect and not a needle point. Rip saws
usually can be filed two and sometimes three times between settings.
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edge file so as not to make square
gullets between the teeth.
it 'Gil
WR ONG
File every other tooth in this manFig. No. 59. Proper Way to File
ner, then take the blade out of the
vise, reverse it, and again tighten it in the vise, and file the remaining teeth.
It is well to take the same number of strokes with the file on the face as well
as on the top of the teeth, as this will preserve their shape. Do not rake the file back
across the teeth, as this will ruin the file, and
do poor filing. It will take a little practice
to learn to file the saw perfectly, and it
, '///7
4-414r

,q7,47g
ABOUT 5

Fig. No. 60. How to File ''Back'' of
Rip Saw Tooth

will help greatly if a new blade is examined
closely to see how it has been filed and
then follow the example as closely as possible.
Proper Set of Blade

Set gives the saw clearance and prevents
its binding in the saw kerf.
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Fig. No. 61. Top View of File
When Fling - Back - of Rip Saw
Tooth
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Fig . No. 62. Filing Face of
Tooth

There are two ki nds of set. They are the
swage set and spring set. See Figure 63.
The swage set is a method of upsetting and
broadening the points of the teeth so they cut a
kerf of suffcient size to allow the body of the
blade to clear. It is seldom used on small saw
blades, but is used on
larger saw blades in
manufacturing plants.
The spring set is
used quite extensively
on small saw blades
and any one of several
methods of producing
this set may be used.
When the spring set is
used the points of the
teeth are bent to the
Spring
Swage
side, one tooth being
Set

Set

Fig. No. 63. Types of Set

bent to one side and
the next bent to the
other and so on until
all of the teeth have
been set. Some of the
best devices for producing spring set have
a conical-shaped center
which adjusts itself to
any size of bore the
blade may have. This
center cone is adjustFig. No. 65. A-Z Set
able laterally also, so
that any diameter of blade may be set. At the
outer end of the device is an anvil over which the
tooth is hung to give the desired effect. Some
have a plunger mounted directly over the anvil,
and this plunger when struck with a hammer will
bend the point of the tooth downward, giving it
the required set. Figure 64. Every other tooth
is set in this manner, then the blade is turned over
and the remaining half of the teeth are set in the
same manner.

Fig. No. 61. Saw Set

A-Z Set
The device for producing the A-Z set has a special anvil which imparts
not only a bend, but also a twist to the extreme point of the tooth. A blade
set with this device will cut very smoothly, whether it has fine or coarse
teeth. This device has no plunger but
the tooth is struck with a small hammer.
See Figure 65. The twist produced by
this set causes the tooth to have a shearing action on the stock, with the result
that it cuts very easily and smoothly.
Other devices for producing the
spring set are shown in Figure 66.
Jointing the Saw Tceth
After several filings, sonic teeth will
become shorter than others and as the
long teeth will do most of the cutting,
it is necessary to joint the teeth, that is
bring the points of all the teeth to a
Fig. No. 66. Mill Saw Sets
true cutting circle.
To joint the saw, place the blade on
the arbor and adjust the table so that
the teeth project very slightly above it,
and hold an emery or oil stone flat on the
table and squarely across the revolving
blade as is shown in Figure 67. This will
cut off the points of the long teeth very
rapidly. Stop the blade and examine the
teeth, if they need more jointing, lower
the table very slightly and repeat the
process. When all the teeth have been
brought to a true circle, the saw must be
filed and set.
Fig. No. 67. Jointing of Blade

Gumming

After a blade has been filed many
times the teeth become too short to cut well. The process of grinding out
the gullets is called gumming. Gumming is done by holding the blade
against an emery wheel which has been specially made for this purpose.
When gumming with an emery wheel, the operation should be performed
by going around the saw several times, in order to prevent excessive heating of any one spot on the rim. The depth of gullet and the pitch of the
tooth should be marked off on the blade so that all teeth may be ground to
uniform size and shape.
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Filing Cross-Cut Saws
Cross-cut saws are used to sever the fibers of the wood across the grain.
Care should be taken in filing a saw blade to keep the teeth of uniform size,
not one large or small, one up or down. Unless the
teeth are regular the set can never be regular either.
The size of the teeth in cross-cut saws, depends on
Fig. No. 68
the class of work which the saw is to perform, on the
Cutoff Saw Teeth
size of material which is to be cut, and on the speed
at which the cutting is to be done. For small,
fine tooth saws, the shape of the teeth shown in
Figure 68 give good results. Each tooth should
have the proper amount of bevel, and this bevel
should be alike on each tooth. The correct bevel
is determined by the kind of work for which the
saw is intended.
If the blade is not hollow ground, it must be
set for clearance. If the saw does not need jointFig. No. 69. Proper Way
ing to bring it up to a true cutting circle, the
To Hold File
teeth may be set before filing. The same procedure as setting the rip saw may be followed
in setting the cut-off saw, only greater care is necessary because the teeth
are much smaller.
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to the grain of the wood. It cuts very smoothly, and is especially suited for
mitering. The shape of the teeth is shown in Figure 70. Instead of setting
the teeth to give side clearance, these saws are often taper ground, or in
other words, the cutting edge is made heavier than the body of the blade as
is shown in Figure 71. The small teeth are the cutters, which sever the
fibers of the wood, and the
N\N\A/\/\/\/∎/‘large teeth are the rakers, which
plane out the V left by the cutters, and so permit them, the
rakers, to advance faster and with
less friction.
Fig. No. 72. Style of Tooth of
Outside Dado Cutter
In filing such saws, it is proper
to file the raker teeth 1/64 inch
shorter than the cross-cutting teeth. This method permits the side cutters to advance, and sever the fibers
ahead of the teeth which rake out the cuttings. The cutting teeth may be filed very similar to the cut-off teeth.
Saws that are hollow ground should only be used
for work that requires very smooth cutting. Always
change saws for rough work and save this saw for the
finest work. Time is actually saved by changing saws,
for it takes much longer to file a saw than it does to
change from one to another.

The amount of set should be just sufficient to give the blade enough
Dado Head
clearance to prevent
CUTTING TEETH friction. Some cut-off
The outside cutters of a dado head are usually Fig. No. 73. Swage
of Inside Cutter
hollow ground and
need
no
set.
On
some
dado saws
saws
are
hollow
AKER TOOTH
A\
every
other
ground, and these regroup of crossquire no set.
cut teeth is beveled from one side,
A 6 inch
and the alternate groups beveled
slim taper,
from the other side. See Figure 72.
three- cornered
A little study of these teeth will enfile is usually
Fig. No. 70. Combination or Novelty Saw
able anyone to file them correctly.
the right size
The raker or cleaner teeth,
for filing
which are the large teeth, should not
small circular cut-off saws with fine teeth. Place the blade in the
filing vise. Place the file at about 30° on the vertical blade with
be beveled, but filed straight and
square across the face of the teeth
the handled end of the file sloped down about 10° below the level
and should be 1/64 inch shorter than
position. File every alternate tooth, then reverse the saw in the
vise and file the remaining teeth. See Figure 69.
the cross cut teeth.
The inside cutters, Figure 73
are swaged quite a distance down
Combination or Novelty Saw
the front of the cutters, and will
Fig. No. 71
not need reswaging. File the top of
The combination rip and cross-cut, or novelty saw is used where smooth
Fig. No. 74. How to Place
the tooth only, and remove the burr
Inside Cutters
cutting is required, whether the cut is lengthwise, crosswise, or at an angle
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on the front of the tooth with a light touch of a file. The same number of
strokes with the file on the teeth of the outside and inside cutters will keep
the cutters balanced properly.
When placing the cutters on the arbor, be sure that
the swage on the inside cutter, Figure 73, is placed
next to the open space between the sections of teeth on
the outside cutters. Figure 74. If more than one inside cutter is used, they should be spaced equally. This
is important. See Figure 74.

Moulding Cutter Knives
The cutter knives should be of the best "high speed" steel, properly
hardened and accurately ground. See Figure 76. Such knives will stay
sharp for a long time and outlast carbon steel blades 4 to 7 times. The
proper steel and the accuracy of grinding is a feature that is overlooked
quite often when selecting a moulding cutter. There are carbon steel knives
on the market, and these being much softer than high speed steel knives,
quickly lose their edge and require sharpening quite often. This re-sharpening is a difficult task, because the knives must be kept of uniform shape and
size, in order that the cutterhead be in perfect balance.
A solid cutterhead made out of one piece is usually made of carbon
steel. Should you accidentally drop it, some part of its teeth may be broken
off with the result that the cutter might become useless and unbalanced. A
brand new cutter must then be bought at very great expense.
Also, if you use one part of the combination cutter more than other parts
of it, and it becomes dull, you must re-grind the full tooth thereby snortening
the life of the whole cutter.
High speed knives that are
properly hardened and ground
are always the best. They can
be whetted with an oil stone
Moulding
Cutter
Fence
Fig. No. 77.
when dull, and they seldom require re-grinding. These knives will produce many thousands of feet of
moulding before they are dull, and they cost so little that it is very economical to purchase a new set rather than try to re-grind them. In this
respect, they are like razor blades, which too are cheaper to discard than to
re-grind.

Fig. No. 75
Moulding Cutter

Moulding Cutter
The moulding cutter shown in Figure 75, is one
of the most useful tools in the workshop. It enables
the craftsman to shape a large variety of mouldings
on the edges and ends of boards speedily and safely.

The ordinary shaper is one of the most dangerous machines used in woodworking shops, and should only be used by skilled mechanics. The moulding

cutter, however, will cut mouldings and some curved work with !ittle danger
to the operator. The following points of design and construction should be
considered when buying a moulding cutter:
It should be perfectly balanced so it will not vibrate and make wavy
mouldings. It should
run in a true cutting
circle so that each
knife will do its
share of cutting.
The knives should
be accurately maCUTTER A
CUTTER B
CUTTER C
CUTTER D
chined, and be held
at the correct angle.
The knife holding device should
lock the knives in
place firmly without
the necessity of adCUTTER E
CUTTER F
CUTTER H
justing or special
CUTTER J
setting and lining
Fig. No. 76. Different Shapes of Knives
up of the knives.
On some cutter heads the knives must be lined up and set in place individually. This is a very difficult task, and consumes a great amount of time.
A moulding cutter head with a good self-locking knife and automatic aligning device will save much time and inconvenience. Figure 75 shows a cutter head which holds three knives. This cuts much smoother than one with
two knives, because 50% more cuts per minute are produced with three
knives. That means that if the head has a speed of 3,400 R. P. M. a twoknife cutter will produce 6,800 cuts per minute, whereas a three knife cutter
will produce 10,200 cuts per minute.
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Fence
A good gauge or fence is necessary to guide the wood while shaping.
This fence must be arched in the center as is shown in Figure 77, to give
clearance to the head when the knives project above the table to their highest
point. Another feature of this fence is that It can be set over any part of
the head, and easily locked there. This permits the exposure of any portion
of the knives outside of the fence, and hence, the production of mouldings
of many different shapes. A moulding cutter fence must be made so that it
can be used on
either side of the
head as is shown
in Figure 78.
This is necessary
to produce a
large variety of
shapes.
A board can
be screwed or
clamped to this
Fig. No. 78. Fence Guides Work on Either Side
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fence to reduce the arched opening for shaping small or thin pieces.
The fence should be rigid so it will not spring, and should clamp up
firmly and be parallel to the head. An adjustment should be provided for
squaring up the fence, if, through accident, it is sprung out of line with
the head.
The fence should reach the full length of the table. For shaping
part of a long piece, as in fluting a cabinet leg, a board with stop blocks
may be fastened to the fence to giv e the correct length to the shaped section.

CHAPTER V
OPERATING THE CIRCULAR SAW
Ripping

The simplest operation on a circular saw is ripping stock to required
widths. See that the saw blade projects above the table only slightly more
than the thickness of the piece to
be ripped. It is not good practice
to have the blade projecting high
above the stock. It will cut best if
it projects no more than 1/4 in.
above the stock. The rip gauge
should be moved to the desired dis-44
•
tance from the blade, and then securely tightened. Before starting
the saw, see that the guard is over
Fig. No. 81. Plain Ripping
the blade, and securely fastened in
place. The saw may then be started
and the stock placed against the fence and pushed forward steadily allowing
the blade to pass through it as shown in Figure 81. Do not feed the stock
through with a series of jerks, nor too rapidly. Give the saw a chance to cut
freely.
If narrow pieces are being ripped, always use a push stick of the kind
shown in Figure 82. This stick has
a V notch in the end which is placed
against the piece that is being
ripped. It is better for the saw to
gash the push stick than your hand.
Do not reach over the saw. To rip
or cross cut stock, use a rip gauge
or miter cut-off gauge.
Once the cut has been started,
do not let loose of the stock. Hold
the piece with the hands or push
stick until the entire cut has been
made. If the piece is not held it is
Fig. No. 82. Ripping Short and
Narrow Pieces With a Push Stick
liable to be thrown back toward the
operator. Always stop the saw to
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Fig. No. 79. Actual Shapes Cut with 4 Kinds of Knives Namely Cutters, A, B, C and D.
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make adjustinetzts, especially u'hen tilting the table.
11

Fig. No. 80.

Examples of Table Tops, Using Moulding Cutter On a Circular Saw
About lh Actual Size
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Taper Ripping

Sometimes it is desirable to rip boards on a taper, that is, the pieces
wanted are to be narrower on one end than on the other. They are to be
67
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wedge shaped. This type of work may also be done with the rip saw.
Make a form with the correct taper and place the board against this
form. The form rides against the rip fence, and the form and the board
are pushed past the saw blade as in ordinary
ripping. Figure 83 shows how taper ripping
may be done. (A) is the saw table, (B) the
saw blade, (C) the rip gauge or fence, (D)
the form with a projecting lug on its smaller
end to place the end of the board against,
and (E) is the piece being cut.

A little block as shown at G, Figure 83, should be set in this form at the
end, flush with the bottom surface to support the point of the taper. This
block prevents the leg from rocking on the saw table. Forms of this kind
may be cut on the band or scroll saw.
Another jig for tapering square legs for cabinets and tables is shown in
Figure 85. If for example, the leg is to have a square section at its upper
end 4 inches from the end, and tapers on all four sides to the other end to
the extent of 1/4 inch, make the notches in the jig
1/4 inch deep.
Square a line all around one leg 4 inches from
A
the top. Place the other end of the leg in the inner
notch as shown in Figure 85 at C. Measure the
combined width of the leg, and jig at the 4 inch
line on the leg, and set the ripping fence this distance from the saw blade.
Rip two adjoining sides, then place these side
cuts successively in the other notch and rip the remaining two sides. See D, Figure 85.
The leg is now tapered equally on all four
sides, and may be sanded or planed smooth.

The same method may be used for tapering short legs for benches or stools. See
Figure 84. If the legs are to be tapered on
all four sides, two forms are necessary. Before tapering, the legs should be square and
all cut to the desired length. The forms may
be made of any kind of lumber. Make the
first form as shown at D. With the use of
this form, two sides of the leg may be tapered. After cutting one side, turn the leg

A- -Saw Table
B—Saw Blade
C- - Rip Gauge

Bevel Ripping
To rip stock on a bevel, it is necessary to tilt
the table to the angle required for the bevel. Set
the rip gauge the correct distance from the blade,
and proceed as in square ripping. This is shown in
Figure 86. Combined taper and bevel ripping may
be accomplished by tilting the table, and placing
the stock in a form as in square tapering. Such a
form is shown in Figure 83.

I)
Stock-

Fig. No. 83. Taper Ripping
Using a Templet

one quarter turn so that
a straight edge of the leg is
next to the form. Now push
the leg and the form
through the saw thus cutting the second taper. This
taper adjoins the one you
cut first. Another form, of
the type shown at F in Figure 84, should be used to
taper the remaining two
sides.
Layout form F as follows: Have line X-Y the
same taper as form D. The
line Z-X is traced from a
part of a leg which has
been tapered in form D.

TAPERING

A-

EDGE V , EW Or

5 TOP

J!G

J!.

View OF JIG

C - TAPERING 2 ADJOINING SIDES
D - TAPERING 2 REMAINING SIDES

Cutting Glue Blocks
Glue blocks are usually needed in the construction of cabinet work to reinforce the joints.

A—Saw Table
B—Saw Blade
C—Rip Gauge
D—Form
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A

E—beg
F- -Form for Final Taper
G---Piece to Support Taper

Fig. No. 84. Taper Ripping Short Table Legs

Fig. No. 85. Taper
Ripping Table Legs

Fig. No. 86. Bevel Ripping

Fig.

No. 8'.

Ripping Glue Blocks
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If triangular glue blocks are needed, they may be made by ripping the stock
from which the blocks are to be made, about 1/8 wider than the thickness
of the stock as shown at A in Figure 87. Then tilt the saw table and set
the rip gauge as indicated at B in Figure 87, so the stock will be ripped
diagonally across the center. Be sure to use a push stick to feed the stock
past the blade. After bevel ripping the stock, the pieces may be cut into
short lengths for use on the project.
Resawing
Thin boards are sometimes needed when none are at hand. They may
be cut from thicker boards on the circular saw by the method commonly
called resawing. For example, if pieces
y8 inch thick and 4 inches wide are
needed, these may be made by splitting
a 1 inch board through its thickness as
shown at C, Figure 89. Lower the table
to its lowest position. (This will allow
the blade to project to its highest point
above the table.) Then set the rip gauge
so that the board will be split in the
center, and run the stock through on
edge. The pieces will be cut as shown
at A, Figure 89. Then reverse the stock,
and with the same side against the
fence, run it through the saw again.
STEP
This will cut through the other edge,
For?
as shown at C, Figure 89. If the board
CLEARANCE
is very wide so that the blade does not
reach through to the first cut, as at D,
A—SAW TABLE
the uncut section may be cut very easily
5 - SAW f3LADE
on the band saw as shown in Figure 90.
C
GAuGE•
This method is usually better than using
D SPRING
the band saw to make the entire cut, as
E - STOCK
the band saw blade has a tendency to
F - CLAMP
weave in and out from a straight line
Fig. No. 88. Resawing on
on cuts of this kind. When, however, a
Circular Saw
large part of the cut is made with the
circular saw, the band saw will follow the cuts already made and good
work will be accomplished. After sawing, the pieces should be planed
smooth on the jointer. In order to hold the stock firmly against the fence
when ripping, a spring may be used. This spring
is very helpful on a number of operations. It
may be made from a piece of board 1% inch
thick, 3 inches wide and 10 inches long. Cut
the ends off at an angle of about 30 degrees as
is shown at D-1, Figure 88. A section of the
bottom part of the end which is to be placed
nearest the fence also should be cut out. This A
is shown at D-2, Figure 88.
Fig. No. 89

This cut out section is to give clearance so that the spring end does
not bind on the table, and also so that this spring can be used for trimming
veneer, which will be described later. The cut out section should be about
A,- inch thick and 2 inches long and the full width of the spring. Next
make a series of saw kerfs with the band saw in the cut out end, leaving
a full 1/8 inch of wood extend about 4 inches from the end. At D-1, Figure
88 is shown a finished spring, which is ready to be clamped to the table so
that its forward end extends only about 1/2 inch past the front edge of the
saw blade as is shown in Figure 88. If the spring is set too far forward as
shown in Figure 91, it will force the cut section of the stock against the
side of the blade. This will cause heating and
may even spoil the blade.
The spring should be set at such a distance
from the fence that the stock may be pushed
forward quite easily.

II

I
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Cove Cutting
Cove cuts, such as are shown at G, H, I and
J, in Figure 92 may be cut on the circular saw
by clamping a straight guide piece out of parallel with the saw blade, and by running the
stock against this guide fence, taking a number
Fig. No. 90. Finishing
of light cuts.
Cut on Band Saw
Clamp the guide fence to the table with C
clamps so they will not interfere with the 'feeding of the stock. Mark the
desired curve on the end of the stock, and set the guide piece so that when
the saw blade projects, only about T1, inch above the table, the blade will
remove a portion of the center of the
marked off section. See F, Figure 92.
Run the stock through slowly, then adjust the table so that the blade will cut
about -1-1, inch more, and run through
again. This should be repeated until the
required depth of cut is obtained as shown
at G.
By noticing how the cut compares in
its curve, with the marked curve on the
end of the stock, the craftsman will know
how to adjust the guide fence to obtain
the desired cove.
If the guide fence is set a little nearer
parallel with the blade, the cut will become narrower in relation to its depth as
at I, and of course, if it is set farther away
from the parallel position, the cut will Fig. No. 91. Wrong Way to Set
become wider in relation to its depth.
Spring
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The cut obtained with this method is not a part of a true circle. It is
elliptical in shape, due to the fact that the stock approaches the blade
obliquely.
Take very light cuts, and run the stock through slowly, and use a sharp
saw blade. The coves will need sanding to make them perfectly smooth.
It is possible to obtain many varifications by the use of this method. For
instance, 2 cove mouldings may be made by cutting a cove in a flat piece
of lumber, then ripping the cove through the center. See H, Figure 92.
Other moulding may also be
made such as the one shown at J.
If the dado head is used instead
F
G
of the circular saw blade, the cut will
be similar to the one shown at K.

be squared on one end using one gauge, and then cut to the required length
using the other gauge with the stop rod. This method saves time when large
q uantities of stock are to be cut, as the operator only handles the stock
once. See Figure 93. If the stock is wide, it can be cut off by reversing
the gauge in the groove, and placing the stock against the gauge, as shown
in Figure 95.

Cut - off Sawing
0 •

To cut stock off square it is only
necessary to place the cut-off gauge
in one of the grooves in the table.
See that the gauge pointer is at zero
for square cutting, and that the table
is square with the blade. Then place
the stock against the gauge and push
the gauge and stock past the blade.
See Figure 93.
Figure 93 also indicates how the
cut-off gauge may be used on either
side of the saw blade.
If the stock is to be cut to a re-
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A-

SAW TABLE

-

SAW BLADE

C - GUIDE FENCE

1

Fig. No. 94
Using Stop Rod on Miter Gauge

Fig. No. 95. Cutting Wide Stock
with Miter Gauge Reversed

D- STOCK
E - CLAMP

Fig. No. 92. Set Up, Ready for
Cove Cutting on Circular Saw

quired length, square one end and then
set the stop rod for the required length.
Then set the squared end against this
stop and cut off the other end, thus obtaining a piece of the length desired.
See Figure 94.
If 2 gauges are used, the stock may

Fig. No. 96. Using Extension and 2 Miter Gauges for Long Stock

Fig. No. 93. Cut-off Operation
7?

When cutting off quite long or heavy lumber, it is best to use 2 gauges
joined together with a yoke.
A piece of lumber 3/4 inch by 4 inches screwed to the two gauges, as
shown at A in Figure 96, makes a sturdy gauge. A stop block may be
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clamped to this piece to take the place
of the tegular stop rod.
A section of board about 3 inches
wide may be screwed to the bottom
edge of the 3/4 inch by 4 inches piece
near the ends, as is shown at B, Figure 96, to support long stock which
is being cut off. When this gauge is
not in use, it may be hung on the wall
for future use.

NAIL
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Trimming Wide Stock

A- SAW TABLE
- SAW BLADE
C RIP GAUGE
D-

GUIDE

E-

CLAMP

F FRAME

Fig. No. 97. Frame Used for Cutting
Many Pieces to Exact Size

Where it is necessary to cut or
trim large pieces such as large veneered panels or tops in quantities,
a form may be used to good advantage,
such as is shown in Figure 98. The
form, or frame, may be made of 1
inch lumber, wide enough to give stiffness so that it will not spring. The
outside dimensions of the f r a m e
should be the exact width and length
required for the finished stock. The
frame should be put together with
half-lap joints as shown in Figure 97,

and these should be glued and screwed
together. The frame should be square
on all corners. Four large brads should
be driven in the bottom side of the
frame, and the heads clipped or filed
off so that the points project from the
frame about 1/s inch. See Figure 97.
A board about y4 inch thick, 21/2
inches wide, and 17 inches long should
be screwed to the rip gauge as shown
at J, Figure 97. This piece is to make
the rip gauge wider so that the guide
D may be clamped to it. The guide
piece D should be sawed out at the ends
to admit the clamps.
Clamp this piece to the rip gauge
about lA inch higher than the thickness of the stock to be cut, and set the
rip gauge so that the outside edge of
the guide D will be in line with the
outside edge of the saw blade.
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The stock to be trimmed should be placed face side down on any flat
surface and the form placed on top of it. See that there is some margin
between the edges of the stock and the frame, and tap the frame lightly so
the brad points will enter the stock. This prevents the frame from slipping. The saw may
now be started, and the stock run through.
The frame should ride against the guide on
the rip gauge, and it should be held against
the guide at all times. The stock may be
trimmed on all sides before removing the
frame. This is a very good method for trimming wide pieces or cutting any shape, having
straight lines, such as triangles, hexagons,
octagons, etc. One very useful form is made
in the shape of the try square, shown at H,
Figure 98. This can be used for cutting off
wide stock square with the sides. Place this
form on the back side of the stock so that
the brad points will not mar the face side.
If it is placed near the end of the stock and
tapped lightly, its edge will ride against the
guide when the piece is being cut.
Trimming Veneered Edges
D - GUIDE
A - 5Aw TABLE
To trim veneered edges on panels or tops
- SAW BLADE
E - CLAMP
with the circular saw, use a guide clamped to
F - SPRING
C RIP G AuGE
the rip gauge as shown at D in Figure 99.
G - STOCK WITH VENEER EDGE
This guide should be set above the table about
Fig. No. 99. Trimming
3/8 in. so that the veneer will pass under it
Veneered Edges
without interference as shown in the edge view,
Figure 99. Set the rip gauge so that the outside of the guide will be 14 4 in. or less beyond the outside edge of the
saw blade. The saw blade should project about y4 in. above the table.
Clamp the spring in place so it will hold the stock against the guide fence,
and yet not hold it too tightly. The spring is cut out on its under side so
that the veneered edge passes under the spring on one side, and under the
special guide fence on the other.
The saw may now be started, and the stock pushed past the blade. This
will trim one edge, then the piece is turned and the other edge is trimmed.

A- SAW TABLE

b- SAW BLADE
C - RIP GAUGE
D - Cyan
E - CLAMPS
F - FRAME
G-5 -rocn
H - FORM

/•7

Fig. No. 98. Frame in Operation
on Table of Circular Saw

Miters
Miters may be cut on the circular saw by setting the cut off gauge to
the angle required, and cutting the miter on one end of all the pieces required. Then the gauge is set in the other groove in the table, and the
setting of the miter gauge is changed to the same angle, but on the opposite
side of the zero mark. Set the stop rods for the required length of the
stock, and cut the miters on the other end of the pieces. If two gauges are
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used, they may be set at the correct angle and placed in the grooves in the
table. One gauge is used to miter one end, and the other gauge with stop
rods properly set, is used to miter the other end to the correct length. This
set-up is shown in Figure 100.

To make accurate miter cuts with the circular saw, it is very necessary
to have a good miter gauge which will not spring. The grooves in the
table must be accurately machined so that the gauge will slide without any
side motion.

It is good practice to screw a short section of a thin board to the miter
gauge. This supports the edge of the stock, and prevents the blade from chipping out the edges.
Where the outside edge of a miter joint will be
exposed to view more than the inside, it is well to
cut the miters in the manner shown in Figure 102.
To find the miter angle for varying miters, where
the degrees of the angles are unknown, and a protractor is not available, proceed as follows:
To find the miter cut at A, Figure 101, describe
the arc D-E of any radius with A as the center, then
with D and E as Centers, describe arcs F and G,
using the same radius in each case. From H, where
the arcs intersect, draw line A H which is the miter
angle required.

Miter joints may be made very smooth by sanding them after they have
been sawed. This may be done on the disc sander, which may be fastened to
the lathe spindle. The miter gauge may be set for the proper angle, and
set in place on the sanding table for this kind of work.
Fig. No. 100. Mitering

A bevel square may be set for this angle, and the miter gauge may then
be set with the bevel square.
By similar construction the miter cuts for B and C are obtained.

Fig. No. 101. How to Get Proper
Angle Without Using Protractor

To determine the angle to set the
miter gauge for mitering moulding or
parts where all angles are equal in its
construction, divide 180 by the number Fig. No. 102
of sides in its construction. For ex- Mitering Operations
ample: A frame having 4 sides and
having equal angles will require a setting of 45° on the miter gauge. A hexagon frame has 6 sides and will require a setting of 30° on the miter gauge to make a miter joint.
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The saw blade should be thick enough to give it sufficient strength so
that it will not spring, while cutting. The teeth of the saw blade should
be sharp for cutting miters. The hollow ground saw blade should be used
for this kind of work as it requires no set and cuts very smoothly. The
blade which is used for miter sawing should not be used for ripping or
rough work but should be saved for work requiring a very smooth and
accurate cut.

Compound miters may be made by tilting the saw table, and setting
the miter gauge for the angles required.
Coped Joints
Coped joints are used
mostly on the interior trim
in buildings and other
places where a mitered
joint is not satisfactory. It A
is especially suited to inFig. No. 103. Cope Joint
ternal angle work, such as
in placing base boards,
base mouldings, spring mouldings and picture mouldings. A coped joint
is one in which a section is cut out of the end of one member so that it fits
exactly over the curves, and flat surfaces of the other member.
To make this joint, (1) saw the ends of one member square, and fit it
snugly to the corner as if no other member were to be fitted there, as shown
at A, Figure 103. (2) Miter cut the second member in the regular way as if
the joint were to be mitered, as shown at B. The intersection of the slope
of the miter cut with the face of the moulding indicates the line along which
the moulding is to be cut with the scroll or band saw. (3) Cut away the
beveled surface with the scroll or band saw, following the intersecting line,
straight across the moulding with a slight undercut to insure the faces fitting
snugly as at C. If the cut is made carefully, the coped member will now
fit accurately over the member with the end cut square, and the joint will
look exactly like a mitered joint.
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Spline Miters

Doweled Miters

The spline method of reinforcing the joint is used mostly on long miters.
It is usually best to cut these miters by tilting the table to the proper angle,
and bevel cutting the stock to make the joint as shown in Figure 86.
After all the miters have been cut, set the table so that the saw will
make a kerf at right angles to the joint, and equal distance from the corners
as shown in Figure 104.
Care should be taken not to make the spline cut too deep.
If the spline cut is to be made on narrow stock the cut-off gauge should
be used to hold the piece against while cutting.
The spline should be made of a thin piece of wood cut acro.rs the grain.
and should fit the groove perfectly. See Figure 105. The miters and splines
should be glued and clamped up at one time.

In a doweled joint, holes are bored in line at a right angle with the
two surfaces to be joined together. When properly made, this joint is very
strong and rigid, but if carelessly made, the result will not be satisfactory.
Accurate alignment of the holes is necessary for a doweled miter joint
therefore great care must be taken when setting the boring machine for
boring the holes.
Besides being parallel with the sides of the wood, it is equally important
that the holes should be truly at a right angle to the joint.
The dowels may be made with the moulding cutter as shown on page 99.
Some workers flatten one side of the dowels, or cut a narrow V groove
along them, to allow the escape of air, and surplus glue, but others consider
this unnecessary. Pointing the ends slightly is recommended.
Cut the miter joints in the usual way, then bore the holes for the
dowels at right angles to the edges to be joined together. See Figure 107
which shows such a doweled miter. Use the boring machine or the boring
attachment on the lathe to bore the holes. Accurate alignment of the holes
is necessary to produce good work. Glue and
clamp all pieces at one time.
Nailed Miter

Fig. No. 104. Cutting Spline Groove

Fig. No. 105. Spline Miter

Slip Feather Miter
Cut the miter joints in the usual way, and glue and clamp the frame
together. After the glue is dry, make a saw cut in each corner of the frame
as shown in Figure 106.
Glue a piece of thin wood or veneer into
this cut, and when this is dry, trim and sand
the corners.
This method of reinforcing a mitered joint
is used on thin frames.
If the saw cut is made on the circular saw
it would be well to fasten a wide board to the
rip gauge so as to form a high guide fence
Fig. No. 106. Slip Feather Joint
to hold the frames against.
The spline should fit the groove perfectly.
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To nail a miter joint, bore the holes for the
nails in piece A, Figure 108, then place piece
B in the vise in a vertical position, apply glue
to both surfaces of the joint, place the nails
Fig. No. 107. Doweled Miter
in the holes in piece A and hold this piece so
Joint
that its end projects a little over the end of
piece B. The nails will have a tendency to draw the parts to their proper
position. Drive the nails in and they will draw the parts to their proper
position as shown in Figure 108B. Then sink the heads with a nail set. Success in making a good joint by this method depends upon getting the right
amount of offset
on piece A when
starting to nail.
If nails are
driven in from
both sides of the
0 same joint, care
must be taken
that the nails do
not come in conFig. No. 108A
tact with each
Nailed Miter
other. Such conJoint
tact often splits
Fig. No. 108B
the moulding.
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Dado Head Operations

Make the first cheek cuts with the machine set as shown at A, Figure 110.
After running all the pieces past the
blade, move the ripping fence and set it
for the second cheek cut, the face side of
the member being again held against the
fence, as shown at B, Figure 110.
Cut one tenon and fit it to the mortised piece to see that it fits snugly,
before cutting all the pieces. Make final
adjustments of the fence, if necessary and
finish the remaining pieces.
Another method of making the cheek
cuts when large quantities are needed, is
to place two saw blades of the same
diameter on the arbor with washers separating them. Iron or wood washers may
be used as spacers between the saws, and
a fine adjustment may be made by insertA
5
ing a few paper washers.
Fig. No. 110. Cheek Cuts
A few trial cuts should be made on
scrap pieces before cutting the good
pieces. See page 82 for article on dadoing tenons.

A dado head usually consists of two saws or outside cutters, and a
number of inside cutters of various thicknesses which may be placed between the outside cutters, to make the width of groove required. When
placing the cutters on
the saw arbor be sure
that the swage on the
inside cutters is next to
an opening between the
sections of teeth on the
outside cutters. See
Figure 74, page 63.
The small size dado
head will usually cut
grooves yg , 1/4 , 3/fi , and
y8 in. wide. Some will
Fig. No. 111. Cutting Spline Groove
cut grooves 3/4 in. wide.
The outside cutters can
be used singly, together or in combination with as many inside cutters as
required to cut the necessary width of groove. For very fine adjustments,
a few paper washers may be placed between the cutters.
In cutting dados, which are grooves running across the grain, the cut
off gauge is used, and in cutting grooves, which run with the grain, the rip
gauge is used to guide the stock.
When two or more boards are to be joined together. edge to edge, to
make a wide piece, as in a small table
top, grooves may be cut in the edges
of the pieces to within about 2 in. of
the ends, and splines may be glued in
these grooves to reinforce the joints, as
4111111,11371110
is shown in Figure 112.
To do the type of grooving shown
in Figure 112, a long board is fastened
to the rip gauge, as is illustrated in
Figure 111. Stop blocks are so placed
that the grooves may not extend to the
ends of the pieces being grooved.
Keep the face side of the boards next
to the fence, when grooving.
Fig. No. 112. Spline Joint
Place one end of the board to be
grooved in contact with the stop block at the front of the saw table. Let the
piece to be grooved down slowly over the dado head as shown in Figure 111.
Be sure that the face surface makes a good contact with the board fastened
to the rip gauge. Now push the stock being worked, forward, until the
other end touches the rear stop block. It is best to lay all pieces together
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Make the shoulder cuts first. Adjust the table
so that the blade projects above the
table a distance equal to the depth
of the shoulder of the tenon, and
tighten the adjusting screw to hold
the table firmly at the required
height. Set the miter gauge for a
square cut, and the stop rods for
the required length of the tenon as
is shown in Figure 109. Cut the Fig. No. 109
First Operation
shoulders on all the pieces having Tenon Cutting on
this depth of cut.
Circular Saw
To make the cheek cuts, clamp
or screw a wide board to the rip gauge, and set the gauge so that the saw
cuts outside the line indicating the cheek cut nearest the face side. The
face side of the tenoned member should always be held against the fence
for all the cheek cuts. This is done so
that the faces of the finished parts will
come as nearly flush as possible, when
assembled.
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before grooving, and mark across the face side of all pieces with a pencil. Th e
groove should be in the center of the edge of the boards. If the boards are
N in. thick, a 1/4 in. groove A, deep will be about right. The splines,
for this groove, should be a trifle less than 1/4 in. thick and 1 in. wide. This
will give a little clearance at the bottom of the groove.
The splines should be rounded at the ends to fit the grooves, as indicated
in Figure 112. Glue the splines and
the edges of the pieces and clamp
together at one time.
This method, if done carefully,
makes a strong joint, and does not
spoil the appearance of the ends of
the top. All glued joints should
dry at least overnight before they
are surfaced or sanded.
Fig. No. 113
Cutting Short
Tenon with Dado
Head

It is good practice to cut a trial piece of the same thickness to see
the mortise before tenoning the good pieces. This method is
it
how fits
much faster than cutting
the cheeks and shoulders
with the saw blade. Short
tenons may be made as
shown in Figure 113.
The dado cutterhead is a
time-saver when grooving or
COMBINATION RABDET xxo MOO JOINT
RABBET JOINT
rabbeting stock for drawer
construction. See Figure 115.
Other cuts which may be
made with the dado head are
shown in Figure 116. Whenever grooving work is needed
DRAWER CONSTRUCTION
the dado head will prove to
Fig. No. 115. Dado Cuts
be a valuable tool.

side.

in Drawer Construction

Safety Hints For the Circular Saw

Cutting Tenons With Dado Head

One of the quickest and best ways
of making tenons where no special
tenoning machine is available is on
the circular saw, using the dado head
to make the cuts. For example, if a
tenon 3/3 in. thick and 11/2 in. long is
to be made on a piece of lumber 11/8
in. thick, place a dado head on the
saw arbor, and set the table so the
dado head will project % in. above
the table, set the rip gauge on the
right side of the dado head 11 2 in. (or
length of tenon) from the left side of
the dado head: Set the miter gauge
for a square cut and place it in the
left groove of the table. This completes the set-up. For the first cut,
place the piece to be tenoned flat on
the table, keeping one edge against
the miter gauge, and one end against
the rip gauge as shown at A in Figure
114. After the first cut, the piece
should be moved to the left, as shown
at B and C, and as many cuts may be
made as necessary. The piece may
then be turned over to cut the other
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(ZIP GAUGE

RIP GAUGE

Fig. No. 114. Cutting Tenons
with Dado Head

There are several things that should be watched after a saw is received
and put in use, in order to decrease the liability of accident, and at the
same time, insure better
production from the saw.
First—Before turning
on the power the saw
should be examined to
see that it has been tightened on the arbor. It
should also be revolved
by hand to make sure that
it clears the slot in the
table and that it runs
freely. See that no loose
material has been left on
the table which might be
jarred into the blade.
Second—If the material to be cut has been
used before, examine it
carefully to make sure
Fig. No. 116. Other Examples of Dado Work
that it is free of nails or
other metal.
Third—The operator of a circular saw should stand to the side of the
board as it is being cut. Do not permit any onlooker to stand directly in
front of the saw.
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Fourth Do not remove the guards and operate the saw without them.
They fail to perform their function if removed, or if improperly adjusted.
Use a push stick when the work is too small to be held safely with the hand.
Fifth—Always use a guide to hold the stock against when sawing. It is
dangerous to cut material without supporting it against a guide fence.
Sixth—Be sure to have good light when operating any machinery, and
do not allow your attention to be diverted to something else while using
a saw.
Seventh Torn or ragged clothing is dangerous. The ragged edges of
shirts, coats, jumpers, etc., may catch and cause the operator to be pulled
over to the danger point. Frayed, torn and ragged gloves or mittens frequently catch on saws or stock and cause the workman's fingers or hand to
be drawn in and injured. Loose neckties which hang down over the work
should not be worn while operating a machine.
Eighth—The operator should never reach over the revolving saw for
anything. Then, too, the floor should be in good condition and be kept clean
to prevent slipping or falling while operating a machine.
Ninth—Spacing of machinery should be given proper consideration.
There should be ample room around the machines so that the processes may
be carried on safely without interference. When long material is to be cut
see that there is enough space to allow the stock to pass the saw without
striking anything.
Tenth—Bring the saw to a full stop before making such adjustments as
tilting the table, or when oiling and cleaning the machine. Practice carefulness.

CHAPTER VI
HOW TO USE A MOULDING CUTTER
The construction of the moulding cutter is described on page 64. With
the introduction of the moulding cutter a new field of beauty and character
in the construction of cabinet work was opened. It is only recently that a
good moulding cutter has been developed to be used on a small circular
saw arbor.
The average vertical spindle shaper is a dangerous machine and should
be operated only by skilled mechanics. The moulding cutter,
however, is much safer and it
PG-EE
REvER5E OGEE
OGEE
can be used by anyone, as the
largest part of the cutter is below the table, and the part
COVE
BEAD
ROUND EDGE
above is mostly covered by the
guide fence.
Before the moulding cutter
SCOTIA
THUMP
OVOLO
was developed, the craftsman
was often disappointed with the
appearance of the articles
COVE A ot3EAD BEAD. COVE RABBET
which he made, as they usually
had a home-made appearance.
The moulding cutter, however,
BEVEL
FLUTE
GROOVE
makes it possible to make furniture as artistic and attractive
35D
0
as any factory can make it.
ROUND ,ROUNO ',R OUND
MITER
When the craftsman makes
Fig. No. 117. Common Shapes of nnilding
his own mouldings, it is possible for him to select wood that
matches the rest of the piece both in grain and color so that a pleasing
appearance will be given to the finished product.
He may also work out mouldings to suit his own artistic taste. If possible, the mouldings should be of the same kind and texture of wood as the
principal wood used in the article on which the moulding is to be used.
Where it is necessary to use a substitute, select a wood with the grain as
near like the rest of the project as possible, so it will take about the same
finish. The shape of the moulding also should harmonize with the general
outline of the main piece. If that has straight lines, a moulding of angular
shape with alternating flat surfaces may be used, while if the project has
curved lines, the moulding should be made largely of curved lines.
The size of the moulding in all cases depends on its location on the
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piece, and also on the size of the object. In general, broad surfaces and
deep angles take heavier mouldings than narrow surfaces and shallow angles.
Thus, a table top, because it is larger than its base, can take a heavier moulding than the base. Where the base of a piece of furniture is as heavy as
its upper portion, as in a chest, a better artistic balance will be obtained if
the base moulding is more massive.
Mouldings are either plain or carved and are made in a variety of shapes.
Figure 118 shows a variety of carved mouldings and Figure 79 shows a
variety of plain mouldings.
Some of the most common mouldings are: the band, the sunk or raised
fillet, the round shapes such as quarter and half round, the bead, the hollow

of the grain. This condition can be partly overcome by feeding the stock
very slowly and taking a number of light cuts. A three knife head has an
advantage over the two knife type, because the three knife head produces
more knife cuts per minute. For example, if the arbor rotates at the rate
of 3,400 R. P. M., a two knife head will produce 6,800 knife cuts per
minute, while the three knife head will produce 10,200 knife cuts in the
same period of time.
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Fig. No. 118. Carved Mouldings

shapes or cove mouldings, and the combination round and hollow mouldings
called - cyma" and ''o-gee." (See Figure 117.)
Carved mouldings are used quite extensively either for border mouldings or decorations.
The making of carved mouldings with the moulding cutter is explained
on page 102.
In addition to cutting mouldings the cutterhead may be used to shape
the edges of pieces of furniture. Some of the forms which
may be thus produced are shown in Figure 120. While
the moulding cutter may be used to make most of the
shapes required, in the average workshop, it cannot be
used to shape the inside edges of circular parts, such as
the inside curves of the table top shown in Figure 119.
The moulding cutter is quite inexpensive, although
it does perfect work, producing smooth and accurate shapes.
Fig. No. 119
It is much safer than any other equipment for shaping,
and is almost indispensable in the workshop.
When shaping end grain of wood, whether a shaper or a moulding cutter
is being used, the cut is usually not as smooth as cuts made in the direction
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Fig. No. 120. Examples of Table Tops which may be shaped with the
Moulding Cutter

How to Assemble the Moulding Cutter
To set the knives in the head shown in Figure 121, insert the wrench in
the hollow-head, set screw, and remove the screw. Then place one of the

Fig. No. 121

Fig. No. 122

Fig. No. 123

knives of a set in the cutterhead so that the lower edge of the knife is
about 1/2 in. from the bottom of the slot. Next insert the set screw so that
the edge of its head swings into the hole in the knife as shown at A, Figures
122, and 123. By tightening this screw with the wrench the knife is pulled
into place, and it is automatically lined up for cutting at the same time.
Before tightening the screw be sure that there is no saw-dust or foreign
matter at the bottom of the slot.
Repeat this operation for each of the remaining knives.
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Be sure all the knives go to the bottom of the slots. Do not file the
slots or change any part of the knives. The knives will be in perfect alignment when the screws are tight without any special adjusting on this type
of head.
When the knives are securely in place in the cutter head, change the
insert piece on the table to the one furnished with the cutterhead. This
should, of course, be fastened in place with the insert screws. Take the
saw blade off the arbor. Place the thick collar furnished with the cutterhead on the saw arbor first. Then put the cutterhead on the saw arbor
with the knives pointing toward the front of the machine. Next put the thin
washer on and then put on and tighten the nut. Figure 124 shows how the
assembly is to be made. Then remove the rip gauge and attach the special
shaper fence furnished with the cutterhead. As shown in Figure 77, page 65,
this fence or gauge is arched where it passes over the cutters.

waste wood of the same thickness as the pieces to be shaped. You can then
see if the set-up is correct and make any final adjustments that may be
necessary before shaping any good parts. For shaping the moulding, hold
the stock flat on the
table with the edge of
the stock against the
guide fence as shown
at C, Figure 126. Push
the stock f o r ward
C
A
slowly a n d steadily.
Avoid using a jerky
Fig. No. 126
motion, and always
push the stock forward. If the piece is fed backward over the cutter, it is likely to be caught

How to Operate a Moulding Cutter

To illustrate how the table and fence are adjusted to cut any particular
moulding, let us suppose it is desired
to cut a moulding like that shown at A,
Figure 126. To shape this moulding use
face (1) of cutter A, Figure 125. Adjust the fence and the table so that
enough of that part of the knife marked
X and Y, at B, Figure 126, projects to
cut the desired moulding •
In adjusting the table and fence,
sight from the front of the machine,
placing the eye level with the table.
Turn the cutter slowly to determine its
highest point. The various parts of the exposed portion of the cutter that
project above the table and outside of the fence when a knife is turned to
its highest point, determine the shape of the moulding.
c,
Sight along the
EP
n CPU
l*cps5r c cpc, - side of the moulding
4-) cutter fence and set
and tighten it in position so that the part
of the knives required
CUTTER A
CUTTER B
CUTTER C
for the shape to be
CUTTER 13
cut will be exposed at
0-43
the side of the fence.
See B in Figure 126.
With the cutter thus
set, the machine is
ready to make a trial
cut. Start the maCUTTER E
CUTTER F
CUTTER -I
CUTTER J
chine and make a first
Fig. No. 125
cut on a piece of
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and thrown violently and may injure the operator.
The surfaces of the stock which slide against the fence and the table must
be smooth and straight
to insure a clean cut
job. Do not use warped
or twisted stock as it
will not lie solidly on
the table, and hence
will not produce good
A
moulding. The edge of
the stock should be
straight in its length
and square with the
sides. It is well to joint
the edges of the stock
before shaping. The
Fig. No. 127. Taking Successive Cuts
stock should also be of
the same thickness throughout its length. Straight grained stock, free from
knots and checks, makes the best moulding. Some mouldings can be finished
in one cut, for instance, those made with face (1) of cutter A, face (4)
of cutter C or faces (6) and (7) of cutte r D. (See Figure 125). Large
mouldings such as those made by
face (2) of Cutter A, face (3) of
cutter B, face (5) of Cutter C or
face (8) of Cutter D, must be
made by cutting a little at a time.
For example, if the moulding
shown at A, Figure 127, is required, a set of style C cutters
must be placed in the cutterhead,
and this assembly must then be
---NuP B
mounted on the arbor as in the -- -Li) A
Fig. No. 128. Watch Grain of Wood
previous set-up. Adjust the table
`1
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for the correct depth of cut, then set the guide fence as shown at B in Figure
127, so that only part of the desired shape is made at first. The dotted line
on the stock indicates the final
shape. After making the first
cut, move the fence to the left so
that a little more stock will be
/
removed as shown at C in Figure 127. After making the second cut, set the fence for the
/
final cut, then run the stock
over the cutters and the rer/
quired shape will be completed
as shown at D, Figure 127. Always stop the machine when
/
/A making adjustments.
Wherever possible, run the
piece over the cutterhead so
that the knives will cut with the
grain of the wood as shown at
A, in Figure 128, not against
Fig. No. 129. Strip Moulding Work
the grain as shown at B.
Strip Moulding
17

L

r,

/I/

/

The best way to make narrow moulding, also called strip moulding, is
to shape both edges of a board as shown in Figure 129,
then rip the shaped section off with the circular saw, as
indicated in Figure 130. The edges of the board which
is left can be jointed and more moulding can be made
from it, if the board is wide enough. It is well to shape
the edges of enough lumber to make the required amount
of moulding before changing the set-up to rip the moulding off. This will prevent any variation in size and shape
Fig. No. 13o

STYLE F
KNIFE

0
Fig. No. 131. How to Make Strip Moulding
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of the moulding for that particular job, thus making the fitting of the moulding much easier. By shaping the edges of wide lumber, a much smoother
and more accurate job can be done than by shaping the narrow strips, because the wider board can be
held more securely against the
table and fence. It will, therefore, not spring away from the
cutter and make uneven mouldings, as is sometimes the case
when attempts are made to
shape thin strips. Usually the
strips have to be cut from wider
lumber anyway, hence much
better results will be obtained
if the edges are shaped before
1g for Strip Moulding
the strip is ripped off.
Fig. No. 132.
If the moulding must be
made of thin strips, they may be held while shaping by a moulding jig as
shown in Figure 132. For example, if a screen moulding 4 5„ in. thick and
Y8 in. wide like the one shown at A in Figure 131 is to be cut out of thin
strips, the first step would be to make a proper jig. This can be made of
a piece of straight 2x4, about 17 inches long. Joint all sides straight and
square, then place the dado head on the saw arbor, and cut a groove in the
edge of the stock -,(1, in. deep and y8 in. wide, as shown
at B in Figure 131. Nail a piece of thin lumber (not
plywood) over the groove and make it flush with the edges
of the form as shown at C. Be careful not to drive the
small nails where they might come in contact with the
knives. Rip the strips so they will pass through the
groove in the form without binding. Place the moulding
cutterhead with the clover leaf knives, as shown at F,
on the saw arbor. Then raise the table so that the cutterhead and the knives are below the surface of the table.
Clamp the jig to the moulding cutter guide fence as
shown at D in Figure 131, and set the guide so that the
groove in the form centers over the knives. Start the
Fig. No. 133
machine and lower the table slowly by means of the hand
crank until the knives cut far enough through the thin piece on the bottom
of the form to cut the full pattern of the moulding. Stop the machine and
turn the arbor by hand to bring the knives to their highest position. The
knives can be seen by sighting through the groove toward the light. If they
are not cutting deep enough, start the machine and adjust the table until the
knives will cut the full clover leaf moulding properly.
Then feed the strips through the slot as shown in Figure 132. This form
acts as a guide, a hold-down and a safety guard. The grain of the wood
should be observed closely and the strips fed through so that the knives will
cut with the grain. The operator should stand to one side of the work and
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should not let loose of the strip while the cutters are in contact with it. if
you let go, the cutter might grab the strip and throw it back with great force.
By clamping the jig to the guide fence, it is easy to line it up and adjust
it accurately. This method is better than clamping the jig to the table because the groove is always in line with the knives on account of the jig being

WOOD INSERT
PIECE

Fig. No. 134. Special Table Insert

Fig. No. 135. Special Table Insert

clamped directly to the fence. The board also may be secured to the fence
with screws, instead of being clamped as described in the foregoing.
This jig may be saved for future use whenever mouldings of this pattern
are needed.
As mentioned before, these mouldings could have been shaped on the
edges of boards and then ripped off much easier than they can be made of
strips.
How to Make Special Table Insert Pieces
When cutting certain mouldings which require only a small portion of
the knives to project above the table, it is best to make a special wooden
table insert piece which fits up close to the knives. See Figures 134 and 135.
Such an insert will prevent the ends of the
stock from dropping into the large opening
around the cutterhead. Another advantage
of a close fitting insert piece is that the machine is much safer to operate.
New insert pieces may be made from 1/4 in.
lumber. Plywood should not be used for this
Fig. No. 136. Combination
purpose however, because the knives usually
Moulding
tear out the under side of plywood inserts.
Cut the pieces the correct size for the opening
in the table and bore and counter-sink the holes for the screws. The regular
metal insert may be used as a pattern for the size and to locate the holes.
Raise the table and screw this blank insert in place. Turn the arbor by hand
to see that the knives do not strike, then start the machine and let the table
down very slowly and the knives will cut their own opening in the insert.
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Do not lower the table any farther than necessary to make the required
moulding cut. The insert will then fit up close to the knives and support
the stock, besides covering a large part of the cutterhead. See Figures 134
and 135
Inserts may be made for each style of
moulding which requires only a small opening, in the table. These may be saved and
used when similar cuts are to be made. When
a large opening is required in the insert for
large moulding, the regular metal insert furnished with the moulding cutter may be used.
See Figure 133.
How to Make Moulding Requiring
Combination Cuts
On some shapes of moulding, it is necessary to make part of the shape with one set
of knives and part with another set. For
example, if a moulding or shaped edge is required like the one shown in Figure 136, the
first cut is made as shown at B, Figure 137.
This is merely a preliminary cut to remove
some of the material. The dotted line on the
wood indicates the profile of the finished
moulding. The gauge is then moved farther
to the left as shown at C for the second cut.
For the third and final cut, a different set of
knives is used. The gauge is set to the right
of the cutterhead, and the stock is run through
on edge as shown at D.
Aonther example of such a compound cut

Fig. No. 137. Example of
Combination Cuts

SURFACE

X

H—SURFACE
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Fig. No. 138. Example of Combination Cuts

is shown in Figure 138. The dotted line in the third step indicates where
the moulding is to be ripped off after the piece has been shaped. In this
drawing, the moulding is shaped on the edge of a piece of stock, but it
would be better to use stock wide enough to make two mouldings and shape
both edges, then rip the piece in the center. In this way, no stock will be
wasted.
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A large variety of sha'pes can be produced with only a few sets of knives.
The saw table can be tiltec, as shown in Figure 142 for making a still greater
variety of shapes. In fact, over 150
different shapes have been made, using only the four sets of knives shown
at A, B, C, and D in Figure 125.
Shaping Table Tops
When shaping the edges of a
table top or any article where part of
the cut is on end grain of the wood,
start by running one end past the
cutter first. See Figure 139. For
example, in Figure 139, make the
cut from A to B first, then B to C,
then C to D and finally D to A. By
$I
following around the top in this manner the knives are less likely to tear
Fig. No. 139. Shaping Table Top
out or sliver the last part of the cut.

A
Fig. No. 140. How to Prevent Splintering of Table Top

Take light cuts on end grain to prevent
making a rough job or slivering the
edges.
When an ovolo shape as shown at
A in Figure 140 is required for the
edge of a table or cabinet top, the
knives have a tendency to chip the edge
WORK

FE NCE

-SAW TABLE
45 .

Fig. No. 141
Shaping Eliptical Table Top

Fig. 142. Table Tilted
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at X on the end grain. This is because the knives are cutting square across
the end fibers of the wood. A good way to prevent roughness or chipping is
to make a saw cut with the circular saw at point X as shown at B in Figure
140. The saw cut should be about 1-1, in. deep,
A and although it is only needed across the ends
of the top, the sides may be cut as well. When
the saw cuts have been made, shape the edge
END VIEWcqoss SECTIONin the usual manner, only be careful to set
the guide fence so that the edge of the knives
Fig. No. 143
enter the saw cut as shown at C in Figure
140. A saw cut can be made in oval or circular tops in the same manner
if the cut is not made too deep.
Figure 141 shows how to shape the edge of circular or elliptical work.
Guide the piece along the fence
in a circular motion. Go over
the same portion several times
to make sure a full pattern of
the shape has been cut corb
•
A
rectly. Figure 120 shows a few
designs of table tops and the
shapes of edges which may be
made with the moulding cutter.
A table top can be made to
appear quite thick by shaping
the edges and then making and
D
gluing a narrow piece of mouldFig. No. 144. Shaping Thick Table Top
ing to the under side of the
table as shown in Figure 143 where A is the table top and B is the thin
moulding below. The same method may be used in making many other
shapes where a heavier appearance is desirable.
A good shape for a thick table or a cabinet
top is shown in Figure 144 at A. This is not
a difficult shape to cut. The first cut is made
as shown at B using a set of style C knives
in the cutterhead. The second cut is shown at
C using a set of style B knives. The third cut
is shown at D using a set of style A knives.
The ends of narrow stock may be shaped
with the aid of the miter gauge as shown in
Figure 145. By holding a piece of scrap wood
between the gauge and the stock, the edge of
the stock will not be chipped out or slivered.
See Figure 145.
A good way of holding the piece being
shaped so it does not lift from the table is
to clamp apiece of a board to the guide fence
just high enough from the table to let
the stock pass under it easily as shown in
Fig. No. 145
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Figure 146. In addition to holding the work down, it acts as a safety guard.
Shaping Thin Stock
When shaping stock which is less than 3% in. in thickness, or very
short stock, it is well to fasten a piece of
board to each side of the guide fence as
shown in Figure 147 and 148. This is to
prevent the edge of the thin or short stoc':
from catching in the arched part of the
guide fence. If the fence has no holes for
this purpose, they may be drilled through.
Two soft wood boards 3/4 in. thick, 3 in.
wide and as long as the fence, will make
good auxiliary boards for the guide fence.
Bore and countersink the screw holes in
Fig. No. 146
one of the boards. Place wood screws
about 2 1/2 in long in these holes and through
theholes in the iron fence.
These screws may then be screwed to the
board on the other side of the guide fence
as shown at A in Figure 147. Before the
guide fence is returned to the table, raise
the table to clear the cutterhead. The
guide fence should be tightened in position
on the table so that only that portion of
the knives which is needed to make the
Fig. No. 147
required shape will be exposed at the side
of the guide fence when the
MOULDING CUTTER GAUGE
table is lowered. Start the
machine and lower the table
90JARD SCREWE D TO GAUGE
very slowly. The cutter thus
is allowed to cut its own
clearance in the edge of one
5AW TABLE
of the boards which is MOULDING CUTTER
HEAD
screwed to the iron guide
Fig. No. 148. Auxiliary Fence
fence. A special fence of

•

•

-

this kind is useful when thin parts
are to be shaped or when a high
guide fence is needed for work which
must be held flat against the fence as
shown in Figure 149.
Flute Cutting
Flutes may be cut in cabinet legs
as shown in Figure 150 at A, by
using a set of style C cutters. The
set-up for the first cut is shown at

Fig. No. 149
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B. After making the first cut, reverse the stock and make the second cut
as shown at C. The position of the fence is not changed to make the second
cut. For the third cut, the
guide fence is moved so
that the third flute will be
made in the center of the
piece as shown at D. If
the flutes are not to extend
to the ends of the leg, a
A
piece of board of sufficient
length should be screwed
to the guide fence and
stop blocks should be
clamped to this board as
shown in Figure 151. The
legs should all be cut to
one length before fluting.
C
D
A good way to deterFig. No. 150. Flute Cutting
mine the correct position
for the stop blocks is to
mark one of the legs where the flutes are to end as shown at X and Y at
E in Figure 151. Place this leg on
the table and set the guide fence to
one side of the cutterhead so that the
sweep of the knives may be easily
seen when the cutter is turned by
E
C- CLAMP
hand. Hold the stock so that X will
FRONT STOP BLOCK
be in line with the point where the
x
back part of the head would start to
cut as shown at F. With the piece in
5AW TABLE
CUTTER-HEAD
this position, place the front stop
block against the front end of the
leg and clamp it to the guide fence.
The rear stop is set by placing
the leg so that mark Y is in line
with the front of the cutter just where
it comes through the table as shown
at G. The guide fence can then be
set so a flute will be cut at the correct distance from the edge of the
stock. The machine may now be
—IL.
started.
The leg should be placed with
J
one end against the front stop as
shown at H. Let the other end down
1
slowly over the head until it lies flat
"LI
on the table as shown at J. Then
push
it forward until the end touches
Legs
Fluting
Table
151.
Fig. No.
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the rear stop block as shown at K. Examine the cut to see that all adjust.
ments are correct before continuing. Stop the machine when making adjustments. When final adjustments have been made, cut the flutes in all
of the parts where this shape is required. When more than one leg is to be
fluted make the corresponding flute in each leg before changing the adjustment to make the other flutes.

Rule Joint

The rule joint is used on table tops which are made larger by means of
drop leaves hinged to them as shown in Figure 155 at A. The moulding
cutterhead can be used to good advantage to make this joint. D shows the
set-up for making the convex shape on the edge of the fixed part of the

Reed or Bead Cutting

Reeds or beads may be cut
by using the same method as
is used in flute cutting, except
that a set of beading knives is
A
used in the cutterhead. The
set-ups are shown in Fig. 152.
Reeds may be cut on the
corners of posts or legs as
shown in Figure 153 at A by
making the first cut as shown
at B. Then reverse th piece
C
D
and make the second cut as
Fig. No. 152. Bead Cutting
shown at C. This operation
will complete the bead on one corner. The other corners may be cut in like
manner.

A

Fig. No. 154. How to Make Wide Mouldings

Wide Mouldings

When repairing or remodeling buildings, some mouldings, window
frames, baseboards, or casings are often needed to match the other woodwork
in the building. Some of these are not carried in stock by the lumber dealer
and it is necessary to make them for the job. The moulding cutterhead with

C

D

Fig. No. 155. Rule Joint

A
Fig. No. 153. Beading Corners of Table Leg

a few sets of knives is very useful on work of this kind. For example, if
pieces are needed like the one shown at A, Figure 154, the edges may be
shaped as shown at B and C. A straight set of knives is used to make the remaining cuts. The first cut with the straight knives is shown at D. The other
edge of the stock is then placed against the guide fence and the cut made as
shown at E. The guide fence is then moved and set so that the knives will remove the remaining wood at the center. The final cut is then made as shown
at F.
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table B. F shows the setup for making the con cave cut on the edge of the
table leaf C. After shaping
the edges of the parts they
may be hinged together as
shown at G and A. One leaf
of the hinge used on the
table leaves is longer than
the other. Set the hinges
flush with the surface of the
wood, the knuckle also being
set into the wood. The pivot
of the hinge should be in
line with X, Figure 155, A.
Accuracy in the shaping
of the joint as well as in the
fitting of the hinges is neces-

sary to make a good hinge joint of this kind.
Dowel Cutting

Doweled joints arc frequently made. These dowels may be bought in a
variety of sizes. They
may, however, be made on
the circular saw by using
the moulding cutterhead

A
Fig. No. 156. Dowel Cutting
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and a set of knives which will cut half of the dowel at a time as shown i n
Figure 156 and 157. Dowels y8 in. in diameter, and any length can be made
with a set of knives like the one shown in Figure 156. The table should be adjusted so the
half circle at the top of the knives cuts half of
the dowel as shown at B in Figure 156.
A
The lumber from which the y8 in. dowels
are to be made should be about 7 of an inch
thick. Use dry lumber to make dowels. The
first cut is shown at B, Figure 156. After making the first cut turn the piece over and cut the
other side as shown at C. A light edge should
be left connec t ing the dowel with the piece as
shown at X, Figure 157. This may then be
easily broken off and the dowels can then be
cut to length and used wherever needed.
Small dowels about 1/4 in. in diameter may
be made with the style D cutters. A piece of
C
lumber about y8 in. thick is run past the cutter
Fig. No. 157
as shown at A, Figure 157, then the piece is
turned over and the other side
is cut, forming the dowel.
Panel Raising

SAW TABLE

Panel raising may be done
with the moulding cutter by
using a set of straight knives
and tilting the table as shown
in Figure 158.
Panel raising is used mostly
on door panels, drawer fronts,
and the tops of chests, cabinets,
and small boxes. Figure 159
shows examples of paneling
made in this way. Rabbeting
may also be done with a set of
straight knives in the cutterhead.

TILTED 8 6

7Th"V

1"

Fig. No. 158. Panel Raising
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Chamfering
The moulding cutter also may be used to advantage for chamfering. It
cuts very smoothly, accurately and safely. For this work, a straight set of
knives is used and the saw table is tilted to the angle required. Chamfer cuts
are usually made at an angle of 45 deg., but they may be made at any angle.
Figure 160 shows a chamfer cut being made with the moulding cutterhead.
Chamfering may also be done on the jointer but it is much safer to use the
moulding cutter.
WORK
Stop chamfer cuts such
as are shown in Figure 161,
may also be made with
the moulding cutterhead
mounted on the circular
saw arbor. It is usually
much safer to do this type
of work with the moulding
cutter than with any other
machine. Use a straight set
of knives, and tilt the table
5AW TABLE
to the required angle. Stop TILTED 45 6
blocks must be clamped to
the guide fence, and one
end of the piece to be cat
is placed against the stop
block nearest the operator.
The other end is held above
Fig. No. 160. Chamfering
the cutters until the piece is
positioned properly against the guide fence and the stop block. Then it is
lowered until the piece rests firmly on the table. The stock is then moved
forward until it comes in contact with the rear stop block. The blocks should
be carefully set to give the proper length of cut and they should be fastened
securely so that the stock will not move them. The piece should be held
firmly against the stop block at the front when the piece is let down over
the cutters, or the piece will be thrown toward the operator. This danger
is always present w h en
solid wood comes in contact with the back part of
a saw or with the back part
of the cutters on any machine. After the cut has
Straight Chamfer
Stop Chamfer
been started, and the piece
Fig. No. 161
moved forward, the danger
is over. When lifting the
wood up, after the stop chamfer is complete, lift the end nearest the cutterhead straight up.

Fig. No. 159. Example of Panel Raising
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Matched Glue Joints
The knife shown at H in Figure 162 is used to make a glue joint as
shown at A in Figure 162. Only one set of knives is used to make both cuts
for the joint. The knives are shaped so that the tongue and groove fit accurately by reversing the stock. This type of glue joint increases the gluing
surfaces and the pieces will not slip out of place when
being clamped together.
To get good results, the set-up must be very accurate.
The guide fence must be set so that the center of the
stock will come in line with the center of the knife.
The table must be adjusted so that the lowest cutting
part of the knives will just touch the stock lightly. For
example, if a joint of this kind is to be made on lumber
Fig. No. 162
of an inch thick, to make a top for an end table,
the guide fence should be set to cover
of the one inch
knife, thus the center of the stock will pass over the center of the knives.
Adjust the table so the lowest cutting part of the knives will just touch the
stock. A good way to determine the correct height to set the table is to place
a straight edged piece of thin wood, or a rule on edge on the table with its
side against the guide fence as shown at B in Figure 163. Turn the arbor
by hand and raise or lower the table until the lowest cutting edge of the
knives will just touch the rule when the knives are at the highest position.
When all adjustments have been made, start the machine and try the
cut on two pieces of scrap wood which are the same thickness as the stock
to be used. See Figure 163 at C. Reverse one piece and hold the two
shaped edges together. The joint should fit perfectly as shown in Figure 162.
If it does not fir, stop
the machine and make
any necessary slight
adjustments in the position of the guide
fence or the table. Try
the cut once more on
pieces of scrap wood,
and then, only after the
B
C
set-up has been found
Fig. No. 163. Setting Knife Properly
to be correct, run the
good pieces over the cutterhead. The pieces may then be glued and clamped
together to make the table top. If the adjustments have been accurately made,
there will be no offset at the joint.
How to Make Carved Mouldings
The woodworker is often in need of carved moulding to give a pleasing
and artistic effect to the articles he makes. Sometimes the design of a project
calls for carved inlays and carved mouldings, and if these are not available
the craftsman is at a disadvantage in attempting to make such projects, for
the making of hand carved moulding is a task for a skilled carver. It is
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very often impossible to buy the mouldings, especially when they are to
be made of rare woods. Many beautiful patterns of carved moulding may

_L"

TOP OF
64 SAW TABLE

Fig. No. 165. Setting of Knife

Fig. No. 164

be made with the moulding cutterhead by using only a few sets of knives
or cutters. A few examples will be given, and the craftsman after making a
few designs will soon develop many original patterns of his own.
It is best to make the cuts on the edge of a piece of lumber, and then
rip off the shaped
STRIP FASTENED TO
section. See Figure
MITER GAUGE
171 at D. For
ample, to make the
moulding shown in
Figure 164, proceed
A
as follows: Place a
TRIAL PIEC
set of style D cutters
in the cutterhead, and
place the head on the
saw arbor in the usual way. (The shapes
of knives are shown
Fig. No. 166. First Cut in Trial Piece
on page 88, Figure
125.) Lower the table
STI?IP FASTENED TO
so that the bottom of
MITE GAUGE
the cove in the center
of the knives will
project above the table about 1764 in. as
shown in Figure 165.
Screw a piece of
E
TRIAL
wood to the miter or
cut-off gauge, a n d
place this gauge in
(Z;,
the left hand groove
Fig. No. 167. Taking Second Cut
in the saw table.
—
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HOW TO USE A MOULDING CUTTER

The miter gauge is set in the regular cut-off position, that is, at right
angles to the cutterhead. See Figure 166. In Figure 166, you are looking
from the back toward the front of the machine.

marked with the pencil at C. The brad or nail is driven in so that it is
perpendicular to surface X, as shown in Figure 169. The spacer pin is now
ready for use as shown in Figure 169.
By placing the first groove made in the trial piece over the spacer stop
pin, the third bead can be made, and by moving the
stock over to the next groove after each cut, the beads
will be properly spaced. After making a few cuts on
the trial piece to see that all adjustments are correct,
the good pieces may be shaped. The first two cuts on
Fig. N( 170
each piece should be made in the same manner as the
first two cuts were made on the trial piece, after which
the spacer pin should be used to gauge the distance between the beads for
the cuts that follow.
On this moulding, the cut is directly across the grain of the wood, and
the piece should be fed past the cutters very slowly to prevent chipping.
When all of these cuts have been made, as shown in Figure 170, place
a set of style C knives in the cutterhead, remove the cut-off gauge and
place the regular moulding cutter guide fence in place on the table. Then

In order to space
the beads accurately,
a spacer stop pin is
made use of. To deTRIAL PIECE
/ termine the correct
location for the
spacer pin, make a
trial cut on the edge
of a trial piece of
wood as shown at A
in Figure 166. (Re/
A
C
member
that the views
STRIP FASTENED TO
are from the back of
MITER GAUGE
the machine to more
clearly show the setup.) After this cut
Fig. No. 168. Marking for Spacer Pin
has been made, stop
the machine and turn
the cutterhead by hand so that one of the knives is at its highest position.
Then move the trial piece so that the next cut will be made as indicated in
Figure 167. When the correct position is secured to make the second cut,
hold or clamp the trial piece to the cut-off gauge and pull it back on the
table slightly so that the knives will not strike the piece when the machine
is started. Start the machine and push the gauge and trial piece forward
slowly, and the knives will cut the second bead. Then stop the machine,
and turn the gauge over as shown in Figure 168. Now move the trial piece
over so that groove A in the miter gauge board will be in line with groove
B in the trial piece.
Place the sharp
7-5UffFACE X
point of a pencil
_
in the groove made
in the trial piece,
as shown in Figure
168, and make a
/SPACER
STRIP FASTENED
pencil mark on the
PIN
TO M17ER GAUGE
gauge board as
shown at C, Fig(2)
ure 168. Remove
the trial piece
Fig. No. 169. Completed Setup
from the gauge
board and drive a brad or small nail in the gauge board at the point

• .
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A
Fig. No. 171. Fluting Carved Mouldings

make the flute cuts in the usual way lengthwise of the stock, as indicated
at A, B and C, Figure 1 71.
Try the fluting cuts on the piece of waste stock before fluting the good
mouldings. After this is done, the moulding may be ripped off the stock
as shown at D, Figure 171.
For carved mouldings, it is best to use a close grained wood, such as
birch, gum, walnut or mahogany.
If a moulding is required like the one shown in
Figure 172, the miter gauge should be set at an angle
of 45° and a cut made near the end of a trial piece.
After this cut has been made, stop the machine and
turn the cutterhead by hand so that one of the knives
is at its highest position.
Then move the trial piece so that the next cut
Fig. No. 172
will be made as indicated in Figure 173. (The view
is from the rear of the machine to show the position of the trial piece in
relation to the cutter.) It will be noticed that one point of the knife will
be in line with one of the grooves already cut.
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HOW TO USE A MOULDING CUTTER
When the correct position is secured to make the second cut hold or
clamp the trial piece to the miter gauge and pull it back on the table slightly
so that the knives will not strike the piece when the machine is started.
Start the machine
and push the gauge
and trial piece forward
slowly, and the knives
will cut the second
bead. Then stop the
machine and turn the
gauge over as shown in
Figure 174.

STRIP FASTENED TO
MITER GAUGE

TRIAL PIECE

Fig. No. 173. Ready for Second Cut

Now move the trial
piece over so that the
grooves are in the position shown in Figure
174 and mark the
gauge for the spacer
pin.

shows
the spacer pin in place. It will be noticed that the spacer pin is driven into
the piece on the miter gauge at an angle of 45° to fit the groove in the
trial piece.
Figure 175

When the spacer is properly placed, the following cuts are easy. After
making a few cuts on the trial piece to see that all adjustments are correct,
the good pieces may be shaped. The first two cuts on each piece should be
made in the same manner as the first two cuts were made on the trial piece,
after which the spacer pin
should be used to gauge the
distance between the beads
for the cut that follows.
♦^gl

T Al

The cut will be much
smoother on this kind of
moulding than on the one
previously described, because the knives will not
be cutting squarely across
the end fibers of the wood.

PIECE

w

8111milor
STRIP FASTENED TO
MITER GAUGE

Flutes or beads may be
cut lengthwise of the
moulding if desired after
making the angle cuts. AlFig. No. 174. Marking for Spacer Pin
ways make the cuts lengthwise of the stock after the other cuts have been made, this will insure a
smooth job.
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HOW TO USE A MOULDING CUTTER
It is well to use a piece of soft wood screwed to the miter gauge because
the spacer pin is usually driven in very close to the bottom edge and hardwood is liable to split.

TTIAL PIECE

SPACER PIN

MEW
5T IfFAST E NED
MITER G
AUGET0

O

Fig. No. 175. Spacer Pin in Proper Position

Even the straight knives can be used to make a large variety of patterns
by tilting the table to 45 0 which will permit the knives to cut V grooves.
A few mouldings made with a straight set of knives may be seen among
those shown in Figure 176.
Other knives may be used to produce other shapes and the table may be
tilted to make still a greater variety of patterns.
The craftsman will find the making of carved mouldings with the moulding cutter to be very interesting and fascinating. Success in making these
mouldings depends
upon the accuracy
of the set-up and
the slowness with
which the stock is
fed when cutting
directly across the
grain of the wood.
A large variety
of carved mouldings actually made
with a moulding
cutter is illustrated
in Figure 176.

Fig. No. 176. Examples of Carved Mouldings
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CHAPTER VII
THE JOINTER
We arc living in a period of great progress. Things formerly done by
hand are now done much easier, faster, and better with machinery.
The small jointer and other portable woodworking machines, not only
render important service in
the cutting and assembly
rooms of factories, but they
are very useful in carpenter
and cabinet shops, small
workshops, and in the shops
of elementary, and junior,
and senior high schools,
t7ade and vocational schools.
A jointer which can be
run from any light socket
has improved and made
easier the work done in many
shops. It enables the craftsman to do a large variety of
work more easily and more
accurately than formerly
could be done by skillful
and difficult hand labor.
Such operations as squaring
up pieces of lumber, glue
jointing, rabbeting, bevel
cutting, chamfering, taper
cutting, surfacing the edges
and faces of stock, straightFig. N. f
Jointer in Operation
ening the edges and faces of
pieces that are warped or
winding, and many other
operations may be done five to twenty times faster on a jointer than is posBible with hand tools.
Construction
To enjoy the advantages offered by
a practical and accurately made jointer
struction is especially important. If for
only a few thousandths of an inch, it
108

this machine, it is important that
be selected. Accuracy in its coninstance, the tables are out of line
is sufficient to prevent good work
•

If a jointer lacks the necessary and essential features of design and construction, good work cannot be done on it. Even if only one element of
design is faulty, it may be enough to make the jointer a failure.
In order to help you select a
satisfactory machine, the important points of design and
•-n∎ '—
construction will be taken up
separately.
Jointer Base
The base of a jointer should
be sturdy and strong. Jointer
heads rotate at a high rate of
speed and unless the base is
Fig. No. 178. Bottom View of Jointer
well designed and sturdy, excessive vibration is set up, and
instead of producing a smooth surface, a surface with little wave like ridges
will be produced.
Some small jointers have bases which are so weak and springy that it
is impossible to do smooth and accurate work with them. The base should
be rectangular or box like in shape and well ribbed to give the utmost
strength and rigidity. Jointers which are bolted down on all four corners
are often sprung out of shape when they are fastened down on an uneven
surface. When this occurs, the tables are thrown out of perfect alignment
with each other, and it is impossible to do accurate work. See A and B,
Figure 179. Jointers having a base similar to the one shown at D in Figure
179 which is bolted down at two points may also be sprung if they are
bolted down to an uneven surface. A jointer base that is so
made that it may be securely
bolted down at three points as
shown at C in Figure 179, and
at A, B and C in Figure 178
will not be sprung out of shape
when it is fastened down.
C
A jointer with a well constructed base is shown in Figures 177 and 178. This base is
Fig. No. 179. Uneven Foundation and
Result on Jointerbase
cast in one piLce, it is very
strong and rigid, and there are
no parts to work loose or get out of adjustment. The base is wide and long.
This makes it stand firmly when mounted on a bench or a stand. It has
accurately machined inclines which support the tables.
Ample clearance space should be provided below the cutterhead on a
jointer, so that the shavings will drop away easily and not pile up and
interfere with the knives.
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Tables
A jointer has two tables, the front or infeed table, and a rear or outfeed table. These tables rest on inclines and may be raised or lowered by
means of hand wheels. The most common difficulty for the beginner is
that of securing the proper adjustment of the two tables, one with reference
to the other, and each with reference to the knives. If the two tables and
the knives were adjusted to the same level, there would be no chance for a
cut. By lowering the front table below the level
of the knives, a cut is made possible, the amount
of cut depending upon the amount of drop of
this table. The rear table is intended to carry
the stock after it has been cut and for this reason
should remain on the same level as that of the
knives at the highest point of revolution.
It is very important that the tables of a
jointer should be accurately machined. The
tables are mounted on slanting ways, or inclines,
so that when the tables are raised or lowered,
the tops will remain in a level position. The
inclines must be accurately machined or the
tables will not be level and square at all times.
The top surface of the table also must be
machined perfectly smooth and level in all directions.
Good jointer tables are shown on the jointer
Fig. No. 180
in Figure 180. Each table is mounted on four
ways which give the table four bearing surfaces.
This feature insures accurate adjustment and a rigid support for the table.
The tables on this jointer are made of cast iron, they have ribs on the undersides to give extra strength and rigidity. See Figure 178. The rear table
has a rabbeting ledge or offset as shown at A in Figure 180, and the front
table has a large rabbeting arm as shown at B. This arm supports the board
while it is being rabbeted. This is of special importance when wide boards
are rabbeted.

becomes worse the finished surface will show up more and more imperfections.
If the bearings are not in perfect alignment, the shaft will bear against the
edges of the bearings. The oil film at the point of greatest pressure will
very likely be broken, and wearing will result. Bearings should always be
in true alignment. Be sure that the oil applied to any machine bearing is
perfectly clean and free from foreign matter, especially grit.
A very good bearing for the jointer is shown in Figure 181, and at A
in Figure 183. This bearing is made of high grade bronze. There is a
reservoir at each end of this bearing to catch the oil that otherwise would
run out at the ends and be wasted. A hole is
provided at the bottom of these chambers
through which the oil passes to the large center
reservoir. A large wick, which fits all around
the bearing, filters the oil and supplies a constant
film of oil to the bearing by capillary action. A
jointer with these bearings will run many hours,
even a whole week, between oilings, and hence,
bearings of this kind will outlast many other types
of different construction.
Fig. No. 181. Excellent
Design of High Speed
Bronze Bearing

Ball Bearings

Since jointer cutterheads rotate at high speed, their bearings must be well
made. The type and construction of the bearings plays an important part
on the quality of the work produced. Once the bearings have become worn
the shaft will tremble, then a pounding action will be set up, and as this

The ideal bearing for a jointer is the modern
type of ball bearing. They are capable of high
speed over long periods of operation. Power is also saved because a rolling
contact requires less power, and allows accurate alignment of parts as well
as easy replacement. Great progress has been made in the treatment of metal
which is used for making the balls and races, and modern ball bearings
possess great wear and corrosion resisting qualities. In the plain bearing, the
proper theory of lubrication requires an unbroken film of oil at all times over
the entire area of the bearing. Ball bearings require a constant, uniform,
thin coating of lubricant at all times, though due to the rolling action of
the balls, it cannot be spoken of strictly as an unbroken film. On many of
the modern ball bearing installations, provision is made for the use of grease
instead of oil as a lubricant.
Dirt, saw-dust, or foreign matter of any kind, causes bearings to wear.
Especially is foreign matter in any high speed bearing a very destructive force.
To overcome this danger, a new type of ball bearing has been developed which
is fitted into a metal case or shell, that is closed on the outside diameter of
the extended bearing inner ring, with a felt washer. The bearing is thus
sealed both for the retention of the lubricant and the exclusion of dirt.
Practically no bearing maintenance is required on a machine equipped
with these bearings, and there are cases known in which such bearings
were run for periods of from two to five years without having any lubricant added to that originally furnished with the bearing. It is necessary,
therefore, to add fresh grease only when the machine is given a general
overhauling.
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Arbor

Jointer arbors carry high speed cutterheads, therefore, they should be
made of good steel. One of the best and strongest arrangements is where the
cutterhead and arbor are machined out of a solid piece of steel, thus making
the one a part of the other as shown at B, Figure 183.
Bearings
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the following manner. Place a fine carborundum stone (8" by 2") on the
front table, so that the end extends a little beyond the center of the cylinder,
cover the part of the stone that lies on the table with a piece of paper so

Cutterhead

The cylindrical shape of the modern cutterhead is a great improvement
as far as safety of operation is concerned, over the old square cutterhead.
The two types of heads are shown in Figure 182. The square type is seldom
used on modern jointers because of the danMIAMI
ger of injury to the

Fig. No. 182. Square and Safety Type Head

hands. The round,
safety cutterhead fills
up a large part of the
space between the ta-

that the stone will not cut the table when moved back and forth. Turn the

•

bles, and the knives project only a short distance, hence, the danger of
serious injury to the hands is lessened. The round cutterhead has milled
grooves for the knives. These must be cut at the proper angle to give the

knives the correct pitch. The knives are held in position by set screws which
press against a block of steel which, in
turn, holds the knives. Some small
jointer heads carry two knives, others
have three knives. Three knives are preferred. The cutterhead should be machined to a perfect balance.
A
A good cutterhead is shown in Figure 183. It is accurately machined from
a solid piece of steel. The journals are
also a part of the cylinder. This is a
three knife cutterhead. The number of
knife cuts per revolution of the head
b
Fig. No. 183. Cutterhead
always has a direct effect on the smoothness of the cut.
Knives

Some small jointers are equipped with carbon steel knives. These become dull very quickly and need frequent grinding. As it is inconvenient
for the average workshop owner to grind his own knives, through lack of
the necessary equipment, he is handicapped from the
start by buying a jointer with carbon steel knives. The
best knives for a jointer are made of thin, hardened,

high speed steel. These knives stay sharp from 5 to
10 times as long, and hence, require grinding much
less frequently than the carbon steel knives.
The knives for a jointer should be of equal size and
weight so that a true running balance will be obtained.
The edges of the knives must be parallel so that the
knives are not heavier on one end than on the other.

•

cylinder by hand until one of the knives comes in position for whetting.
The table should be
raised or lowered
PARTLY
OILSTONE
COVERED WITH PAPER
until the stone lies
on the bevel of the
knife and flat on the
table, as shown in
Figure 185. A small
wooden wedge may
Fig. No. 185. Whetting Jointer Knives
be placed between
the end of the cylinde: and the rear table to hold the cylinder in position while whetting. Move
the stone back and forth lengthwise of the knife. Success in whetting depends largely upon securing the correct position of the cylinder and the
table so that the stone lies flat on the bevel of the knife. If the stone rests
too near the cutting edge only, the knife will not have enough back clearance; and it will not cut well. The knives should be whetted evenly their
full length and the same amount of whetting done on each of the knives in

the cutterhead. Do not change the adjustment of the front table until all
three knives are whetted.
The knives may also be sharpened and brought to a true cutting circle
by jointing their edges while the head is in motion. This jointing rounds
off the knife behind the cutting edge, and if not overdone the knives will
cut very smoothly. To joint the knives, start the jointer and place a straight,
fine grit oil stone
on the rear table
PARTLY
OIL ST ONE
so
that the end of
CO V ER ED WITH PAPER
the stone projects
over the knives as
shown in Figure
186. Move the
stone across the
table so that the
(

knives will be
jointed their entire length. The
stone must be held flat on the table. If the knives have not come in contact
with the stone at all points, the rear table should be lowered very slightly
and the jointing repeated. The jointer should then be stopped and the
knives examined to see that the jointing is not being overdone. If this jointFig. No. 186. Jointing Revolving Knives

Fig. No. 184

When the knives become dull, they may be whetted with an oil stone.
The stone should be held so that it lies flat on the bevel of the knife and
then it should be moved back and forth lengthwise of the knife. A very
good way to whet the knives is shown in Figure 185. This may be done in

ing is done carefully, the knives will cut very smoothly.
After the knives have been whetted, or jointed, a few times they need
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grinding. It is advisable for the homeworker to send his jointer head to
the maker of his machine and allow him to grind and set the knives in the
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head. This saves the owner the rather difficult task of setting the knives
in the head so that they will revolve in a true cutting circle after they
have been ground. If the jointer is in continuous use, an extra head and
set of knives may be secured so that while one set is being ground, the other
may be used.
If only an extra set of knives is secured, it will be necessary to be very
careful about setting them in the head perfectly. The distance the knives
project from the head is very important. Observe this distance very carefully before removing the knives from the head. The back edge of the
bevel of the knife is usually about one sixteenth of an inch from the surface
of the cylinder on small jointers. Place the knives in the grooves and
tighten the knife locking bolts
slightly. A knife setting bar
made of a piece of hard wood
—KNIFE- SE
jointed perfectly straight is
placed on the rear table. Figure
CUTTER 187. The knife should be set
so that when the jointer head is
revolved slowly backward, it
BACK TABLE
will just touch the knife setting
bar without moving it. The
Fig. No. 187. Setting Knives
knife should be set permanently
in this position. Never rush this
part of the work for on the accuracy of the knife depends the quality of
machine work to be obtained. When a perfect setting of all the knives is
obtained, they should be tightened securely in place. It is safer to go over
the bolts a second time to see that they are tightened properly. The knives
may then be jointed very slightly, as previously described.

for this adjustment. The fence is securely clamped to the end of the front
table, thus, it does not interfere with the adjusting of the table. This is a
great improvement over the usual jointer fence which requires the removal
and replacement of several screws in order to move the fence.
The outstanding feature of this fence is the tilting arrangement. The
fence may be tilted at any angle up to 45° by loosening the clamp bolt C
at the end of the fence, and then tilting the fence to the required angle and
tightening the clamp bolt.
Graduations are marked on the
end of the fence so that it is not necessary to use a T bevel to obtain the required setting of the fence as shown
at A in Figure 188. This saves much
time and is very convenient when adjusting the fence at an angle to the
table. Another handy arrangement is
the device for stopping the fence when
it is brought back square with the
table. When the fence is brought to
a square position with the face of the
table a lug comes in contact with the
set screw as shown at D in Figure 188.
Once the fence is set square and the
b
Fig. No. 188. Parts of Fence
set screw and lock-nut set for this position, the fence may be returned to a
square position, thereafter, without using a try-square. This feature also
saves much time and trouble. The adjustments on this jointer fence are very
accurate, and yet, they are not cumbersome and do not interfere with the
work in any way. It is, indeed, a pleasure to use a jointer with this fence,
especially after being accustomed to using other types which are awkward,
springy, or cumbersome, and which must be adjusted with a T bevel or a
try-square each time the fence is moved. Many jointer fences are so narrow
and short that they give little guidance and support to the piece being
jointed. The fence shown in Figure 180 is much wider and longer than
most small jointer fences. It may be removed from the jointer very easily
when necessary.

Fence
The guide fence is an important part of a jointer, for on certain work
acts as a guide for the stock being pushed over the cutterhead. It should
be wide and long enough to give ample support and guidance to the piece
being jointed, and should be machined smooth and perfectly straight on
the face side. The jointer fence should be made so that it can be adjusted
back and forth across the table for various widths of cuts. A rigid and
accurate adjustment of the fence is necessary for rabbeting. The fence
should have a tilting arrangement with a good locking device for securely
holding it in position. It should be strong and rigid so that it will not spring
or move when stock is held against it.
A good jointer fence is shown in Figure 188. This fence has many
desirable features. It is wide and long. The face side is smooth and accurately machined. The back is reinforced to make it very strong and
sturdy and to prevent springing. The fence can be moved across the table
and removed for sharpening the knives or it may be securely clamped in
the required position by means of a clamping arrangement at the end of
the fence, as shown at B in Figure 188. There is only one clamping screw
it
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Jointer Guard

A good guard should be
provided for the jointer.
It should at all times automatically cover the knives,
except that part which is
doing the cutting. It should
not interfere with the work.
A very good jointer guard
is shown in Figure 189.

Fig. No. 189.
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This guard is made of aluminum. A spring holds it snugly against the
piece being jointed. This guard is light and will not jar the fence out of
adjustment when the piece being jointed passes the knives and the guard
comes in contact with the fence. An accident rarely happens on a jointer
when a good guard is used. Cultivate the habit of using the guard on all
operations where it can possibly be used. A guard will not protect you if
it is hanging on the wall. When jointing short pieces, always use a push
block similar to those shown in Figures 190 and 191.

CHAPTER VIII
OPERATING THE JOINTER

Selecting a Jointer

Position of Tables

In order to do a large
variety of accurate work, it
is important that a practi- Fig. No. 190. Push Stick Fig. No. 191. Push Stick
cal jointer be selected. The
jointer should be available for immediate use at all times without dismantling some other machine to attach it. Among the more important points of
construction a practical jointer should have the following: A sturdy base
having accurately machined inclines, accurately machined cast iron tables,
the rear table having a rabbeting ledge and the front table a large rabbeting
arm, means for raising or lowering the tables should be conveniently placed,
the cutterhead should be perfectly balanced and possess sufficient weight,
the knives should be made of high speed steel, bearings should be ample
and have effective provision for lubrication, the jointer fence should be
wide and long and provision should be made so that
it can be securely fastened over any section of the knives.
The fence also should be so made that it may be easily
tilted and locked at any angle up to 45°, the arigular
graduations being marked plainly upon it. A good
guard is necessary on the jointer. A practical jointer
should give good service in the jointing of long boards.
It also should be portable, so that it may be taken to
the work, thus saving the handling of material. A good
portable jointer is shown in Figure 192.
The circular saw and jointer mounted on one steel
stand and driven by one motor makes a very good combination unit if the arrangement is such that there is no
interference between the machines. Unfortunately there
arc some combination machines which are nor properly
designed and these are very limited in their usefulness because one or more
of the machines interferes with the operation of the other.
A well designed combination circular saw and jointer unit is shown on
page 22. There is no interference of any kind between these machines. The
circular saw does not interfere with any jointer operation and the jointer
does not interfere with any circular saw operation. Both machines may be
operated at one time or either machine may be operated singly.
A combination machine unit consisting of the jointer, circular saw, boring
and mortising machines is shown on page 24. This unit has become very
popular among woodworking mechanics.

For ordinary jointing the rear table should be level with the knives at
their highest point of revolution. This table when once set in this position, should not be changed except in rare cases. To test the rear table
alignment with the knives,
WORK
start the machine and run
a piece of board over the
knives a few inches; as the
newly-cut surface passes
over the rear table there
should be no space showing between the table and
FRONTTABLE
the stock. If the rear table
A
is too high the result will
be a slight raising of the Fig. No. 193. Rear Table Too High
board as it is pushed forward, and the knives will cut more off the first end of the board than the
rear end as shown in Figure 193. If the rear table is too low, light will
show between the rear table and the stock when a piece is run over the
knives a few inches. See Figure 194. This shows the stock is resting only
on the front table and
wORK
as the stock is pushed
forward it reaches a
point where its front
414
1PA1
end will drop until it
rests on the rear table.
-n1"
This produces a notch
REAR TABLE a
or crook in the stock
ll et*
TOO LOW
, as shown ar B in Figure 194. This condiFig. No. 194. Rear Table Too Low
tion can be corrected
by running a piece of board several inches past the head, and then raising
the back table until it just touches the stock. The rear table or bed is raised
or lowered only for special set-ups, and once it is set properly, it should
be left alone. A hundredth part of an inch out of adjustment will cause
poor work, and as it is quite difficult to get this fine accuracy of adjustment
it should not be changed except when absolutely necessary.
The depth of the cut is determined by the distance the front table is
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below the knives when they are at their highest point of revolution. Th e
front table should be raised or lowered to give the amount of cut the work
requires.
Quite often the piece to be surfaced is rough, irregular, and in a slight
twist. As it passes over the knives a
new surface is formed and this new surface passes over onto the rear table. It
is important that the piece be held down
tightly on the rear table so that the reFig. No. 195 maining part of the cut will be in the
same plane with the first part of the cut.
As soon as the stock rests solidly on the rear table, the operator should
place his left hand on this part and hold the stock in contact with the rear
table, at the same time pushing forward with both hands. At this point of
the operation the right hand should not press down hard but should push
only. See Figure 177. As the right hand approaches the cutterhead, the
piece should be held down tightly with the left hand, while the right hand
is lifted from the piece and placed on the stock over the rear table. The
remainder of the cut is made with
the hands in this position. It is
much safer not to allow either hand
to pass directly over the revolving
knives.
When jointing short pieces alFig. No. 196. Wrong Way
ways use a push block. This may be
made from a piece of two by four as shown in Figure 190, or a piece of
inch lumber as shown in Figure 191.
Whenever possible, pieces should always be faced or jointed on the
dished side, and barely enough stock should be removed to straighten the
sides as indicated by the dotted line in Figure 195. Care should be taken
when facing twisted stock, which has a tendency to rock on the table, to
prevent the piece from rocking suddenly into the knives which will, under
such circumstances, kick the piece from under one's hands. The stock
should never be forced down so
tightly on the table as to spring
any bow it may have down. If the
bow is forced down in this way it
will spring back after the cut is
completed, and the side will not be
Fig. No. 197. Right Way
straight.

knives will not cut against the grain. Figure 197 shows the correct way
to run the piece over the jointer so that the knives will cut with the grain,
and Figure 196 shows the same piece being run the wrong way.
Taper Jointing
One of the special operations of which the
jointer is capable is that of tapering. One of the
simplest forms of tapering is shown in Figure 199.
The front end of the stock is laid over the head
onto the end of the back table. Let the stock down
slowly and steadily until the end rests on the back
table. Then push it forward as in any ordinary cut
and the knives will remove the wood below the
Fig. No. 198
dotted line at (D). There is one condition present
when using this form of tapering, and that is that
at point (A) the knives will dig in slightly, leaving a depression in the
stock. It is the result of the fact that the first inch or two of the end of
the stock is not cut by the knives. A good way to remove this depression is
to taper the stock a little less than required with the taper set up, then raise
the front table for a light cut and joint the piece in the regular way its
full length. If the taper on the piece is to be longer than the front table
use the method for making long
tapers described later.
Figure 200 embodies the
same principle as Figure 199,
but shows a piece being taperei
only part of its length. It will
be noted here that a stop block
Fi g. No. 199. Tapering on Jointer
is clamped to the jointer fence.
This kind of set-up is often used for tapering bench or stool legs, where they
remain straight for a part of their length. By placing the end of the leg
against the stop before letting it down on the knives, all danger of a kickback is avoided and the length of the cut is properly gauged at the same
time. The stock should be let down over the knives slowly and steadily and
then pushed forward. It is evident that in this set-up we will
have the same defect as in Figure 199, and it can be removed.
in the same way.

Glue Joints
For making ordinary glue joints set the guide fence square with the
table and place the stock on edge on the table with the face side against the
fence as shown in Figure 198. Then push the piece over the revolving head.
For smooth and accurate work it is better to make several light cuts than
one heavy cut. When jointing cross-grained stock it is well to observe the
run of the grain on the wood and run the piece over the jointer so that the

It is often desirable to make
a taper on stock which is longer than the front table. This cannot be done
in the usual way, because the piece will overhang at the end of the table,
and as the piece is pushed forward the back end will be brought higher
until the end rests on the table. This of course, will spoil the taper. Long
tapers may be made on the jointer quite easily when the correct method is
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Fig. No. 200. Tapering With Stop

Long Tapers
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thoroughly understood. The stock should be marked off into a convenient
number of equal sub-divisions, which in Figure 201, is shown as three. The
length of each sub-division must be slightly less than the length of the front
table. Adjust the front table to (in this case) 1A of the amount to be taken
off by the knives to give the full amount of taper. The first cut is made by
letting the piece down over the head, so that the knives will start cutting
at (1) and cut along the dotted line (A). After this cut has been made,
the remaining cuts are easy, for you have here the proper angle for the
tollowing cuts. By placing the part of the taper just cut on the front table,
and pushing it over the knives the cut will start at (2) and end at (B).
Likewise the next cut will start at (3) and end at (C) which is the final cut
as indicated by the dotted line.
If the piece to be tapered is longer, it may be divided into any number
of equal sub-divisions. One point to remember is that the depth of each
WORK--)
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Fig. No. 201. Long Tapering

Bevel Jointing
Bevels may be cut very easily and smoothly by tilting the guide fence
to the angle required to make the bevel as shown in Figure 204. If the fence
is not graduated for setting the fence at an angle, the T bevel must be used.
However, it is much handier to have a jointer with a fence which is gradu-

TABLE

by Taking Successive Cuts

cut is determined by the number of sections laid out. For example, if there
are four divisions, the front table should be adjusted so that 1/4 of the finished
taper is cut each time the piece is passed over the knives. Another point to
r emember is that the length of a section must be a little less than the length
cif the front table of the jointer.
Tapers may be made on long stock with this method without using special
attachments or extending the front table.
Rabbeting
One of the many operations that may be performed on the jointer is
rabbeting. Quite often it is necessary to make a rabbet cut on the parts of
7:abinets, furniture, or mill work, and when done on a good jointer, the cut
very smooth.
The depth of the rabbet which may be made on the jointer is limited
ro the depth of the offset in the rear table and the knife clearance space on
rlie guide fence, and the width is limited only by the length of the jointer
knives. Set the guide fence for the width of the cut desired and adjust the
rront table for the depth of the rabbet. Try the cut on a piece of scrap
v.00d to see that the adjustments are correct before cutting a good piece.
It wide stock is to be cut, it will be supported by the rabbeting arm on the
front table. The part which is not cut by the knives will pass over the rabbetmg ledge on the rear table, and the part cut by the knives will rest on
the rear table in the usual manner. Pieces may be rabbeted as shown in
inures 202 and 203.
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It only a part of a member is to be rabbeted, a board with a stop block
set for the required length of rabbet may be fastened to the jointer fence
or the rear table, and the piece run over the jointer until the end meets the
stop block. This method is useful when rabbeting the back legs of cabinets
for the back panel. On such work the cut usually does not extend to the
bottom end of the leg. Extra care should be taken when rabbeting as usually
the guard must be removed for this work.
Small tenons may be made on the jointer by making a rabbet cut on each
side of the stock.

Fig. No. 202

Fig. No. 203

Fig. No. 204

ated as the one shown in Figure 204, so that it is not necessary to use the
T bevel for a bevel cutting set-up. All that needs to be done to set the
fence at an angle, is to loosen the top ball crank, tilt the fence until the
pointer shows that it is tilted the proper number of degrees, and then again
tighten the ball crank. This device not only saves time, but it also is very
accurate.
The piece to be beveled should be held steadily against the guide fence
as' it is advanced over the cutterhead. Several cuts are usually required to
complete the bevel. Do not remove the guard for this operation and do not
attempt to cut a bevel on very short stock.
Chamfering
Chamfering is nothing more than beveling the corners or edges of parts.
Chamfer cuts on all four corners of a piece of stock are shown in Figure
205. The guide fence is usually set at 45° for this work, although it may
be set at any angle required. Hold the piece steadily against the fence as
the piece is moved forward over the cutterhead. The cut is repeated until
the required chamfer is obtained. Count the number of cuts so as to be sure
to get the same width on all of the chamfers on a given piece.
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Stop Chamfering

A stop chamfer cut is quite dangerous for two reasons, the stock must
be let down over the cutterhead and it is let down at an angle. This operation is much safer if done with the moulding cutterhead using a straight
set of knives. If this work must be done on the
jointer, a stop block must be fastened securely to
the front table or the guide fence. In making this
cut both tables are lowered for the depth of the
cut. Adjust the fence for the angle required and
set it as near the front edge of the table as the
work will permit. The front end of the stock is
placed firmly against the stop block as shown in
Figure 206, and the piece is let down slowly and
Fig. No. 205
carefully on the knives, and then pushed forward.
The cut will be smooth at (B) where the piece is
first let down on the knives as they are cutting with the grain. If the cut is
continued to the end, the knives will be cutting against the grain at point
(A) and, of course, the cut will not be smooth at this point. If the stock is
square and the chamfer cut is at an angle of 45°, this may be avoided by
cutting a little more than half the length of the chamfer. Then reverse the
piece and again let the piece down over the head and push forward until
the two cuts meet. If the cut starts farther from the one end than the other,
it will be necessary to handle the stock twice and re-adjust the stop block
CLAMP-)
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Fig. No. 206. Both Tables Lowered for Stop Chamfering

for the second cut. Drop chamfering should be done with the moulding
cutter whenever possible. Use a straight set of knives as shown in Figure
160, and described on page 101. This method is much safer.
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Back of saw tooth 57.
Ball Bearings 111.
Band Saw 14-23.
Band Saw and Boring unit 26-27.
Bar, Knife setting 114.
Base-circular saw 48; jointer 109.
Basement workshop 31.
Bead Cutting 98.
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104.
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Rip gauge 52.
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Round jointer cutterhead 112.
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Spring for holding work 70.
Spring moulding 71.
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Square jointer head 112.
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jointer 119; chamfering 101 121; fluting 96; grooving 81; Rabbeting 120;
reeding 98.
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17.
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Stop chamfers 101-122.
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Straight chamfer 101.
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Safety hints 83.
Safety jointer cutterhead 112.
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55; tables 48-51; saw blades 57; care
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Saw teeth 57 62.
Screen moulding 90.
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Tops-table 66.
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Trimming wide stock 74.
Trunnion of saw table 49-51.
Types of carved mouldings 107.
Types of circular saws 49-50.
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Types of jointer cutterheads 112.
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Typical rip saw teeth 57.
Variety saw 52.
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cutter 66-86-90.
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Veneered panels trimming74.
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Whetting jointer knives 113.
Wick lubrication 53.

Wide mouldings 98.
Wide stock trimming 74.
Wood carved mouldings 102.
Wood for mouldings 85.
Woodworker's bench 30 31.
Woodworking machines 15 to 46.
Woodworking shops 15 to 46.
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Workshops 15 to 46.
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construction 47; design 49; hinged 49;
inserts 48; modern 49; tilting 49-50.
Table-jointer-adjustments 117; construction 110; inclines 110.
Table leaves 99.
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jointer 119.
Taper--jointing 119; ripping 67.
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Tenon-cutting 80 82; making of 80 82.
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Thick appearance on table top 95.
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Tilting saw table 49-50.
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Scroll saw 19.
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